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Law Violations
Charged Against Pair

Liquor

Fn

New

Ilree Appointees Students Protest

Station

New

Soadit for Sooth

Named

Eml

Holland Trust

of

Holland

for

Appointment of three members

Council Also Considers

to a special committee of five to

Grand Haven (Special)— Two
prsons were arraigned Tuesday before Justice George Hoffer in connection with a violationof liquor
identificationstatutes.
Elvin Peterson, 19, Fruitport
pleaded guilty to a charge of falsiHolland high biology stuAente, fying his age to procure liquor and

Wanton

Killing

of

Rare Grosbeaks

paid $25 fine and $4.50 costs.
Stats police charged that Peterincreased because of their interest son produced other means of
in feeding stations and bird identificationthan his own Feb.
houses, are protesting the wanton 11 st the Nunica tavern
Henry Stevens, 55, operator of
killing of evening grosbeaks in the
Nunica tavern, charged with sellHolland area.
ing liquor to s person under 21,
The evening grosbeak, which waived examinationand furnished
cornea this far south only when $500 bond for his appearance in
feed is low in its native Canadian Circuit court March 1

whose

aikninistergifts and bequests for

Areas Near Ball Park

the ne^ly organized Greater Holland Community Trust was announced today.
Mrs. P. T. Cheff was appointed
by Mayor Harry Harringtonat a
regular meeting of Common Council Wednesday night. Her appointment was approved by council.
Dr. E. D. Dimnent Is the ap- northwest, has been seen in conpointee of First National bank, siderable number in Holland this
which together with Peoples State year. Many of Lida Rogers' stubank will handle funds.
W. A. Butler, Sentinel publish- dent* have reported evening grosbeaks at their feeding stations.
er, was named by the Chamber of
Jimmy Spoor, who lives near
Coi merce.

A new

fire

engine house k

in

«ity.
Thk

<

was suggested at Wednes-

day’s meeting of

Common

Council

by Mayor Harry Harringtonwho
pointed to fast and continued
growth in that part of the city,
involvingnew homes, new and
larger schools,increased commercial

developmentand an enlarged

Group Considers
Increased Tuition

Hollan ' city limits, reported 25 to
other trustees will be nam30 evening grosbeaks near his
ed later, one to be appointedby
home. About a week ago he found
Peoples bank and the other to be
10 such birds dead. They had been
named by Circuit Judge Raymond
the target for youthful hooligans

Two

hospital

Mayor Harrington suggested

N.

To Be Purchased

ByWorksBoard
BPW

,

Also to Rcdrill

appreciation of birds his

Suggestion (or Parking

prospect for the south part of the

Coal Pulverizers

Eut Eighth St Well
To Depth oi 13S Feet

Common council Wednesday*
night okayed a recommendation
from the Board of Public Work*
to purchase two coal pulverizers
for the James De Young plant at
a cost of $77,988.The sum represented a bid of Kennedy Van Saun
Manufacturing and Engineering
Corp.
It is explained that the machines pulverize coal into a fine
powder which is burned in suspension, leaving little ashes. It Is regarded as a highly economical operation.

Council also granted permission

HHS Problem

to the BPW to redrill the Eut
Eighth SL No. 1 weU to t depth
L. Smith and Probate Judge ConservationOfficer. Elmer
of 135 feet with « diameter of 16
Committee*
to
study
the
educaRaymond L. Smith and Probate
Boerman of Zeeland, Deputy tional, legislativeand tax prob- Inches. The contractwill be let
Judge Frederick T. Miles.
to the Dunbar Drilling
SupGay ton Forry and Holland police
The two local banks are in the
have called attention to laws lems •confronting Holland ares in ply Co for Its bid of $4,680. The
process of establishing limited
which protect such birds, and en- its high school program ki com- communicationexplained that the
Mrs. William Schrler'ethird-grade room in Van
Making lee cream— the manual way with home
trust powers to care for the new
list the cooperationof parent* ing years wers appointed st a original concretewell drilled in
city attorney.
Raalte school. Left to right are Betty Rlddering,
freezers— is a big job and requires earnest and unprogram whereby gifts and beA letter from the Isaac Kouw divided attention, especiallywhen the workers are
in discouraging some wanton meeting of an area study commit- 1922 waa only 75 feet deep and
Linda Bouwman, Bruce Vanden Bosch, . Sharon
quests can be made to the commuhad to be discontkmsdlast year
slaughter of protected birds. EveRealty Co. and the De Roos RealSmeenge and Tommy Van Kloy.
third graders. Here a quintet of diligentyoungtee Monday night in Junior high
nity.
when it started to pump sand.
(Sentinelphoto)
ning grosbeaks are among the
ty Co. requested action to make
sters helps to make ice cream for the SI pupils in
The Greater Holland CommuThe street committee was
many species protected in migrat- school.
city-ownedland in the vicinity of
nity Trust is based on the Mt. ory bird treatieswith Mexico^
With reduced heat bringing
granted permission to proceed
Riverview park into parking
Vernon, Ohio, plan which collects
To encourage Interest in the temperature of 63 degrees,the with plans to mount a new afreet
areaq. This Involves property west
and
administers large sums for
usher unit on the chamis of a
birds,
Miss Rogers assigned her 20-odd person* present covered a
of College Ave. between Fifth and
Pair
civic improvement.The local prowide territory in the 90-minute 1941 truck, replacinga 1920classes to make feeding stations
Sixth Sts. and between Fourth It
gram was designed by a special between Thanksgivingand Christ- session presided over by Walter model Estimate for the new
and Fifth Sts., as well as procommittee consistingof Aid. mas. Since then her students have Vander Haar of Holland township. equipment and work is $2^9733
perty lying east of College Ave.
Vander Haar who had been serv- which includes painting.
Peter Kromann, O. S. Cross, Marreported cardinals,blue jays, chicbetween Fifth and Sixth Sts. now
vin
Lindeman
and
Munidpal adees, evening grosbeak* and tree ing as temporary chairman was
Permission also was granted toe
controlled by the Board of Public
made permanent chairman.
Judge Cornelius vander Meuien. sparrows.
the department to remove the
Making home made ice cream
Works. The communicationswere
Much of the discussionrevolved dump body and hoist and tha
Aid. Kromann told council WedThe biology laboratoryhas a
in a freezer with real ice is a big
referred to the public buildings
Officers of
nesday
night
that
a
booklet
is model feeding station outside its about plans under consideration underbody scraper from the 1941
exciting adventure.
and grounds committee and the
being printed to explain the new third floor headquarters on a fire by the Holland Board of Educa- model and place bids for a new
Just ask any member of Mrs.
Board of Public Works.
tion to Increase tuition $50 per truck to replace a 1935 modal
Allegan (Special)
A night’s program:
escape. It is a Christmas tree
William Schrier’s third grade
A letter from the Insurance
Members
of
the
distribution strung with pieces of dried fruit, outside high school student, the the oldest In the fleet Bids call
game
of
cops
and
robbers
netted
class in Van Raalte school, and
Audit and Inspection Co. of Incommittee will serve staggered unroastedpeanuts and "wow- sura to be put into a special fund for a new truck as Just the chasyou’ll receive an enthusiastican- jail sentences for two Grand
dianapolissuggestingthat their
for an addition to the high school sis and cab, and with a dump
terms. Dr. Dimnent will serve one
in
insuranceauditing service be reswer.
Rapids men in circuitcourt Tues year, Butler three years and Mrs. balls’’ of melted suet and grain. plant Accordingto Trustee E. V. body and hoist
Sunflower heads attract the seed
The big event started with the day when a jury found them guiltained for another year, at a cost
Hartman who explained the plan, With no protests registered,
Cheff four years. Future appoint feeding birds.
of $250 to cover both general city
Zeeland — Mrs. N. J. Danhof, chance reading of a story in the
Holland city would put up $50 per council okayed construction of a
ty of impersonating officers of the ments will be for five years.
The
latest
assignment
for
Miss
and the Board of Public Works campaign directorfor the Red morning reading class entitled
Rogers’ bird-conscious students city student into the fund. The sanitary sewer in River Ave. from
was referredto the ways andf Cross in Zeeland city, has an- "Ice From the Clouds.’’ It was a law.
was making bird house*. They are plan would reflect considerably on 31st to 32nd Sts. and in 32nd St
means committee.
nounced her workers for the cam- story of young David who had to
Dallas Mitchell 31, and Lanow ready for display in the third taxes in the various school dis- from Pine to Central Aves.
Council considered a suggestion paign which was launched at live with his parents a year on
Veme BazzeU, 30, were given sen- Station
tricts and city, H was pointed
Council approved opening 30th
floor corridor.
from Clerk Clarence Grevengoed an area kickoff meeting Friday the desert. One day he stumbled
out.
and 31st Sts. between Pine and
tences of 60 days and 90 days in
that the city’s fiscal year be clos- at 6 p.m. in Holland.
against a freezer and wondered
Trustee Vernon D. Ten Cate Maple Aves., and recommended
ed as of March 11 when 52 weeks
Zeeland zone chairmen are Mrs. why in the world his parents had the county jail respectively, by
pointed out that Holland area is that the BPW make plana and esJudge
Raymond
L.
Smith.
Mitchell
(50,000
will have elapsed. If the new Dan Boone, Mrs. Ben De Witt, brought that thing along. They
integrallyunited Industrially, soc- timates for extended mains in tha
charter is passed, the fiscal year Mrs. Edward De Pree, Mrs. Ben were a good 50 miles from any already has served most of his
ially Mid through the churches, streets from River to Maple. Ths
time
since
their
arrest
shortly
afwill end June 30, and adjustment Johnson, Mrs. Wilbur Kraak, Mrs. snow or ice in the mountain*.
Allegan (Special) — Charging
and it would only be practical for extra block was neceastry In
could be made at that time. The Eldoh Moore, Rose Moll, Gertrude
Then one day, there was a big ter the Dec. 4 episode.
that a truck driver was responarea students to continueto at- order to have the proper connecIn * day-long trial, two couples sible for permanently disfiguring
March 15 payroll will be included Van Hoven, Egbert Boes, Albert hail storm— it hailed real chunk*
tend Holland high school. "I be- tions, it was pointed out The
in the current fiscal year. It was Hofman, N. J. Danhof, Ben Steen- of ice. And David went out with testified to how they were ques
burns he suffered last year,
lieve It is the conviction of every subject had been studied by a
referred to the ways and means wyk and John Stephenson.
\ his Burro and filled his saddle tioned, searched, and then taken George Harring, Glenn gas station
The largest valued building per- member of the Board of Educa- joint committee for some time.
committeewitji power to act.
Workers
irkers are Mrs. Sig Mathit* bags full He took the hail stones to Kalamazoo by the pair early proprietor,has filed a $50,000 mit sines Fillmore township tion that no young person in the
Clerk Garence Gmwngoad pre' The clerk presented the fire in- son, Mrs. William Boes, Mrs. hAr* and hia mother mad*. lot the morning of Dec. 4. They were
damage suit against McNamara adopted its building ordinance area shall be deprived of the facil- teHtstr 4 tetttt from tha Michigan
spector’s’ report for February, Henry
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Paul
McCarty,
y Pippel, Mrs. John Baff,. 'Cream . . .
ities of the high school system," Liquor Control commission inMotor Express, Inc., of Kalamazoo was filed this week.
showing 175 inspectionsand 24 Mrs. Ray Snow, Mrs. Willis De
Class discussion revealed that Kalamazoo, and Mr. and Mrs. and Donald Eicholz, owner of a
Harry £~^per of 42 East 13th Ten Gate said
forming the county that 1949 licwarnings, and the building inspec- Wys, Mrs. Richard Nies, Mrs. only six of the 31 pupils had ever Richard Baker, Otsego.
Both Jennie M. Kaufman, Ot- enses expire April 20, and that
truck leased by the firm.
St, made the bid to build a $55,tor’s report for Februaryshowing Willard Claver, Mrs. Richard La- seen ice cream made in a freezThey told the jury the Bazzett
Harring said Eicholz stalledhis 000 roller skating rink in Fill- tawa school commissioner, and G. beginning March 25, the com20 permits issued for a total of mar. Mrs. A1 Kampen, Mrs. Duke er. The others had had no idea car stopped while the two couples truck at the station and asked more township, on US-31, halfway Ray Sturgis,Allegan county com- mission will release appUcatb*
$39,295. The reports were referred Gebben, Mrs. Albertus Mulder, how the delightfultreat was man- were halted alongside US-131
the owner to pour gasoline over between 32nd St. and Castle Park missioner, were present. Miss for renewals. The local governing
to the public safety commission. Mrs. David Van Omen, Mrs. Bert ufactured.
south of Plainwell Alter consid- the carburetorto get the motor Rd.
Kaufman served as temporary bodies are requestedto investiThe ways and means committee Brower,^Mrs. Gerrit Johnson, Mrs.
Then followeda bit of discus- erable discussion, the two men started. Despite his warning, the
George Klingenberg, present clerk.
gate liquor establishments as to
gave notice that it will introduce Isaac Van Dyke, Mrs. Simon El- sion on the scientific line— how drove them to Kalamazoo ostenWalter Healy, Jr., was appoint- their standards, and If they do
plaintiff declares,the driver start- building inspector, filed the perat the next regular meeting ordin- hart, Mrs. Alvin Millard.
liquid
expands when freezing, and sibly to the police station. While ed the motor which resulted
ed to representthe area study not measure up to requirements,
mit
ance No. 4141 termed "The anMrs. Louis De Kraker, Mrs. how ice hak to be melted by salt stopped at a gas station in Kala- the gas catching fire, spraying
The permit specifiedt 80x200 commission at a meeting March the local businesses should be
nual appropriation bill of the city Ford Berghorst, Mrs. William before it can freeze the cream.
mazoo, however,Baker called po- Harring and burning him severely. foot concrete and steel reinforced 15 in Mt. Pleasant. Ten others of notified that renewal will not be
of Holland for the fiscal year Baron, Mrs. August Hasten, Mrs.
The teacher ventured an off- lice, who arrived on the scene and He says his left ear is permanent building with a 60x40 foot wing the county will attend, according recommended. The communicastarting March 13, 1950."
John Molter,. Katie Staal, Ann hand opinion that the class might held Bazzett and Mitchell until ly injured,and scars on his face attached. The main section of the to Miss Kaufman. The next meet- tion was referred to the safety
The clerk presented a letter Telgenhoef,Arlene Moore, Irene make ice cream "tomorrow,"may- Allegan -county officersarrived.
building will house the skating ing of the local group will be held commission.
and forearm are permanent.
from Holland Tulip Time Festi- Van Hoven, Arline Johnson, Marie be even hoping a teensy little bit
All aldermen were present
The pair based their defense on
The First National Bank and floor and the wing will be used for Monday, March 20.
val, Inc., requesting the use of Ver Hage, Gertrude De Roo.
The following committees were along with aldermen-elect A W.
that the youngstersmight forget being "suspicious"of the stopped Trust, Kalamazoo, has filed suit a soda fountain, rest rooms am
various parks and playgrounds Gerry Plasman, Jacob Gras,
Hertel and Robert Visscher. Mayabout it in the meantime.
car and proceededto make a pri- against Ralph and Faye Pierce, other facilities,according to the appointedby Vander Haar:
for Tulip Time activities. The let- Vernon Volkeri, George De Vries,
Education—Fred Weiss, Carroll or Harry Harrington preaided and
But interest grew, and the fol- vate investigation.Bazzett, who Leighton township, for payment of permit.
ter also containedthe invitation
James Vereeke, John Vander lowing day found special assign- drew the longer term, admitted in a $1,742 note.
"It will be the most modem and Norlin,4Mrs.B. Bosman, Manley Aid. John Beitman gave the infor the mayor and council to parWeide, Evert Schrotenboer, Mel- ments for children to bring salt, testimonyhe had been convicted
up to date skating rink in this Huyser, Henry Kleinhekael, Mrs. vocation.
ticipate in the opening parade
vin Baron, Bern Heuvelhorst, Arn- eggs, sugar and icicles. The ice
part of the state," Klingenberg R. Eash, Wayne Harrington, John
May 17 and the Saturday parade old Boe, Jack Wildschut and Al- was to be brought in a duffle bag four times on drunk and disorder- George Hemw&ll, 68,
Kaper, John Henry Albers and
said.
ly
charges. Mitchell said he had
May 20. The measure was ap- iyn Barense.
Richard Nyland.,
at noon. It was there early in the been found guilty of a misdemeanSuccumb$ at Home
proved with the understanding
Legislative — Vernon D. Ten
morning. The children saved their or as a juvenile.
that all expenses involved on the
Cate, Kenneth Alien, L. B. Brady,
morning milk for the project.
George Hemwall, 68, died this
part of the city of Holland be
Marvin Lindeman, Davis Bosch,
After the ice cream was maxed
morning at his home on route 1.
charged to Tulip Time, Inc., at
John Alderink, Nick Polich, Fred
and placed into two freezers,a
He had lived there for the last 26
the rate* customarily charged. AcVan Vubergen, Glenn Folkert and
willing brigade of strong-muscled Plaintiff
to years. Although a carpenter for
tion also was taken to obtain
Dr. James E. Cook.
eight-year-olds
the
the last few years, he formerly At
suitable costumes for councilmen.
Taxation—Theodore Van CostMembers of the Chick-Owa
cranks.
ran a grocery store at Gibson.
to
It was referred to the ways and
erhout, E. V. Hartman, Walter sportsman’sclub held s meeting
Because
it was Washington’s
He
was
bom
June
5,
1881
means committee.
Eastmanville— John Veldheer, Healy, Jr, John Brink, Jr., Lester Wednesday Feb. 22 at Zeeland.
Kalamazoo Central’sreserve birthday, it was cherry ice cream.
Sweden to the late Mr. and Mrs, 67, who has been living at the Veldheer,John Siebelink, LawThe following oaths of office
Don Pikaart presided and was
squad turned on the steam in the
And it was the best ice cream
Hans Hanson. He was a member
were presented: Harry HarringAllegan (Special) — Following of the Masonic order of Sauga- county farm here for 16 years, rence Timmer, Mrs. Adrian Klaaa- appointedhead of s nominating
final quarter to sink a game Hol- in the whole wide world!
ton, mayor; Henry J. Becksfort,
was found hanging from a rope in en, Stanley Lam per, Edward Mis- committeeto select a slate of new
an opinion by Circuit Judge Ray- tuck.
land high second team 41-30 on
treasurer; John Galien, supervithe cattle barn, 7:40 a.m. Tuesday. kotten and Mrs. Herbert Marsilje. officers.
the Armory court Friday night.
mond Smith, Steven Lasecki, DeSurviving are the wife, Amelia
sor; Lloyd Maatman, third ward
Taken ill a few days ago, he unThe Zeeland club voted its apThe game was nip and tuck well Zeeland Driver Granted
troit, who won a $33,000 jury verthree sons, George and Roy
alderman; Anthony Peerbolt,
proval to the Michigan United
into the final quarter, when the
dict from the Hamilton Farm Chicago and Lennart of Holland successfullytried to slash Mi
Restricted License
fourth ward; Arnold W. Hertel,
Conservationclubs’ resolution to
Maroon flurry spelled defeat for
Bureau last fall, has filed a remit- five grandchildren; two sisters, wrists with a razor.
fifth ward; Robert Visscher, sixth
Sheriff Jerry Vanderbeek and
send a courier to Washington durthe locals.
Grand Haven* (Special) — Rob- titur of $9,000, agreeing to reduce Mrs. Otto Wilner and Mrs. Carl
ward; Nelson Bosman, Board of
Coroner Joe Kammeraad were
ing national wildlife week. Tha
The clubs played to a 7-7 tie In ert De Pree, 21, Zeeland, was re- the verdict to $24,000.
Rose
of
Chicago,
and
five
broth
Public Works..
called after Veldheer's body was
Michigan delegate will be soma
the first quarter, but the Kazoo stored a restrictedoperator’s licLasecki’s verdict was the larg- ers, Alfred, Lars, Nels, Anderi
Claims and accounts totaled
discovered by an employe at the Eclipse
girl between the ages of 18 and
boys outscored the Hollandersin ence for businesspurposes only est ever given in a personalin- and Emil, all of Chicago.
$17,229.19. Other claims were hosfarm.
30 who is interested in conservathe second period to take a 21-16 by Circuit Judge Raymond L. jury case in Western Michigan.
Services will be Saturday at
pital board, $7,712.24; library
Veldheer many years ago workhalftime lead. Kalamazoo main Smith today. The restricted lic- Judge Smith ruled, on a motion p.m. at the Dykstra funeral home
An estimated 500 more paaseng' tion.
board, $600.09; park and cemeThe club gave a vote of confidtained their advantage in the third ense was issued only upon full for re-trial, that if the remittitur of Holland. The Rev. H. E. May ed for a time at the Boone livery er auto license plates were sold
tery, $3,540.04;BPW, $103,088.38.
quarter, but Holland narrowed the compliance of the financial re- was filed, the verdict would stand croft of Saugatuck will officiate. staWes in Holland. Surviving are by the Holland office for 1950 ence to the state conservation deThe city treasurer reported gap to two points at the start of
two sisters, Mrs. Hattie Nort
sponsibilityact
and a new trial denied.
than were during 1949 through partment for opening day of fishThe Masons will be in charge of house who is staying with
collections of $41,792.14
the fourth quarter before dropping
De
Pree
was
driver of a car inMeanwhile,
the
co-op
has
filed
deadline time Tuesday, according ing season.
burial rites at Riverside cemetery.
and miscellaneous collections of
Two or three Zeeland boys will
behind.
volved in a fatal crash Oct. 30. an appeal to state supreme court. Friend* may call at the funeral daughterin Fort Lauderdale, Fla to Jack Daniels, in charge of the
$44,800.59 including $24,065.59 rebe selected to attend the MUCC
The
outstanding
player on the 1949, claiming the life of Harvey The case involved an auto ai*d hor e Friday from 3 to 5 and 7 to and Mrs. Cora Moomey of Grand office.
ceived from the state for the hosRapids.
floor was Kalamazoo’sBill Stuif- Pyle of Zeeland. He pleaded guilty truck accident
Daniels reports that altogether summer camp at Hamlin lake
9 p.m.
pital building grant; and tax colbergen
who
amassed
27
of
his to negligent homicideNov. 2\ and
15,076
plates were sold. This in from June 25 to July 22. Basis of
lections of $1,208.89.
membership
team’s points. Ron Beklus paced on Dec. 3 was sentencedto pay
eludes motorcycles,trailers and selection will be
drive, with the boys signing up
the Holland offense with nine $200 fine and $200 costs.
others.
De Pree, a tester of milk in
Oak Park Man Dies
marker*.
new members for the Chick-Owa
Admitted to Holland hospital When the office opened Tuesday
Ottawa county, admitted he bad
morning,
figures revealed that club.
Wednesday
were
Walter
KimberAt Local Hospital
been charged with two traffic
Roy Semeyn, in charge of the
already as many plates as last
ly. 204 West 20th St.; Mrs. GerBoard of Review Sets
violations in Grand Rapids prevyear through Feb. 28 were sold game divisionof the conservation
Otto C. Behnke, 63, died at Holrit van Dyke, route 1, Hamilton.
ious to the fatal accident
Customers still yvere coming deoartmentat Grand Rapids, dosDischarged Wednesday were
land hospital at 1:45 am today Date$ (or Meetings
Hatcherymen
from
Zeeland and inaugurated by the post .office for
this
morning and sales today are ed' the meeting with motion picThe Board of Review begins its
following a heart attack. He was
Mrs. Herman Ten Harmse! and
Holland were hosts to post office three months beginning in March.
infant son. 516 West 21st St. expected to reach 300. Daniels ex- tures of ‘Timber Hearts” and a
taken to the hospital from a annual meeting* Tuesday at 9 a.m. Zeeltnd Youth Fined
and express office personnel <at a The daily run will leave Holland Henry Lubbers, route 3; Mrs. pects 1.500 more plate* will be talk on game problems.
local hotel, where he was spending in the city hall
Donald J. Vaq,. £den, 19, of 44 chicken dinner Thursday night at at 2 p.m., top at Zeeland, and Garence Hill 165 Morley Ave.; sold before business tapers off.
Meeting* will be held from 9
the night
Zeeland city hall
deliver chicks to Grand Rapids Fred Zylman, 417 College Ave.
Behnke was en route from his am. until 4 pm. for four con- Taft St, Zeeland, paid a $10 fine
Mail to German Zones
Other guests included Arthur railroadconnections.
in
munidpal
court
Monday
after
Births included a son, Marvin, Drivers Get Summons
home in Oak Park, HI, to Big secutive day* and longer if necHamilton,
postmaster
of
Capacity of the truckload will Jr., bom Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs.
Rapids, where he managed | fur- essary. The Board of Review atu- pleading guilty to a charge, of
Gets General Address
making an improper left turn. Grand Rapids, A. E. Underhill of be 000 boxes of 100 chicks each Marvin Lemroen, 320 West 22nd Following Accident
<he* assessmentrolls.
niture shop.
Mail and parcel post for the
St.; a son, Donald Jay, bom Wed
Property owners wanted to ask Harold Van Tongeren, 26, of 583 Grand Rapids, head of the rail- box.
The body is being taken
way man service and other railDrivers of both cars involved in American, British and French
questions
about their assessmentsfelradale, paid $7 for failing to
Chicago today for services SaturChicks not shipped by the truck nesday to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
an accident on North River Ave. zones of West Germany may be
•are asked to appear before the have his car under control, and road personnel.
route will be dispatched on trains Hulsebos, 93 West 12th S.; s son.
Purpose of the annual dinnerRichard, bom today to Mr. and Thursday night were given sum- addressed "Western Zone” instead
board during any of its sessions. Robert Slenk, 19, of 818 West
26th St, paid the same amount meeting is to discuss shipments of out qf Holland. Zeeland hatchery- Mrs. Walter Burke, 22 West 26th mons for speeding.
of specificoccupationzones, acPletue Shovd Snow
They were Marvin Meengs of cording to a recent post offlos
baby chicks, ducklings and turkey men must bring their shipments to St.; a son, Terry Martin, bom tofor speeding.
Post office officials ask that Stores Open Friday Night
Parking fines of $1 each were poults for the coming season.The the Holland train station.
day to Mr. and Mrs. Martin Glass, route 4, and Donald Witteveen, ruling.
A tbtal of 13 persons, includ- Jr., route 1, Zeeland.
Beginning Friday, Holland paid by Leona Van Dyke of route shipping season reaches its peak
also of route 4.
Mall and parcel post to the Sovpersons living on rural and exAccording to police,one of the iet zone should be marked "Easttended city mall routes* shovel store* will remain open until 9 5; George J. Knoll of 148 West in March and continues through inig Postmaster Harry Kramer,
Allegaa
snow away from 'their boxes and p.m. on Friday nights, replacing 28th St; Mrs. Gerrit 2uverinkof May. However, chicks are ship- attended from the Holland post
Births in Allegan Health Cent- ears started to elide and turned ern Zone.”
office along with five express of- er include a daughterto Mr. and completelyaround and the other
Also mall and parcel post to
approaches to the piail boxes. The the Monday night shopping sched- 573% Gordon St.; Ruth S. Eash ped the year around.
car struck it. Both vehicles ended Berlin may be addressed in *“
request came from* Postmaster ule which was abandoned last of 854 Lakewood Blvd.; Alma
It was pointed out that only fice workers.
Mrs. Robert Weaver, Allegan;
. Harry Kramer this morning after week after less than a two
Dave Van Omen of Zeeland, daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest on the sidewalk. The mishap oc- same manner.
Mulder of 130 East 15th St.; Mrs shipments that can be delivered
The Western
receiving reports from rural car- months’ trial Hereafter’'’stores Q are nee Doktor of 114 East 33rd within 60 hours after they are president of the Holland-Zeeland Allen, Paw Paw; a son to Mr. and curred near Windmill park and
ies that they have been unable to win dose at 5:3Q pm. on all days St, and Kenneth Kiomp arena of mailed, are accepted.
Hatcheryxne&’fassociation, pre- Mrs. Albert Hunter, Blooming the pavement was icy, officers
said.
get to ifcany boxes.
except Friday.
A new star truck route will be sided.
dale.
120 Clover SL
that plans be set in motion for
obtaining a suitable site for such
a fire station.The measure was
referred to the buildings and
grounds committee, ways and
means committee,public safety
cotpmission, the mayor and the
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Critics Hail

Whitehall Eagles

Play Written

By Former Allegan

Top Legionnaires

h League Fmale

Ottawa County
Real Estate

Late-Game Field Goal
Gives Visitors Victory

Transfers

In Crncial Contest
Theodore A. Kidding and wf.

A "dMperitkm”»hot by K«n

et al to Eleanor Brink PL Lot 11

Wackem'agle of Montague, with
20 seoonda left in a game at the
Armory Saturday night, gave
the Whitehall Black Eagle* a 4645 upset victory over the Holland

Blk 1 South ProspectPark Plat

Gty

SEi and pt SW* SEi

ven.

naires.

That winning two-pointerby
Wackernagle was the only time
Whitehall held the lead during
the game, except for brief times

It was a cock-eyed week-end—people kppt one eye
cocked on the mercury and the other'on the coal
bln. And all breathed a aigh of rallef when the mercury started climbing from a low of 2 above early
today to 26 at 11 a.m. But tht achool crowd loved
the cold, crisp, tangy waather, for all winter sports

cams

Into thair own, including making snowmen.
This monument of frigid packed snow waa erected
a few days ago before the T-barracka on Hope
campus. Surveying the scene are, left to right,
Nells Pyle, Shirley Hungerink, Ray Lee, Sally
Palen and Reva Plckltt.

Helen Krayt

High

To

in

Music Contest

Of 50 entriesin the district solo

and ensemble contest at 'Muskegon Saturday, Holland public
schools scored a remarkable record of 23 in Division I, 25 in Division II, and two in Division EH.

According to Arthur

G

Hills,

Formed

at

Hope

Wed

Herman Cook

The three-act play was Stockdale’s thesis toward his master’s
degree in dramatic art and was
one of three major experimental
productions chosen during the
year for presentation by the Play-

Annual Eunice Banquet

er said.

Slagh’s Add. Holland.

Corls Add. Grand Haven.
Donald J. Timmer and wf. to
James H Kiekintveld and wf. Lot
58 Vredeveldt’s Sub. Twp. Park.

Peter H. Van Ark to Donald
H. VanDer Baan and wf. Pt
In a quiet wedding Thursday SWi SEi 32-5-15 Gty of Holland.
at the home of the bride's parents,
Daniel J. Markham and wf. to
Miss Helen Kragt and Herman Hurlon Cryderman and wf. Lot 79
Cook of Greenville were united in Plat of Berlin Twp. Wright.
Marjorie C. Rossell to Jeffery
marriage. The ceremony was performed by the Rev. John Schaal. Joyner and wf. Lots 61 to 72 inc.
The bride is the daughter of Hollywood Sub. Twp. Park.
Arthur Cole Cooley and wf. to
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Kragt, 170
Cody
Cooley and wf. NWi
Highland Ave.
Attendingthe couple were Miss NWi NWi and Wi EJ NWi NWi
Joan Kragt, sister of the bride, 14-7-14 Twp. Allendale.
Sadie DeBlauw Schuitema to R.
and Robert Wychoff of Greenville.
After the ceremony Mr. and P. Dethmers and wf. Pt. Si Si
Mrs. Cook left on a wedding trip NWi 32-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
Hilton W. Hanson and wf. to
to Florida. They will be at home
after April 1 at 929 Orange St., David E. Hanson and wf. Pt. Ei
NEi and pt Ei Wi NEi 1-7-13
Greenville.
Mrs. Cook is a graduate of the Twp. Tallmadge.
Henry K. Troost to Donald J.
Butterworth hospital school of
nursing. Mr. Cook is in business Welters Lot 4 Troost Sub. Twp.

A

directorof instrumental music, all

Allegan (Special)— ‘Team were
seen when the final curtain fell.
This is sufficient evidence that
we need move work of the same
calibre and that this particular
work deserves more recognition."
This was a part of a critic's review of “October in the Spring,"
a play written by Joe G. Stockdale, Jr., formerly of Allegan and
Kalanfazoo, and produced earlier
this month by the renowned Carolina Playmakers, Universityof
North Carolina.

-

John G. Hegedus and wf. to
Martin Bugajski and wf. Lot 2

Holland Schools Rate

Man

Walter Victor and wf. to Bern- makers.
ard Van Den Berg and wf. Pt
The son of Joe Stockdale, Sr.,
Lot 7 A. G Van Raalte’a Add. of Allegan, and formerly aasodatNo. 1 Holland.
ed with the Kalamazoo Gvic
Philip Buss and wf. to John A. Players,Saugatuck Players, VilCasemier and wf. Lot 49 Schille- lage Players at Richland, and the
man’s Add. Zeeland.
Western Michigan College PlayDennii Wyngarden and wf. to ers, Stockdale chose a small-town
George Schout and wf Lots 10 background for his drams.
and 11 Overweg’s Sub. Twp. Hol“A lesson was told striking at
land.’
the pettiness and lack of underJacob Deters and wf. to School standingamong the upper social
District No. 7 Lot 20 Ohlman’a brackets, found in any smaU town
Plat No. 1 Hudsonville.
in the nation," the reviewer com> Clayton Zaagman and wf. to mented.
"The finest productionbi this Pfe. Robert Van Dyke, son of Mr. 1 area league championshipfor the
Leslie M. Ennenga and wf. Lot 2
Clayton’s Sub. Gty of Grand Ha- category since the end of the sad Mrs. Abel Vaa Dyke ef 1*0 second consecutive year. Vaa
war,” another critic wrote. "This
'
Spruce Ave., playfcd s lot of Bas- Dyke plays center of the StoneGeorge Zwemer and wf. to Cor- was a work that any neophyte
ketball for the Camp Stoaemaa, man team— The Travelers.Be has
nelius P. Zwemer Pt. Lot 9 Blk playwrightmight weU be proud
been at the Californiacamp since
of.”
Calif., team this season. The
66 Gty of Holland.
September, 1948. Van Dyke play"Stockdale’smany years of Stoaemaa team won the southern ed on the Holland high state data
Donald Van Gelderen and wf. to
Richard S. Lemmen and wf. Lot practical training in aU phaa§j of divisionchampionshipof the Sixth A championshipteam in 1648.
76 Weersing’s First Add. Holland. theater work qualify him aa a Army and the Armed Forces Bay
(U. S. Army photo)
John Tragna and wf. to Clayton young man. who has every prospect
of
joining
the
ranks
of
the
Zaagman and wf. Lot 3 River
View Sub. Gty of Grand Haven. many other fine writers who studChristian L. Lamberts and wf. ied in the departmentof Dramatic
to Stanley Sprick and wf. Lot 46 Art in Chapel H1U,” a third writ-

ven.

during the first quarter. Although,
the Eagles did tie the score thrice.
Bob Morris hit early In the
game to put Whitehall ahead 2-0,

Brieve came through with two
more points, Holland turned as
cold as the weather outside.
Whitehall started passing and
working it in for shots and tied
the score at 20-all.Van Dorple
•potted Ken Zuverink under the
basket and a beautiful pass in
gave Zuverink an easy lay-up.
Then, Van Dorple hit a one-hander. Holland missed quite a few
short ahots and Felt and Morris
of Whitehall were getting the re-

14-8-15

Twp. Crockery.
W. Leo Hartwell and wf. to
Morris J. Johnson and wf. Pt Lot
1 Blk 6 Akeley's Add. Grand Ha-

defeated LudingtonSaturday
night to go into a tie with the
locals for the second-roundtitle.
The Grand Rapids team must play
Schultz Motors of Grand Haven
this week. A win by the Produ e
would force a playoff for the second-round title with the Legion

Whitehall’s advantage during that
first quarto*. Herk Buter lazed
one up, then hit a fireethrow. Dale
Van Dort did the same thing and
Holland led 15-11 at the half. Carl
Van Dort kept Whitehall’sace
George Felt bottled up.
After Jade Van Dorple hit a
long and a free throw, and

of Holland.

Henry Wezeman and wf. to Albert Wezeman and wf. Pt SEi

Legionnaires.
After that score had put the
Eagles in a one-point lead, Fred
Breive of Holland threw a long
that hit the backboard, but bounced off the rim.
That one -point defeat gives the
Legionnaires a second-round West
Michigan league mark of four
wins and one setback. Besteman’a

but Brieve came back with two
long-toms to swing the lead to
the Legion. Holland was guilty of
some sloppy passing which was to

Hi

Attracts 450 Persons

This puU Stockdale in an august company, since the Playmakers have produced such notables
at Kai Jorgensen, Samuel Selden,
Josephina Niggli and Betty Smith,
Thomas Wolfe, and others.
He received an AB degree and
From Thursday's Sealnel)
teacher'* certificate at Western
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Elferdink
college, In January, 1949, and
went to Chapel Hill to complete of Central Park and Mr. and Mrs.
his work on a master’s degree. He
Dick Schaftenaarof 50 West 14th
acted in six plays, wrote several St have returned from a threeplays including a one-act comedy week vacation in Florida.
produced last summer, and did
The Rev. James Wayer will
technical work in several shows. speak at a union World Day of
He has had a course at the Feagen Prayer service Friday afternoon
School of Dramatic Art in New in South Haven. Mrs. Wayer will
York, and in the Michigan theat- speak at a similar service for
ers, played many a character role,
Reformed church of North Holas well as serious dramatic parts.
land, Ottawa and Harlem.
Following productionof "OctThe Holland Dancing club will
ober ki the Spring," which wound
have a p&rty Saturday evening in
up his work in North 'Carolina, the Tulip room *of the Warm
Stockdale left tor Purdue UniFriend Tavern. A canape party is
versity,where he has accepteda
scheduled for 8:45. Dancing will
position as instructor in speech.
begin at 9:30.
He and his wife, the former Robin
The Wayne University club of
Fastenrathof Kalamazoo, have a
Grand
Rapids will meet Monday
baby girl, Laurel, born last sumat 8 p.m. in the Pantllnd hotel.
mer.
President David D. Henry of
The play which wop him this
Wayne university and Dean Gorrecent acclaim may still fulfill a
don H. Scott of Wayne’s collegeof
critic’s prediction that it merits
medicine, will be speakers. Dr. W.
billingis a major production in
community theaters. Stockdaleis C. Kools of Holland will attend
the meeting.
submitting it to the University of
Mrs. Robert Linn and David of
Wisconsin playwriting contest and
he has received requests from 1024 South Shore Dr. have returntwo Hollywood studios for read- ed from Coral Gables, Fla., where
they have been visiting Mr. Linn's
ing.
mother, Mrs. A. B. Linn. Mr. Linn
ind Rickey also spent some time
in Florida during the Christmas
holidays.The Linn family met in
Chicago this week-end when Mrs.
Linn and David traveled by plane
to see the boat show Mr. Linn was
The Hope college band will attending for 10 days. They ah represent an assembly concert in turned to Holland together.
Hope Memorial chapel Tueidly at
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Weller, Sr.,
11:15 a.m. The public is invited.
of Newark, N. Y., formerly of
Under the direction of Prof. Holland, left Sunday for their
MorretteRider, the band will play home after Mrs. Weller spent sev"March-Gloria,"Losey; “If Thou eral weeks bi Holland visiting her
Be Near,” Bach-Moehlman;"El- children, Mr. and Mrs. Chester

Personals

The

14th annual Washington

banquet, sponsored by Eunice Aid,
Christian school society,was at-

tended by 450 persons Thursday
night The event was held in the
Christian high school gymnasium.
Table decorations wers in red,
white and blue.
Highlighting the evening was an
address by the Rev. J. H. Schaal,

teacher at the Reformed Bible
Institute, Grand Rapids. His topic
was ’The Proper Harmony or

The Hope college music departDivision I entries will appear in ment has formed a new organizabounds.
Living in the Rediscovery of God’s
Holland held a 24-20 halftime the state solo and ensemble con- tion known as the Hope College
Word.’’ Rev. Schaal emphasized
Chamber orchestra, it was anlead.
the rediscovery of the church, retest at Michigan State college in
nounced today by Morrette Rider,
To start the third quarter, Carl
discoveryof the spirit and harEast Lansing Saturday,April L acting head of the music departVan Dort hit a hook shot. Van
mony between Christ and His
Dorple and Brieve followed with Only first divisionratings are al ment. Membership has been limitchurch.
longs. Whitehall picked up and lowed to continue in competitioh ed to 20 picked players from the
Devotions were conducted by
narrowed the lead to 33-31 by under a new MSBOA ruling this personnel of the regular 60-piece
the Rev. Oliver Breen, pastor of
•
concert orchestra.
fancy passing and working it in. year.
Bethany Christian Reformed
lYom then until the end of the
On Saturday, March 25, the The new group will devote its
church. Mr*.,G. Slenk, Eunice Aid
quarter it, was nip and tuck. Felt high school band and orchestra work at the present time to the
president,introduced the toast\
in
Greenville.
controlled the boards.
(i
and Junior high band and orches- compositions of contemporary
master, the Rev. Arthur HoogFred Oldemulders and wf. to
American
musicians.
According
to
As the quarter ended, Holland tra will compete in a district constrate,pastor of Sixteenth Street
John
Martinie
and
wf.
Pt
Out
Rider, the chamber orchestra will Welter Hedy Speaks
led 38-37.
test in Grand Rapids.
Christian Reformed church.
Lot B Blk D R.
Post’s Park
Van Dorple hooked one in to
In the solo division for high make its first public appearance
Community tinging was led by
ail
Add.
HoUand.
To Accountants9 Club
start the fourth quarter and school competition Saturday, the sometime in April.
John Keuning with Miss Evelyn
Wallace Vissscherand wf. to
Members are Rodger Kramer,
Brieve followed with another following rated Division I: Joan
Den Uyl, accompanist.
Monthly meeting of the Hol- Isla Mae Van Dyke Lot 5 Blk 3
lonf. The rest of the way it waa Pattenon, violin; Carl Kleii, Robert Hall, Lloyd Van Raalte,
The Rock of Ages quartet sang
Visscher's
Add.
Holland.
land
chapter
of
the
American
Sodose until Holland led 45-42. Then oboe; Bob Greenwood, French Caryl Curtis, Myron Van Ark,
"Recessional"and "Watch and
Jacob
Stroven and wf. to James
ciety of Women Accountantswas
Richard
Ruch,
Howard
Van
Wackernagle came through with horn; Bruce Van Voorst, baritone
Pray.” Members are Miss Elaine
two field goals includingthe game euphonium; Betty Schepers, pi- Dahm, Norma Wolcott, Wanda held Tuesday evening at the Mary Stroven and wf. Pt. Si NWi 12Beltxnan, Mrs. Ruth Nonhof,
Jane restaurant. Miss Janet Fik, 7-14 Twp. Polkton.
Rider,
Edward
Viening,
Mary
winner.
ano; Lyle Vander Meulen, tromHenry
Rottschafer and Harris Ver
vice
president,
conducted
the
Elizabeth
L.
Smith
to
Gustave
Brieve’s 18 points were high for bone. Receiving second division Houtman, Carl Kleis, James BenSchure. Miss Martha Bareman is
meeting.
Barbrick and wf. Pt. NWi NEi
both teams. Wackernaglewith 13, were Dudley Towe, flute; James nett, Prudence Haskin, all of
accompanist
Twenty members were present. and pt Lot 3 35-8-15 Twp. CrockHolland; Carl Jordan, Plainwell;
led the visitor’s attack.
Harrington, trombone.
Guests were the Misses Mae Ben- ery.
Holland hit nine out of 16 foul
In Junior high solo competi- Pat Stagg, Ithaca, N.Y.; Anna
der, Evelyn Maatman and Clara
Robert J. Grebe! and wf. to
•hots and Whitehall cashed in 12 tion, the following received . divi- Herder, Three Bridges, N.J.; Jo
Elhart, all of Holland,and Miss George E. Rozema and wf. Pt. Ni
out of 23.
sion I ratings: Leonard Rowell, Ann Vanderwerp, Muskegon;
Ann Brouwer of Zeeland.
NWi SWi 23-5-16 Twp. Park.
Box score:
French horn; Bill Meengs, comet; Chung Sun Yun, Korea; Anita
Whitehall
FG
P Sherry Schaffer, piano; Peter Rynbrandt, Grand Rapids; Lee Speaker of the evening was Oma G. Champion to Wm.
Morris,
5 Schuitema,drum; Mary Carter, Sneden, Byron Center; Kathleen Walter Healy, local representative DeRoo and wf. Pt. Lot 21 Homeof the Michigan Unemployment stead Add. Holland.
Wackernagle,f ______
violin; Jean Kromann, violin; Tom Hagstrom, Muskegon; Richard
George Evenhouse and wf. to
Felt, c ________________
2 De Free, comet; Arlene De Cook, Stewart, Gary, Ind.; Calvin Compensation commission. His
Troughton, g
0 alto saxophone; Duane Carlson, Swart, De Motte, Ind.; Herbert subject was "The Michigan Unem- Marian Daverman Pt. Lot 11
An attendanceof 740 was reployment Act.”
Heneveld’s Lakewood Homesltei
Vandenberg,g -----3 baritone euphonium;Harvey Nies, Ritsema,Momence, III
ported at the final production of
The speaker discussed the his- Sub. Twp. Park.
Lipkos, f ------0 bass.
the Holland high school senior
tory of the act and explained
Walter F. Rose and wf. to Glen dorado (Mexican dance),” Gene- Van Liere and Mr. and Mre. Merle play Thorsday night. That brought
Junior high soloists receiving Seniors to Give Play
several
changes
which
have
been
E. Gark and wf. Pt NEi NEi 25- va; "Tropical,”Morton Gould; Boes. Mr. Weller spent the weekTotals
14 second division were Marilyn
the total attendance for four
<
made since its enactment. Since 7-15 Twp. Robinson.
'"Manhattan Beach,” Sousa; end here.
Greenwood, piano; Joyce Shar- Last Time Tonight
formanoes to 2,620, according to
the
contribution
rates
imposed
James B. Ritsema and wf. to "March from the Summer Day
Holland
FT
land, clarinet;Ruth Rooks, flute;
A hymn sing will be held Sun- the production ataff spokesmen.
Tonight will be the last time upon employers varies, he explain- Steve Pekich and wf. Pt. NEi Suite," Prokofieff; "Sleigh Ride,’’ day at 9 p.m. in North Street
Buter, Herk, f ______
2
Dale Beemink, trumpet; Roxy
The delightfulcomedy, "Our
Van Dort, D., f -----i
Kramer, baritone euphonium; Holland high students will present ed how these rates were deter- NEi SWi 21-8-16 Grand Haven. Anderson; "Purple Carnival,’’Al- Christian Reformed church, Zeel- Hearts Were Young and Gay,”
mined.
He
also
pointed
out
the
Edna J. Scott to Egbert Kolean ford.
Mary Avery, piano; Jimmy Ween- the senior play, "Our Hearts
Van Dort, G, c ----1
and. Prof. William Rutgers of adapted irom a book by the same
Scholten, g ------------o
er, alto saxophone;Gordon Hoek- Were Young and Gay” in the responsibilities of the employer in and wf. Lots 55, 56 River Hills
A clarinet quartet will play Grand Rapids will be sohg lead- name by Cornelia Otis Skinner
"Lei GarinettesJoyeux.” Mem- er. Special music will be present- and Emily Kimbrough, was preBrieve, g ......... ........
4
sema, clarinet;Bob Hungerink, school auditorium. The doors are co-operating with the commission. Sub. Twp. Holland.
Van Dorple, g _ ___
1
baas; Delores Vandenberg, piano. open at 7 pm. Curtain time is 8 This co-operation is necessaryin Tressa Pilon to John Frederick bers of the quartet, including ed by the Treble Gef choir of
order to ascertain properly the Pelon and wf; NEi NEi 9-5-16 Lloyd Ter Borg, Gordon Cox, Lee Ninth Street Christian Reformed sented by the 1950 senior class.
Sonja Bouwman, flutist, rated pm.
Van Liere, f ------ -----0
Outstanding work by cast and
third division.
Zuverink, f — ......
0
Wednesday night’s audience fill- benefits due an applicant,he said. Twp. Park.
Brower and Philip Fredrickson, church, Holland.
productionstaff were combined
High school ensembles placed ed the auditorium to capacity. Following his speech, the speakwill
play
the
triumphal
march
Henrietta Dykhuizen et al to
Mrs. Harold Post, Central Ave.,
to make the production a pleasing
er
discussed
questions
of
members
Totals
Zeeland, left Friday tor California
John Franzburg Pt. Lot 5 Vanden from "Alda” by Verdi.
21 two in Division I, seven in Divi- Much of the dialogue was lost in
one for local audiences.
sion II, and one ki Division IIL gales of laughter,especiallyin the regardingthe act
A schedule of March concerts at where she will spend a month
Berge’s Plat Gty of Holland.
Following the Thursday perbrief business session was
Rating first divisionwere a string shipboard scene as the girls were
Howard K. Johnson and wf. to the college chapel was also an- visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. formance, a novel ceremony was
conducted
following
the
program.
quintet, and clarinet quartet No. in their bunks.
Durwood R. Barnes and wf. Lot nounced by Prof. Rider. On March Al Charter, Sr., of Costa Mesa.
presented by the cast in honor of
1. Rating second were brass sexMr. and Mrs. Henry Derioen,
The cast enjoyed doing the
24 Koster’sPlat No. 1 Spring 7 at 8:30 p.m., Miss Margery AnMiss Ruby Calvert, director. Each
tet, French hom quartet, trom
gus, contralto, will appear in a route 4, announce the adoption of
show and the effect was transfer- Social Meeting Held
Lake.
member appearedon stage to rebone quartet, violin duet, string red to the audience.
a
four
and
one-half
month
old
concert;
March
8,
8:15
pm,
Miss
Mary Kidding to Theodore
peat one or two lines, lifted from
quartet, also saxophone duet,
By
find Auxiliary
Kidding and wf. Pt. Lot 1 Blk 3 Nancylee Corp, organist; Robert boy, Gary Arthur.
the play, as a tribute to Miss CalTitle
clarinet quartet No. 2. Rating
Everett Dark, director ol the
and lot 3 Blk 2 South Prospect Wojahn, clarinetist, and Kathleen
vert John Streur presentedher
Members of the Disabled Amer- Park Add. Holland.
third was woodwind quintet.
Veltman, pianist; March 14, 8:30 "Wheels A’RolUn’” pageant, was
with s sterlingsteak carving set
ican Veterans and auxiliary held
The American league leading Junior high ensembles rated
Alfred J. Konkle to George W. p.m., Jean Ver Beck, pianist,- and in Holland Monday on business.
their monthly social meeting Byers and wf. Pt Lots 9, 10, 11 Lee Brower, euphonium;March He conferred with official* at thO as an "appreciation gift’’ from
Broncos easily polished off the Na- five firsts and six seconds. Rating
the cast and production staff.
Tuesday night in the GAR room, Spring Lake Beach.
tional league leading Midgets 36-4 first were brass sextet No. 1,
16, 8:15 pm., the Hope college NetherlandsInformationbureau.
Later the staff and cast met
Gty hall. Entertainmentwas in
Saturday night to win the Na- string quartet, clarinet duet, corHospital Notes
Jacob Essenburg and wf. to orchestra concert with Arthur
at the J. Harvey Klemhekselcotcharge of Mrs. CatherineHarper Wm. G DeRoo and wf. Pt. NWi Hills as clarinetsoloist
tional Guard Junior league title net trio and clarinet trio. Rating
Admitted to Holland hospital
tage for a tfrrty.
and Mrs. Kenneth Harper, co- SWi 32-5-15 Gty of Holland.
for the season. The contest was second were brass quartet, violin
March 21, 8:30 pm., Katherine Wednesday were Charles Kosten,
Joe Fendt, 'business manager,
chairmen.
a prelim to the Legion-Whitehall duet, flute duet, flute quartet,
Sharp,
organist,
and
Philip
Fred27T West 18th St.; Sally WynHenry Karel to John BouWman
comet duet and clarinet duet
tilt at the Armory.
Guests were Silas Nichols of and wf. Pt. NJ NWi SWi 21-8- rickson, euphonium; March 23, garden, 200 Eaat Main St., Zee- Mias Calvert, and Erwin D. HanIonia, departmentchaplain of 14 Twp. Polkton.
Both teams were undefeated
6:15 p.m., Earl Jekel, pianist; land; Mrs. John Cook, 17 East son, benior class sponsor, today
expressed thanks to Holland .
DAV, and Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Bering Into the championshipcon- Fraternal Society Hat
Hilbert Habing and wf. to March 28, 8:30 p.m., Jack Bees- 20th St.
townspeople for co-operation
r :
Shoemaker, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. El- Petranella M. Perkoskiet al Pt kool, tenor, and Calvin Swart,
Discharged Wednesday were making the 1950 production a sucmer Olger and Mrs. James Ray- Lot 8 Blk D West Add. Gty of cornetist
The hapless Midgets didn’t score Washington Day Stag
Mrs. Aaron Overstreet and daughmond of Ionia chapter and auxila point until there were only five
Assembly concerts at 11:15 am. ter, route 4; Mrs. Don De Witt cessfulone. The costumes and ar'
ticles used on the set, all of which
Active and alumni .members of
iary.
minutes to go In the fourth and
Ranford A. Wenzel and wf. to will be given on March 21 by the and son, 666ft Michigan Ave.; Mrs.
final quarter. Then, buckets by the Fraternal society of Hope colGames were played and prizes John Teerman and wf. Lot 211 Women’s Glee dub, Mrs. W. Curtis Bernard Kole and son, route 1; contributedmuch to the play's
were won by Mr. and Mrs. John Howard B. Dunton’s Sub. Twp. Snow, driector; and March 28, by Mrs, Jennie Vanden Brink, 185 hilarity, were lent to the
Van Iwaarden and Edwards pre- lege met Wednesdayevening at
by local friends,they sakl
the Marquee for their annual
vented a shutout
Slagh, Dick Drost, Mrs. Ejd Oudthe Kneisel string quartet. The Lakewood Blvd.
(
Washington
Day
stag.
man and Mrs. Shoemaker of Ionia. . Johan DeYoung and wf. to Wal- public is invited to all perform- : Births include
The Broncos went out front 5-0
daughter,
Serious paper of the evening
at the end of the first quarter and
During the' social hour, a brief
ances. *
Kathleen, born Wednesday to Mr. County Employes Have
ter M. witwiora Lot 14 Blk 2
added 7 more points during the was presented by Charles Wiasink
message was given by Chaplain
and Mrs. Richard Taylor, 21 East
Hopkins Add. Spring Lake.
Noon Birthday Party
second stanza.TWelve more points on Esperanto, the universal lanNichols. Refreshmentswere serv28th St.; a daughter, Barbara
••Peter DeBoer and wf. to Roy Add. Holland.
during the third quarter made the guage. Alumni president the Rev.
ed by Mrs. James Cook and Mrs. E. Lindberg and wf. Lot 6 Blk A
Charles Kuhnee and wf.. to Jean, born Wednesday to Mr. and
Grand Haven (Special) — Ottet
Paul Hinkamp, spoke briefly and
•core 24-0.
Cornelius Havinga.
Edward
Smith’s
Add.
Grand
Walter
E. Reagen and wf. Lot Mrs. Andrew Johnson, route 6; a wt county employes were guests
The teams played four seven- gave a report of alumni activities.
93 and pt 92 McBride's Add. Hol- ion, James, born. Wednesday to at a birthday party given ThursHaven.
Music was furnishedby Paul
minute Quarters
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Schripsema, day neon in the Supervisors room
Elte Westenbroek and wf. to land. •
Training Car Presented
Robert
and
Carl
Jordan,
who
Vander PJpeg with 10, and
Daniel G. Wierstna and wf. Pt
Albert Grit to John J. Bush and 3121 West 21st St.; a daughter, of the Court house.
Fennville
(Special)
Decker
Shards with nine were the scor- entertained with selectionson the
Miss Arlsns Karstsn
Chevrolet,Inc., of Holland has NWi NEi 24-5-15 Twp. Holland. wf. Pt. NEi NEi 32-6-1$ and pt. Monica Joyce, born Wednesday
The honored bolts and hostess,- ,
piano and bass viol. Ed Vande
ing leaders tor the Broncos.
The engagement of Miss Arlene
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Asher,
whose birthdays occur this month,
Wege presented the humor paper. Karsten to Jason De Kock Is an- presented a new dual-controlled Archibald L. Eckhoff and wf. to Lot 47 Ohlman’s Plat No. 1 Hud1461 West 15th St.; a son, Ger- were Judge of Probate Frederick '
Group singing, Including the nounced by her mother, Mrs. driver training car to Fennville John Yonker and wf. Pt. NWi sonville. >/
Fofl Tax
*
NWi 24-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
Tinnie Zuidema to John H. Wal- ald Lee, born today to the Rev. T. Miles,* Sheriff Jerry Vander :
Fraternal song, was led by Clyde Peter H. Karsten, 406 East Cen- high school. Presentation was
Vernon K. Dunlap and wf. to ters and wf. Lot 15 Ehndale and Mrs. Louis Dykstra, route 4; Beek, 4-H Leader Dean Trooper
made by Jack Decker and M. V.
iadline for payment of fall Geerlings.
tral Ave,, Zeeland.
a daughter, Muriel Hazel, born and Mrs. Marion Lynch, nurse in
Schrock of the Holland firm to Dallas D. Walton and wf. Ft Si Court Sub. Gty of Holland.
MU* la March L After . that
Mr. De Kock is the son pf Mr.
today to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin the Ottawa county Health departCity Treasurer Henry To do work equal to that of a and Mrs. Peter De Kock, 42 East Supt. Wayne Wbodby of Fenn- Wi NWi SEi and NWi SWi SEi
vihe vin the presence of Keith 1-5-13 Twp. Jamestown.
About 95 par cent of the house- Klokkgrt, route 1, Hamilton.
>rt will dose the books and mole, an average-sizedman would
ment. Mrs. lynch was unable to
Central Ave., Zeeland.
Lands burg and John Andrews,
Wm. G DeRoo and wf. to Ber- wives in the UB. today do home
be present.
them over to the county have to dig a tunnel wide enough
Miss Karsten is employed at members of the Fennville board of nard Bouwman and wf. Pt Lot 21 sewing; 52 per cent make clothing
A spot in the Assam hiHs of Each guest brought a lunch. Ice
•er. Becksfort said that to permit the passage of his body
Michigan Bell Telephone Co. of education; Burrell De Young who Homestead Add HoUand.
or household Items, and 43 per India is believed to have the cream and cake, depictingthe
property taxes can be almost 37 miles long, in a single
Holland. Mr. De Kock is a used will give instruction and Preston'
Frank Brieve to Board of Trus- cent do mostly darning and mend- heaviest rainfallon earth, totall- Washington birthday scheme,
: his office in the dty hallj night
car dealer in Zeelan^.
Manting, AAA representative.. tees Hope College Lot 6 Wabeke’s
ing 50 or 60 feet a year.
i
were servsd by the celebrants.

Holland.

.
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American Legion

1930

Hope Takes Sting

Edges Besteman s

Out of Horoets

To Stay Unbeaten

To Cinch Second

Locals Face Whitehall

Dutch Lead

In Important Contest

As Height Pays Off

Saturday at

Armory

Holland American Legion iUyundefeated in second-round
West Michigan basketball league
play Thursday night by squeetlng
out a 63-61 victory against previously unbeaten Besteman’sProduce at Grand Rapids Burton

By Dick Colltaft
Kalamazoo— Hope college took
a lot of glitter out of proud Kal-

amazoo’snewly-won MIAA crown
Friday night by handing' the
champs an ignominious 65-60 defeat.

gym.
Holland must win against
Whitehall Saturday night at the
Armory to enter a playoff with
Besteman’sfor the season crown.
Besteman’s went through the

By so doing, the Dutch nailed
down undisputed second place In
final

Vem

MIAA

many Hope
alumni from Kalamazoo, a busload of students and many other*
from the local college, plus the

Kraal had assem-

Kazoo gang, watched the game
Treadway gym.

bled his best lineup of the season
for Thursday’sgame. And he had
to have it. The game was a thriller-dillerfrom start to finish.
Holland drew first blood and led
3-0. However, the Produce started
hitting long-toms and pulled ahead

shots.

In Accident

half.

evening.

John Jaeckel of Auburn, N.Y.,

that earlier 53-51 Kalamazoo vic- a Hope college student, received
tory at the Armory. It was the a fractured leg in an accident earfinal MIAA game of the season ly this morning off South Shore
for both schools.Hope has Calvin Dr.
and Michigan Normal left on its
Cars involved were driven by
schedule next week.
Randall VandeWater of 62 West
The game was an exceptionally
22nd St., and Elmer Teusink of
slow starter.Hope went ahead 4*
route 1. According to accounts,
0, then Kazoo tied it up with VandeWater backed out of the
four foul shots before Paul Muy- drivewayat 746 South Shore Dr.,
skens hit one of his jump shots and slid into a snow back on the
to put the lopal collegians ahead opposite side of the road.
6-4. From then on, Hope led the
Jaeckel, and Dick Blouin of
rest of the evening.
Poughkeepsie, N.Y., who were
During those first five minutes, driving past, stopped to push the
the game was a foul shooting VandeWater car. The Teusink car
match as the refs called nine per- came over a grade and couldn't
stop. Teusink said he was blinded
sonals.However, the teams quickby lights from two cars parked on
ly laid off as Hope started to hit.
the opposite side of the road.
Mainly through the efforts of
The impact forced Jaeckel and
Jun Bremer and Paul Muyskenn Blouin into a snowbank. Blouin
the locate ran ahead 17-6.
was not hurt.

evening visitors at the home of guest evangelist.Each evening the
Besteman’s scored seven field
Mr. and Mrs. C. Zylstra.
goals and two charity tosses to six
church was filled to capacity.Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Vander Woodward, a talented chalk artfield goals and four foul shots for
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
Holland during the second canto.
On Sunday the Rev. J. Pott of Molen spent Tuesday evening with ist, drew colored pictures of the
That made 16 apiece during the Vriesland conducted services at their children, Mr. and Mrs. C. songs and his sermon. These pic;
period and stopped the scoreboard the Reformed church. The Essen- •Meeuwsen and family. The occa- ures were presented to the memat 34-33 in Holland’s favor at the burg sisters from Holland sang sion marked the birthday anni- bers in the audience who brought
versary of Mrs. Meeuwsen.
the largest number of new people
half.
selectionsat the evening service.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Zylstra and to the evening meeting. Some
The locals outscored the home
Mr. and Mrs. S. Berghorst and
team 15-13 during the third quar- Lois recently visited Mr. and Mrs. Jlpimy spent Sunday afternoon were also given to the children of
ter to lead 49-46.
with Mr. and Mrs. J. Klynstra the Sunday school who brought
G. Poest and family near Zeeland.
their friends on Sunday morning.
Both teams started to rough it
Mr. and Mrs. A. Bruins of Hol- and family at Drenthe.
During that time and the reMrs. Elsie Miller, William Milup during the final period and land called on Mr. and Mrs. M.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Elzinga and
referees called many fouls and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
N.
Elzinga
have ler, Mrs. John Fleser and Mrs. mainder of the first half, Hope
Bruins and family one day last
jump shots which delayed tempo week. On Friday evening Mr. and been visiting their little niece and Harold Newell recently motored played the Hornets off their feet
of play. Holland went into a fivegranddaughterJanet Faye/daugh- to Pennsylvaniawhere they were with savage under the board work.
Mrs. A. Overweg and Jimmy vispoint lead toward the end of the
ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. Klooster- guests at the home of their Muyskens, Bremer and Moose
ited the Bruins.
brother, and son and family, Mr. Holwerda hardly allowed one regame. A Besteman foul shot was
Last Saturday afternoon W. man who is confined to Zeeland and Mrs. Orwin Miller.
bound to get away and they relong. Then the home team took R
hospital with injuries received
Wiersma of Sand Creek District
The Rev. Earl J. Stine of Bur- peatedly tied up the Kazoo ofout and Bud Cheyne let go from
when
she
was
struck
by
a
car
called at the Ray Lamer home.
nips was in Grand Rapids last fense. Bud VandeWege and Nick
the center of the court with a
Mr. and Mrs. J. Lamer of Noorde- while returning home from school week Thursday afternoon.
Ypnker also got into the act and
shot that would have meant a tie.
last Friday. Her injuriesinclude a
loos spent Thursday evening with
Mrs. Otto Feltenbargermotor Kalamazoo looked anything but a
But, the ball went over the mark
broken leg.
T Q
and the horn sounded the end of
Mrs. W. Driesengawas able to ed to Grand Rapids Tuesday and champion.
Mr. and Mre. H. H. Vander MoMuyskens counted five field
the game.
attend*services again on Sunday visited at the home of her son
len visited Mr. and Mrs. R. Vinkeand daughter-in-law,Mr. and Mrs. goals and one foul toss before he
Russ DeVette capitalizedin his
following her recent illness.
mulder at Allendale Sunday
"specialty" from near the comer
Josie Mae Driesinga was releas- Everett Feltenbarger and three was taken out in favor of Stretch
evening.
children.
for nine field goals. That added to
Wagner. Wagner took up the reed
from Zeeland hospitallast FriMrs. H. Driesinga,Mrs. T.
Mrs. Otto Mavis was the guest bound duties with Ken Van Regsix foul shots gave him 24 points
day and is now being cared for
Miedema
and
Mrs. Jeanette Dys
and high-scoringhonors in the
by her grandmother, Mrs. John of honor at a shower given by enmorter, playing in place of
attended the tea sponsored by the
friends recently. A "carry-in" Bremer. Hope led 34-22 at the
game. Carl Van Dort’s left shot
Bussies at Borculo.
lunch was served by the hostesses..
found the mark for seven field C. P. H. Circle at Hudsonville
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Dyers and chilgoals. His total was 18 for the
Early in the third quarter, KalMr. and Mrs. S. Huttinga and
dren of Burnips have rqoved to amazoo crept to within seven
»
Hudsonville into the house vacat points, but the Dutch quickly
Herk Buter played an outstand- Janet and Mr. and Mrs. E. Huttinga attended the wedding of
ed by the FisH family recently.
ing floor game for the locals. He
choked the rally off with a time(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
was the big reason why Beste- their niece and cousin, Vivian A.
out to reorganize their under-theMr.
and
Mrs.
Marinus
Rynman’s had to resort to long-toms Jeltema, who became the bride of
board defenses.
John G. Van Dyke on Feb. 10 at brandt of Byron Center wore in
to make scores. The home team,
Kazoo’s Chuck Stanski went out
with the exception of Jimmie the Leonard Street Christian Re- Burnips on Thursday evening.
on fouls at the eight-minute mark,
(From
Saturday’s Sentinel)
The while elephant sale of the
Command, didn’t get it for many formed church at Grand Rapids.
The Maplewood Girls' League Bill Bos went out at three minValentine parties with games Burnips Rebekah lodge No. 503
lay ups.
met
Monday night in the home of utes and Bucky Walters went out
Command’s 17 were high for valentines and refreshments were was held Saturday afternoonin Virginia Boeve, Lincoln Ave. with 2i minutes left.
the
IOOF
hall
in
Burnips.
held at local schools last week
Besteman's.
Hope lost Muyskens at the 4j
Jacob Hildebrandt submittedto Topic for the evening was 'The
Both teams made 26 field goals Tuesday.
Gospel on Four Wheels" and de- minute mark and Moose Holwerda
Mr. and Mrs. L. Vander Molen an appendectomy Friday, Feb. 17,
in the game. And both teams had
votions were led by Miss Boeve. with three seconds left.
and
family and Mr. and Mrs. J. in Thomas J. Huizenga Memorial
24 chances from the foul line.
The
evening was spent in sewing Coach Russ DeVette's compashospital,Zeeland.
Holland cashed in 17 times to 15 Bolhuis and children attended a
a
missionarylayette. Ten mem- sion allowed the respectable score
Mrs.
Walter
Winchester
.was
birthday party honoring their mofor the losers.
as he subbed an entire new team
hostess at a party in her home bers were present.
Holland victory Saturday ther, Mrs. G. Bolhuis at HudsonMr. and Mrs. Gerrit Van Dyke, for the final two minutes. At
Thursday evening, Feb. 16. Guests
ville last Thursday evening.
night would mean a two out of
176 West 27th St., and Mr. and that time the Dutch were ahead
Several local folks attended whe were lodge members of the Burthree playoff for the season crown
Mrs.
Simon Posma, 109 East 23rd 64-48. That was the biggest lead
PTA meeting at the Allendale nips Rebekah lodge No. 503. Mrs.
against Besteman’s. However, the
St., have returned home after the locals had.
Arthur
De
Jongh
assisted
Mrs.
locals figure on a tough time Christian school last Friday even- Winchester during the evening's spending six weeks in California Muyskens with 21 on 10 field
against the up and coming White- ing.
goals and one foul shot, was high
and other parts of the West.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Westveld and entertainmentand with refreshhall crew Saturday^ The Eagles reMrs. Neil Bergen of 253 West for Hope followed closely by Bud
ments.
cently have beaten Ludington, family were Sunday supper guests
Mr. and Mrs. Fred De Jongh 24th St. has been visitingin De- VandeWege with 19. Bremer and
Schultz Motors and Creston Body. of their children,Mr. and Mrs. and son, Don, of Burnips, spent troit at the home of her son-in- Holwerda, although not up to
E. Kloosterman and children.
Box score:
Muyskens in scoring, were up
The Hall family, recently of Thursday night in the home of law and daughter,Mr. and Mrs. with him on all rebounds.
Holland (63)
FG FT P
A.
Howard
Maedel
-and
family.
their
friends
in
Grand
Rapids.
Texas, have again taken up their
Buter, Herk, f
3
2
Bos led Kalamazoo with 20
2
Early Friday moaning they left Mr. Bergen plans to leave today
residence here. Mr. and Mrs.
DeVette.
................. 9
6
points.
4
to join her.
for Florida.
Van Dort, D., f •••••••• 1
Box score:
1
0 Bryan and children moved to
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Moored,
Mr. and Mrs. A. Buter. 69 East
Grand Rapids on Saturday The
Zuverink, f ............... 0
KG FT
P
0
0
Mr. and Mrs. Fred De Jongh of 16th St., have returned from Hop*. (65)
Van Dort, C., c ........ 7
7
2
4
2 Fred Grasmidt residence has been Burnips and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sarasota, Fla., where they va- VandeWege, f ....... . 6
Vander Kuy. c ....I...,0
8
4
2
Bremer, f ........... .. 2
0 old to a Grand Rapids family. Klinesteker of Hopkins recently cationed for six weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bolhuis purchased
Scholten, g ............... 2
0
5
2
1
spent the evening as guests at the
The
monthly meeting of the Muyskens, c ........... 10
Van Doiple, g
2
0
4
0
2 the farm on which they have been home of their friends, Mr. and Gideons will be held Monday at Yonker, g ...............
living a number of years.
Brieve, g ...................1
0
2
5
1
Mrs. Raymond Brummel of Zeel- 7:30 p.m. in the home of Theo- Holwerda,g ...............
Hostesses at the Christian Fel- and.
Van Litre, g ...... ...f.....0
0
0
0
0
dore Hoeksema, 128 East 32nd St. Marema. f ............... 0
lowship meeting held Wednesday
0
0
Mr. and Mfs. Maurice Deters
The Mission Four, quartet com- Pefkstok. f .............
were Mrs. John Bruins and Mrs. and son, Orwin, were Sunday din- posed of Carl Rogers, Kenny Slag- Hinga, g ................... 0
Totals
23
17
0
0
13
S. Berghorst.
0
0
ner guests at the home of their er, William E. Bums and Andrew Wagner, c .................
Mr. and Mrs. B. Martinie en- relatives,Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Slager,was in Grand Rapids Fri- Piersma, g .............. 0
Besteman’s(61)
4
FT P
> FG
1
tertained relativesfrom Grand- Deters and family of Allegan.
Weaver, f .................4
2
0
day night to give a program for Van Regenmortor,f 3
0
2
ville on Friday.
Hendrickson, f
Mrs. Harold Borens and son the Mr. and Mrs. club of Alpine
1
2
3
Last Monday Mr. and Mrs. J. have been confined to their home Ave. Christian Reformed church.
Command, f ......
Totals ................... 23
26
5
2
19
Grant from Grandville visited ivfr. with illness during the past week.
Cook, f ..............
1
2
and
Mrs.
G.
Dalman.
Cheyne, o .................3
Revival services at the Burnips
The heaviest known materials Kalamazoo (60)
FG FT P
2
3
Mr. and Mrs. S. Sikkema of Pilgrim Holiness church were con- are metal, but some metals are Simanton, f ........... ’0
Lewis, c
0
4
0
5
Jenison an# Mr. and Mrs. G. Bu’.i- cluded Sunday Feb. 19. The Rev among the lightestknown materPhillips,g ........
4
Willson, 1 ............... 2
5
3
2
rer of Grand Rapids were Sunday Woodward of New York was the ials.
Montgomery, g ........ 0
Bos, c ........................ 7
6
5
0
2

North Blendon

Student Hurt

at

The win not only gives the
Dutch second place but salves

to a 15-8 lead before Holland
came up to take over 18-17 as the Charles K. Van Daren, deputy eol- March 15. Van Duren Is in his of- Feb. 21 and 2S, March 6 and 7, and
lector of Internal revenue, to at £loe on the ‘second floor of the poet
quarter ended. During that first
March 13 and 14. Here, he counyour service every Monday ana
period, Russ DeVette made four
Tuesday
to help fill out those office Mondays and Tuesdays for sels Arthur C. Yost (right) on tax
field goals and Carl Van Dort
complicated Income tax forms, due the next three weeks. Dates are problems. (Sentinel photo)
counted two goals and three foul

,

Burnips

Personals

A

... ........

u
»

standings.

A crowd made up of

first-roundwithout tastingdefeat

Coach

Way

All

Underneath Boards

ed

)

2,

«

f

..

... .........

1

1

>

Totals

23

15

19

Vandals Smash Glass
In 12 Parking

»

I

-4-

1

1

0
• 0

0

2

0

0

Totals .................. 21

18

28

Meters

Wendt,

g’

Culp; f

.....

'.

................
..... ..

Defeat Paw

Paw

The Holland Rifle team ran its
consecutive win streak to 12
staight by defeatingthe strong

Paw Paw

HoUand Driver Who Hit
Justice’s Car Pays Fine
Grand Haven (Special) — Leon
205 East Ninth
St., Holland, paid $10 fine and
$4.85 costs on a charge of failure
to have his car under control.
Jacobs allegedly etruck a new Twenty-nine new
J. Jacobs, 21, of

W.

Streur, Herbert F.
cently Initiated Into the HoQaad Dyke, Vera B. Parr, Harold KretMoose lodge at rite* In the dub- dnger, BUI Norlln, Jr, Clyde
The Initiatingteam and Johnson, Henry Vander Plow,
Stanley Skordd, Charles Conrad,
new member* are, standing(left Carl Dillberg and Henry Bouwto right): Stephen Wlenma, Joe
DeWeerd, Paul Schndtx, Ben man. Seated, front row (left to
Boeve, Evert DeWeerd, Jerry right): Melvin Brook*, Dick Col-

in&ss
jH

Den
Vi

Uji,

Alvin WahL Second row (left to
right): Donald Winter, John V.

Seekel, Warren Victor, Harold
Veldheer, Henry Fendt, Bert Balder, William Taber and James
Marr. Third row (left to right):
Warren Baker, George B. Speet,
Joe Overway, Virgil Wright, WUUam Emerick, Ed Lenten, Gerrit
Israels,Anthony WeUer. (PennaSa. photo)

shooters' in a recent
match at Holland.
Finall score was 1,444 to 1,439.
Team scores:
Holland—J. Ter Haar 291, D.
Prins 289, R. Kleis 288, J, a ark
288, T. Bouwman 288.
Paw Paw— J, Stevens 290, H.
Smith 289, E. Stucliffe 289, A.
Hathaway 287, K. Watson 284.
Weekly scores:
Class A— G Klunge 168, S. Kasminsky 158.
Class B-J. Kleis 191, R. Kleis
190, G. DeWitt 188, T. Smith 188,
A. Van Den Berg 173, O. Vos 172.
Gass C-W. DeWaard 196, G.
DeWaard 195, H. Working 195, G.
Bonnette 194, J. Van Dyke 194, T.
Bouwman 191, L. Van Ingcn 191,
J. Meurer 189, J. Weenum 179,
B. Pykstra 172, B. Eastman 159.

+

+

+

Red Cross All Ready

Annual

For

Roll Call

Boss.

>

of

-

Vriesland

the afternoon.

land.

The Women’s Aid and Missionary society met Wednesday aftercollected$366.11 and Coopersville
noon, Feb. 15, with the president
with a quota of $500 has colpresiding.She read Scripture and
lected $513.19.
offered prayer, a hymn was sung,
minutes of the previous meeting
Consistory Has Potluck
were read, roll was called to
Elders and deacons of Ebenez- which the following responded:
er Reformed church and their Mrs. J. G. J. Van Zoeren, Mrs. C.
wives, held a potluck dinner last Faber, Mre. H. Roelofs, Mrs. T. W.
week Friday night in the church Van Haitsma, Mrs. H. Spaman,
basement.The occasion was the and Mrs. M. P. Wyngarden.The
seventh anniversaryof the ar- readers of the afternoon were
rival of the Rev. and Mrs. John Mrs. Van Zoeren, Mrs. Van HaitsVander Beek at the church. ma, and Mrs. Roelofs.The followScenic pictures were shown by ing offeringswere taken: missionMr. and Mrs. Bert Jacobs and a ary, $5.50; leper, $11.35 and silver,
short program was presented.
50 cents. Closing prayer was by
Mrs. Wyngarden. The next meeting will be the annual meeting on
March 9.
On last week Wednesday afternoon, Howard Warner, Anson Van
Haitsma, Lavern Boss, and Stanley Boss of Vriesland, John Kaslander of Zeeland motored to Detroit to see Benjamin Kroodsma,
Jr., at the hospital where he was
Nunica with

a quota of $500 has

Engagement Told

receiving treatments.

day evening. ’

Prayer meeting was held Tuesday evening with the Rev. J. Pott
in charge.

CE met

Wednesday evening

with Jacob Morren as leader. Tlw
topic discussed was "Co-operation
Brings Results." Catechism class
met at 8 p.m.

stead of Friday.
A three act comedy play, "Home
With Father," will be given March
2 in the Zeeland high school by
the Cutlervillehospital dramatics

Monarch. Alberta, Canada, to
James O. Lamb, sen of Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence W. Lamb of South
Shore Dr., was made known to a
group of friends at a dinner in
the American Legion Memorial
club’ house Friday night. A heart
motif was carried out in the decorations, the announcement being
revealedon heart-shaped place
card*. Re4 carnations arranged in
the form of a heart formed the
centerpiece and heartshapedcandles decoratedthe table.
Both Miss Van Egmond and Mr.
Lamb are seniors.at Hope college.
She to a member of Sibyllinesorority and he to affiliated with. Cos-

»

club.

The annual mid-winter Men’s
banquet of the Mission Syndicate
was held at the Second Reformed
church of Zeeland on Thursday
evening. WiUiam J. Hakken was

'

speaker.

There will be a special collec-

tion taken at both services on

.

next Sunday for the building and

organ funds.

Thursday guest of Mrs. D. C. Ver
Hage.
The local CE met Wednesday
evening, Feh. 15, with Gerald
Huyser of Beaverdam as leader.
Relatives and friends attended
the funeral of Miss Mary Ver
Hage of Zeeland at the Yntema
Funeral home. The Rev. John Den
Ouden of the First Reformed
church of Zeeland officiated. Burial took place in the Vriesland

Miss Hermlna Van Egmond
The engagement of Mis/, Hermina Van Egmond, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. Van Egmond of

v

The special ooUection taken
Sunday, Feb. 12, for educational
institutions amounted to $85.15.
The childrens’ catechism classes
were held Thursday afternoon in-

Mrs. Ed Ver Hage of Grand
Mrs. M. P. Wyngarden was a
Rapids was a Wednesday and Monday caller on Mrs. Mary Van

1

Local Shooters

Thursday night
Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff
said the malicious work was done
on meters on River Ave. and Ninth
St. and on Central Avenue between Ninth and 10th Sts.
In some instances,broken glass
fell into the mechanism of the
meters, fouling the works.

on Sheldon Rd. Wednesday night
Maynard Ranee, 44, Grand Haven, pleaded guilty to a drunk driving charge and paid $100 fine and
$11.35 costs. He was arrested by
city police on Beach Tree St
Thursday night.

.........
,i ......

Van Haaften,f

today offered a $25 reward for information leading to the arreat
and conviction of the person or
persons responsiblefor breaking
the glass in 12 parking meters

car of Justice Truman A. Husted,

2

...

The Public Safety commission

p

0
3

+ +

Campaign

.....

5
5
0
3

(Penns-Sas photo)
250 Red CroM workers who met Friday nlaht
at the Woman a Literaryclub for the kickoff of the annual roll oall.
w* A. Butlsr, county campaign chairman, asked them to try to roach
their 1950 membership quota In three days, If posslblt.

Ottawa Over Top

'..

1

.

Red Cross leaders, 250 strong,
today had started their quest for Mrs. H. Schermer.
members. They met Friday night
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer J. Boss and
at the Woman's Literary club to family of Grand Rapids were last
get their supplies— and if needed Friday dinner guests of Mr. and !
—inspiration.
P'rs. Henry
,
The session began with a tray
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Broersma, ,
luncheon served in the first floor with Mr. and Mrs. John Broersma,
of the club, after which they con- were Sunday afternoon callers on
vened in the auditorium to wit- Mr. and Mre. George Broersma of.
ness a 30-minute panel on Red Grand Rapids. During the abCross, broadcast by at at ion scence of Mr. and Mrs. S. Broers- r,
WHTC. Then after a brief meet- ma, Mr. and Mrs. John Jousma ol 1
ing, the workers collected their Holland stayed with Mrs. K. Joussupplies and started the task ma at the Broersma home.
of enrolling every adult In the
Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Wyngarden,
southern half of Ottawa county.
Pearl and Ellen, were Sunday eveServing as members of the ning callers at the H. Wyngarden ,
panel were Robert Notier, vice home.
president of the Ottawa county
Mr. and Mrs. 'Willis Boss of
chapter of the Red Croas, Mrs. Kalamazoo were Sunday guests
Andrew Klomparens, W. A. But- of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Schermer.
ler, drive chairman for the county,
Mr. and Mre. Syrene Boss
*
Mrs. N. J. Danhof, Zeeland fund Galewood were last week Saturchairman, and Beth Marcus, day guests at the Henry Bom
In Polio
executive-secretaryof the county home.
chapter. ' Kenneth Allen was
A bouquet was placed In the ,
Grand Haven— Ottawa county moderator.
Vriesland Reformed church on
has gone well over the top in the
In the 30-minute discussion, Sunday In memory of Mr. and
1950 polio campaign for $20,000, panel members answered most Mrs. Cornelius Van Haitsma who */
Charles Bugielski, co-county questions that arise during mem- recently died. The flowers were
chairman and treasurer,announc- bership campaigns.They pointed given by s niece, Mrs. William
ed today.
out that Red Cross activities are Davis of Lowell.
Receipts to date total $21,562.56, world-wide and described the maMr. and Mrs. Jack Drooger of
according to nearly complete re- jor divisions.
HoUand were Saturday evening
ports from Holland, the tri-cities,
Butler told the workers the roll guests at the S. Broersma home.
Nunlca and Coopersville.
Kenneth Van Haitsma of Kalacall could be put over the top “in
Holland, will. Gabe Kulte as three days" if everyone worked at mazoo was a week-end guret of
chairman, - has on deposit $11,- top efficiency. He said the drives Mr. and Mrs. William Van Haits607.52. Rhine Vander Meulen, in have exceeded,quotas for the last ma and family.
charge of churches, has reported 10 years.
The Rev. John Pott filled a clas$1,281 82 collected so far, with
sical appointmentat North Blenthree or four more churches to
don on Sunday, Feb. 19. Student
report. Holland's quota was $10,E. Van Pemlg of the Western
500.
Theologicalseminary was guest
Grand Haven, Ferrysburg and
preacher in the local church. T^o
The Women's World Day of special music at the evening serSpring Lake, with a quota of
Prayer was observed Friday in
$7,750, have collected $7,783.92.A
vice was furnished by Mesdamei
the Vriesland Reformed church Floyd Ter Haar, Gerry Schermer,
benefit basketball game for polio
with the Beaverdam Reformed Dick Kroodsma, Floyd Boss, Fred
is scheduled here and some inchurch as guests. Mrs. B. Kruitdustrial firms have not reported.
Nagelkirk, and Mrs. A1 Kamps.
A benefit game was held in Hol- hof of Holland was the speaker of
The local consistory met Mon-
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Stanski, g ................... 2
Walters, g ................... 4
Cain, f .....................
.. 0
•Sentz, c
...............
.. 1
Sayers, g ...... . ......... 0
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Noord and Mrs. Henry Van Noord
of Zeeland.

Man Pleads Innocent
In Municipal Court

Richard Ross, .42, of 200 West
Eighth St., pleaded innocent to a
charge of driving while under the
influence jf intoxicat*ngliquor.
cemetery.
He w;«s arraigned in municipal
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Zuverink court Friday and ordered to rewere Wednesday evening guests turn Mveb 2 at 10 aun for trial
of Mr. and Mrs. Will Vander Kolk.
Business in the local court
Gerrit R. Van Haitsma returned Thursday was devoted mostly to
to his home last week Thursday $1 parking tickets. Those paying „
from the Zeeland hospital where were: Viola Vander Kolk of East
he recently underwent an opera- Saugatuck; Edward C. Delke of
tion.
22 West 19th St.; Barbara Lam- .
Several local farmers attended pen of 552 Cbllege Ave.; Henry
the elevator meetings at Hudson- Dubbink of route 2, Hamilton,
ville and Zeeland last week Wed- and Gertrude Zeedyk of route 1.
nesday.
Others were: Ralph Van Houten
Mrs. John Wiggers of Central of 554 East Eighth St; Robert
Park spent Wednesday with Mrs. C. Weener of 13 West 16th St.;
John Die Jonge.
Mrs. A. F. Shwarz of 231 West *
The refreshmentcommittee for 23rd St; Dale Edwin- Miller of
the Women's World Day of Prayer
route 1; C. G. Reynen of 264 West
met at the home of Mrs. Win Van- 18th St., and Bernard Capel of
der Kolk on Wednesday afternoon.
route 2, Hamilton.
Others on the committee are Mrs.
John Broersma, Mrs. Gelmer Van
/
Noord and Mrs. John De Jonge. Local Coart
Mrs. John Wiggers also spent the
Rudolph M. Antrelink, 4$, of
afternoon at the Vander Kolk Grand Rapids, paid a $7' fine. In
home.
munifcipal court • FridAy after
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence South pleading guilty to a charge of not
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin yielding the right of way. W. F.
South and family, of Muskegon Beebe of Holland, and A1 Ftoher .*
Heights, were Sunday guests of of 337 Pine Ave., each paid II
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wabeke.
parking fines.
Mrs. Peter Leetsma returned to
her home in Grand Rapids after
More
'

mopolitan fraternity. A summer
wedding to planned.
. Besides the engaged couple,
guests at the dinner included Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Harter, Mr. and
Mrs. William Verhey, Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Cion an, Dr. D. Ivan
Dykstra, Miss Ann Cousins, Mr. spending several days at the
and Mrs. L. W. Lamb Sr., Mr. and J. Van Zoeren home.
Mr. and Mrs. H.
Mrs. L. W. Lajb, Jr. and Jack
Lamb.
were Sunday callers on

.

•

•.

\
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J. G.

r,
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of the gospel to show this differenoe and to supply spiritual power
to live in a way that is pleasing
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1950

Buck,” will De shown Thursday
night at Ebenezer Reformed
and Mrs. Will Vander Kolk and
church. The film is scheduled for
famHy.
(Vtou Toseday'sSentinel)
to God.
8:30 pjn., following the weekly
Mrs. H. Wyngarden and Mrs.
(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
Guests lut week at the G. R. prayer meeting. The public is inJ.
Wyngarden
Were
last
week
A dedicatory organ recital was
Wednesday afternoon guests of Gillespie home, Eut 12 Ui St, vited.
given in the Reformed church last
were Mr. and Mrs. William Miu Join Vander Kolk, 3 East
March 5; 1950
Mrs.
D. G Ver Hag* of Zeeland.
week Wednesday evening by the
Gramea of Bowling Green, Ohio. Seventh St, will be graduated
At a congregational meeting it
The
Rev.
John
Putt
preached
church organists,choir and men's
Acts 10:1, 8-10, 18-20;
the Third Reformed church Mon- on the following subjects on Sun- On their return trip to Bowling Thursday, March 2, from the
chorus. The organ and piafto preEphesiank 4:25-32
(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
day night, the Rev. H. J. Veldman day: "Our Willing Savior” and Green they will visit Mr. and Mrs. Grand Rapids Practical Nurse
lude, "Soldiera of the King" playof Milwaukee was unanimously "The ChallengeOf Foreign Mis- C J. De Koeyer of Adrian. Mrs. trainingschool Commencement
By Henry GeerUnp
Pvt. Donald Boerman, who has
De Koeyer is the former Clara- exercises will be at 8 p.m. in the
Paul had several kinds of been In the Anpy at Fort Riley, ed by Mrs. Wallace Folkert and chosen for pastor of the church. sion*.'’
Mrs. Gerald Klelnheksel.The He received 109 votes of the 119
belk Gillespie.
A
special
consistory
meeting
Eut Junior college gymnasium.
people
to
deal
with
In
Ephesus.
[III Hill
Kan., the past seven months, hymn "Great Is Thy Faithfulneas”
Don Baker of 1819 South Shore Arthur Andrews, Junior college
cut.
The
Rev.
E.
Blekkink
of was held Monday evening in the
In this respect we suppose this spent an eight day furloughit was sung after which the Rev.
Dr. returned Monday from KalaKalamazoo and the Rev M. FUfae church basement.
president,will speak. Sixteen girls
adcient city is not different from the home of hia parents, Mr. and Klaaren led devotions. Qrgan
of Passaic, N. J., were the other . Tonight a special CE meeting mazoo where he wu a patient at will be graduated from the oneany modern big city. In New York Mrs. Henry Boennan, East Cen- prayer response, "Nearer ; Still
The Home of the
Bronson General hospital followmembers of the trio. This newa
Holland City Newa
and Chicago and San Francisco tral Ave. He has left for San Nearer,” "Now I Belong to Jesus” story appearedin the Aug. 5 issue will be heM with friends from ing surgery lut Monday, He will year course and 22, from the exBeaverdam,
South
Blendon,
ForPubllihet' Every Thur«*
tension course. A reception will
we have a cross section of the Francisco, Calif, to report Thurs- "Precious Lord Take My Hand," of the Ottawa County Times pubconvalesce at his home.
.day by the Sentinel
est Grove, and Jamestown at 7:45
follow the exercises.^
Mrs.
Gerald
Eakk,
1100 South
fPrlntlng Co. Office 54-86 world. In Ephesus the same was day, from where he will leave for was played by Mrs. Folkert. The lished in 1904 by M. G. Mantlng.
in the church basement, G. Van
Mias Lois Elferdink, Western
We»t Eighth Street, Hol- no doubt true.
choir sang "CUmbing Jacob's Ladoversea.
The population of Allegan vil- Wynen of Holland will show a Shore Dr.» hu returned to bar Michigan college student is a
land, Michigan.
All kinds of people found their
Mr. and Mrs. J. Wagenaar and der.” A solo, "How Lovely Are lage hu increasedjust 128 in four
film entitled,"That Kid Buck.” home from Holland hospital where member of the committee in
way there. We have In mind, how- Mr. and Mrs. H. Ter Haar have Thy Dwellings”was played by years. The census figures taken by
There will be special music also. he wu a patknt for two weeks. charge of a dance to be held Friever, that Paul came in contact returnedfrom a monfh’s visit in Eunice Schipper. Mrs. Folkert
Mrs. William Foul las, 77 West
Enumerator Ray Adams hu been
The churches of -Holland, Zeeday evening in Walwood hall on
with differentkinds of people who Florida. They visited interesting played "Pri' ere a’ Notre Dame.
compiled
sufficientlyat Lansing land, and vicinityare planning to Eighth St., kft today for Big Rap- the campus. Chi Omega Rho fra1879.
gave various reactions to him and places in Florida and other south- A solo, "It’s in My Heart,” was to ascertain tha number of inhabiids where ahe will care for her
erect a new home for aged, callternity of business education stusister, Mrs. Fred Rex, who sufferw. A. BUTLER, Builneii Manager his preaching. Hit preaching in ern states.
sung by Wallace Folkert. "Swet- tants and the population is aned Resthaven, The deacon* of the
dents at the college is sponsoring
Services at Bethel Christian er As the Years Go By,” "The
the synagogue did not accomplish
ed
s
light stroke Saturday.
nounced to be 2,795 June 1, 1904. local church wttl canvass this vicTelephone—New* Items 3193
Levi Kouw, of 74 Vander Veen the event
Advertising and Subscription^
3191 anything, at least with some. The Reformed church, the newly-or- Love of God,” "Jesus Gives Me
The Rev. R. L. Hun of Mus- inity the first full week in March,
Kenneth Allen, news editor of
Ave., returned home Sunday night
more he preached the more stub- ganized church, were in charge of a Song,” "When the Roll is Call- kegon will be installed as pastor
liie weekly prayer meeting
. The publisher shall not be liable born and disobedient they be- the Rev. William Hendricksenof ed Up Yonder,” were played by
from a month’s vacation in Flor- The Sentinel,spoke Tuesday night
of the Central Avenue Christian held Tuesday evening with the
for any error or errors In printing
on the Ku Klux Klan before the
Grand Rapids.
ida. Accompanyinghim on the
Mrs. Klelnheksel. A solo, *1 Will Reformed church tonight.
any advertisingunless a proof of came.
Rev. Pott in charge.
trip wu his brother-in-law,John Kiwanis club of Grand Haven.
Dr. William Rutgers of Calvin Pilot Thee,” was sung by Mae
This attitude is always a
such advertisementshall have been
During the month of June the
The Sewing Guild meets at 1:30 De Kam of Kalamazoo.
' Hospital Notes
obtainedby advertiser and returned strange one. whether it is devel- Seminary, conducted services at Kolkema. The Men’s chorus sang,
creamery at Allendale received pjn. Thuraday,with Mrs. H. Wynby him In time for correction with
Admitted to Holland hospital
Leon C.Wiereema,student at
oped in the first century or in the North Street Christian Reformed ‘I’m a Trampin." A solo There’s 499,455 pounds of milk, the most
such errors or corrections noted
garden u hostess.
the American Academy of Art, Tuesday were Robert Leenhouts,
plainly thereon; and In such case If twentieth. Men seem to close their church and was also guest preach- a Beautiful Land on High" was ever received there in any one
Mrs.
M.
P.
Wyngarden
wu
a
is now making his home at the 237 Washington Blvd.; Darlene
any error so noted Is not corrected, minds against the incoming of er at the afternoon service of the sung by JerroM Kleinheksel. 'The
month, being an average of 19,209 Monday caller at the Mrs. D. G. YMCA in Chicago. He is the ion, McFall, route 4.
publishers liability shall not exceed
the truth. They will not give it a First Christian Reformed church. Lover of My Soul," "Over In pounds each day the creamery
such a proportion of the entire space
Wyngarden home.
DischargedTuesday were Mrs.
of Mr. and Mrs. Neal Wieraema,
Revival services were held at Glory." "Ring the Bells of Heavoccupied by the error bears to the fair hearing. But not only is this
operated.
Donald Davison and infant son,
On next week Thuraday even- 371 College Ave.
whole space occupiedby such adver- true, but likewise do they seem to the Zeeland Free Methodist en,” "Wonderful Grace of Jesus,"
The little schooner Day Spring, ing, March 9, the newly-formed Miu LucilleSchutmaat, Vudent 2431 West Xlth St; Mrs. William
tisement
harden under the hearing of the church the past week in charge of organ solos, were played by Mrs. well known at this port, was
men’s society wilLaneet
at Western Michigan college, Kal- Gerritaen,207 West 17th St.; Mrs.
truth. They seem to be deter- the Rev. Pauline Maxwell. Miss Folkert. The entire chorus sang, wrecked off Whitehall Monday
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Nyhuls amazoo, participated In an open Marvin De Rldder, 925 Paw Paw
Maxwell’s
life
story
was
presentOne year 12.00; Six months 11.25; mined not to give a friendlyrecep"Battle Hymn of the Rpublic.” night. Capt. L.
Ludwig, pro- and family of Kalamazoo, Mr. and house program Saturday at Wal- drive; George Hoy, Douglas;Mrs.
three months 75c; Single copy 5c. tion to the truth. We can, there- ed at the concluding meeting the The closing prayer was offered
prietor, is a brother of P. Ludwig Mrs. Lloyd Meengs and family, wood hall Th« event was for all Andrew Johnson and infant
Subscriptions payableIn advance and
past week. The meetingsare con- by Rev. Klaaren. "The Coronation
of the St. Charles hotel here
will be promptly discontinuedIf not fore, in some measure imagine
daughter,route 6; Darlene McMr. and Mrs. John Wolfert and faculty members and students.
how hardened some of Paul’s tinuing this week and through March” by organ and piano, was The directors of the fair asso- family of Vriesland were Sunday , Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Brandt, Fall, route 4.
renewed.
Subscriberswill confer a favor by hearers were at the end of his March 12. The. Rev C. H. Woods played as the postlude.
ciation held a working bee at the guests at the Martin D. Wyngar- 265 Lincoln Ave., will observe
reporting promptly any Irregularity
three months’ period of fearless of Flint, a noted evangelist,conSeveral of the women of this grounds yesterday and did good den
In delivery. Write or Phone SUL
their 56th wedding anniversary
ducts the services each evening at vicinity attended the meeting of
preaching.
work in making repairs to the
Wednesday. Until recently, Mr.
7:30
p.m.,
except
Saturday.
The
If we may use the figure we
the annual Women’s World Day buildings and putting the grounds
Brandt
wu captain in the Holland
definition of
may say that his constant ham- Rev. J. C. Flewelling,pastor, is in of Prayer in Bentheim on Friday in shape for the coming fair.
fire department for many years.
“NATIONAL EMERGENCY”
charge.
mering away at them seemed to
afternoon.
There were 147 soldiersenrollBirths at Holland hospital on
This country is in desperate pound their minds down into a
Marla Bos conducted the Junior
Mr. and Mrs. Sander Wolters ed at the reunion at Saugatuck
Feb. 24 include a son, David, to
Dr. Ella Hawkinaon, head of the
need of an accurate definitionof solid mass. In other words the Christian Endeavor meeting at received word of the birth of a
which was a much larger number
by
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Ten Harm- Hope college history department
the
Second
Reformed
church.
the ten* "national emergency." preaching of the gospel seems to
son, Dick Alan, bom Feb. 2 in the than usual, but it is said to be a
sel, 516 West 21st St, and a son,
Under the terms of the Taft* have a two-fold effect— it hardens Members gave verses of Scripture Hettenger hospital to Mr. and matter of doubt as to which were
Members of the American Leaddressed members of the Kiwanis
Gerald Wayne, to Mr. and Mrs.
at
an
impressive
candlelighting
Hartley law the president is re- some minds and it softens others.
Mrs. Albert Vliem of Holland most numerous, soldiersor politi- gion Auxiliary met Monday even- Harris De Wit, 83 South River club at a meeting Monday night
quired to invoke the law if there It arouses opposition and it pur- service.
Center, S. D. Mrs. Vliem is the cians. Allegan was chosen for the ing in the GAR room, City hall,
Ave. On Feb. 25 a daughter, El- at the Warm Friend Tavern. Dr.
The Intermediate CE meeting former Dorothy Wolters.
is a national emergency. But suadeg others of its reasonableplace of next year’s reunion, and for their regular monthly ses- len Sue, was born to Mr. and Mrs.
was
in
charge
of
the
service
comeventa have shown, and probably ness. It seems to deepen some
The Christian Endeavor society George W. Cady was elected col- sion. Following the advance of Henry Ten Hoor, 82 Eut 21st St.; Hawkinson discussed the work of
will show again, that this provi- men’s own way of thinking and it mittee. "Migrants Work for Us," and the evening Bible classes of
onel for the ensuing year.— Alle- colors and singing of the national a daughter, Mary Ellen, to Mr. UNESCO, with special reference
siontneana next to nothing unless woos and wins others into its high was the topic.
anthem, the Auxiliarypreamble
the Reformed church enjoyed a gan Gazette.
and Mrs. Carl Todd, 216 West to the InternationalLeague of InThe Rev. Louis Benes of Grand toboggan party at the Holland Lew« have more accurate specifica- idealism.
The
postmaster general has wu read.
St., and a daughter,Peggy struction.
tions as to what constitutesa naSuch antagonismdid Paul Rapids, editor of the church Her- gion club, last week Tuesday sent out orders to the postoffeie Program features included vocal 12th
Ann,
to
Mr. and Mrs. George LawObject of the league, she said,
tional emergency.
arouse in the minds of some of his ald, will conduct services at the evening. Later they all went to concerning some rather Important selections and readings. Mrs.
From week to week while he hearers that they .went to the Second Reformed church next Bosch’s restaurant in Zeeland changes in the rural route rules. Henry Brower and Mrs. Alden rence, route 4. A son, Thomas Is to bring the world together
Dale, was born Feb. 25 to Mr.
was vacationingat Key West, and lengths of decrying the Way in Sunday.
where refreshments were served. Hereafter all mail boxes on the Stoners and ’Just a Wearyin’ for and Mrs. Donald Davison, 2431 through education and student exThe Women's Missionary society
later from day to day when be the presence of the multitude. It
change. There are now about 29,The Young People’s society of rural routes will have to be equip- You" and ’The End of a Perfect
Was bade at his desk in Washing- is a pity, to say the least, that if of the Second Reformed church the Christian Reformed church ped with a suitablesignal for the Day.” They were accompanied by West 11th St
000 foreigii students in the United
A
son
was
born
Feb.
26
to
Mr.
ton, the president kept repeating men cannot acceot the gospel they has postponed its regular monthly
are invitedby the East Saugatuck purpose of indicatingwhether or Miss Edna Dalman. Mrs, James and Mrs. Casey Harthom, 1222 States and about 6,000 American
that in his opinion the coal strike do not go on their way and allow missionary meeting until next
Young Men’s society to a skating not there is mall therein. Another Mooi gave two readings, "Home West 32nd St., and a daughter students abroad, she said. There
did not constitutea national em- others to accept it who may have Tuesday evening, March 7. when
party at the Zeeland Coliseumon importatntchange, and one that Sweet Home” and "Aunt Jem- wu born Feb. 27 to Mr. and Mrs. are 20JXX) scholarhips available in
ergency. After wasting precious a mind for it. It would be Infin- it will meet with the Mubesheraat
will work for economy for the ima’s Courtship.”
March 9.
Warner De Leeuw, Jr., 273 West the United States for foreign stutime he was finally driven, to tak- itely better If the stubborn and society. Mrs. James Wayer of
During a business session, the
dents, with regular expenses paid.
William Haak is in the Zeeland fanner as well as less labor for
18th St. On Feb. 28, a son
ing steps. But action came so diaobedientcrowd would be satis- Holland will be guest speaker. She
hospital for treatments. Mrs. the carrier, two or more families group decided to give $25 to the born to Mr. and Mn. Howard Dr. Hawkinaon related that, on
tardily that scores of thousands of fied with their own rejection and will discuss the 75th anniversary
will be allowed the use of one Red Cross. They also planned to
Baumann, route 2, and a daughter, the whole, foreignstudents are exAmericans were thrown out of stop there. They might leave room of Foreign Missions of the Re- Haak is also in Zeeland and is
mail box, provided that the fam- entertainthe American Legion Gail Lynn, wu bom to Mr. and tremely capable.
staying
with
her
daughter-in-law.
work who had nothing to 'o with for the possibility of a thing’sbe- formed church.
An exchange of teachers is
Several men of the Reformed ilies sign an agreement and file it members and their wives at a pot- Mn. Ray Coney, 187 Eut 25th St.
the coal industry; schools had to
HaroM E. Englund, student at
ing true though they have not yet
with the postmaster. This will do luck dinner on March 20.
carried out on a lesser scale, she
church
attended
the
annual
Men's
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Max
Boersma,
be dosed because of a coal famWestern Seminary Hollandr has
discovered the truth of It.
Mrs. Peter Tuinama was in formerly of Wayne, are now living said. Last year 162 were exchangSyndicate supper in the Second away with so many boxes at crossine; in many dties homes had to
We
can make some allowance accepted the promise of a call ex- Reformed church in Zeeland last roads which are not traveled by charge of the social hour.
temporarily in the home of Mrs. ed.
remain half heated; all over the
for the people in Paul's day to tended to him by the Second Re- week Thursday evening. William the carriers.
In explaining the functionsof
Boersma’a parents, Mr. and Mn.
country conditionsdeveloped that
formed
church.
Englund
conductwhom the gospel was new, but
The Socialistsat their county
UNESCO,
Dr. Hawkinson said
Hakken,
president of the board of
Milton
L.
Hinga,
89
West
12th
St.
the president was powerless to
we can scarcely make allowance ed services for the congregation foreign missions, was the speaker conventionnominated M. R. Mer- Two Injured in Four-Car
that
an
attempt
is being made to
Mr.
Boersma,
who
recently
realleviate.
for the stubborn and disobedient Sunday and announced his decision
ritt of Olive Center for judge of Pile-up in Grind Haven
start state and smaller unit orat the public meeting.
ceived
a
muter’*
degree
from
the
Does such a state of things,
ones of our day to whom the gos- at the close of the evening service.
Mrs. George Baron of Zeeland probate; Bert Dok of this city
University of Michigan school of ganizations.National UNESCO
when the pinch of the coal famine
pel is old and who have opoor- The congregation came forward to
Grand Haven (Special) — Two business ' administration, hu ac- headquarters are in Paris, France.
was
the guest organist in the Re- for sheriff; Arle Vxndenburg of
has actually dosed schools and
tunity to see what It has done meet both Mr. and Mrs. Englund
One objective of UNESCO, she
formed church Sunday. She is the this city for clerk; D. J. Cable of persons were slightly injured in a cepted a position with a Grand
taken the bread out of the mouths
In the world. There is hardly any at the close of the service. The
of women and children, constiformer Francis De Roos and was Grand Haven for treasurer; J. C. pile-up crash involving four cars Rapids accounting firm. Mn. said, Is to teach people to help
church
has
been
without
a
pastor
excuse for a man who will not actute a national emergency? Must
a church organist before her mar- Clark of Coopersville for register at Wuhington and Third, Sunday Boersma taught lut semester at themselves. Another is to lift the
since August, 1948, when the Rev.
death rates in sub-standard parts
Wayne.
we wait until the bone has act- cept the gospel today— hardly any W. Hihnert left for Kentucky. Mr. riage. The special music number of deeds; Gilles Booyenga and at 4:40 p.m.
excuse for his antagonizingit—
It occurred when a car driven
The Rev. WilUam C. Warner of the world. An overall objective
ually been stolen before there is
in
the
morning
was
a
solo by George Loveland of Holland for
Englund who graduatesfrom the
circuit court commissioners; Dr. by Mrs. Doris Van Ess, 31, Grand will be guest preacher at the is the friendshipof man, she said.
enough of an emergency to lock hardly any excuse for his writing
Seminary in May will come to Jerrold Kleinheksel. In the even- Chappel of Berlin and Dr. Kulper Rapids, hit the rear of a car
Bill DeMund was in charge of
Wednesday evening Lenten in
the stable door? When does a na- books against It and going out of
ing Mrs. Baron played 15 minutes
his way to prevent It having its Zeeland soon after that.
tional emergency begin?
of organ music as the special num- of Conklin of coroners; Lambert waiting in line for a signal light, Grace Episcopal church, Grand the meeting and Tony Last gave
‘The Disciplineof Adjustment”
Vanden Berg of Holland for sur- sending it into the rear of one Rapids.
the invocation. The speaker was
That question is relevant In way with his fellow men.
ber.
He might assume the attitude will be the subject at the First
many more situation* than the
veyor and Joseph Warnock of ahead, and that one into another.
The sound film, "That Kid introduced by George Steketee.
Miss
B.
Dora
Bellman
of
OveriReformed church congregational
The three cars standing in line Buck,” will be shown Wednesday Stan Cummings of Hastings,
coal strike. Who is to decide when of not wanting it himself but he
sel was selected as 4-H leader of Holland and F. Martin of Berlin
meeting to be held at 7:30
it begins? While the president was is perfectlywilling that others may
the
month
by the state club de- for representatives. The county were driven by Charles Brown, at 7:45 p.m. in Vriesland Reform- district lieutenant governor, made
stubbornly denying from week to have it if they want it. There is Wednesday evening.
committee will fill in the office of 23, Spring Lake; Edward M. Ko- ed church, sponsored by the Sen- an official visit and complimentAt the regular business meeting partment. Miss Beltman haa led prosecuting attorney.
walko, 21, and John Cyarnopys, ior Christian Endeavor. Chris- ed the Holland club on its work
week that there was a national hardly any justification for oppos4-H
club
for
over
2
years
in
Alleemergency, acores of other Ameri- ing a somethingthat has as much of the American Legion auxiliary,
Kiyo Sue Inui will give a lec- 22, both of Grand Rapids.
tian Endeavorers from James- during January. He also reported
gan
county.
Miss
Beltman
has
cans whose infonnationwas at good in it as the gospel and which plans were made for the annual seen the club program grow from ture at the Methodistchurch FriMary Jane Kennedy, 17. passen- town, Forest Grove and Hudson- on Kiwanis objectivesthrough Kileast equal to the president’sand has abundantly proven its value to birthday party with the Legion.
day evening, Aug. 12, on "Japan- ger in the Kowalko car, received ville churchesalso will attend.
wanis International.
This will be held March 20 at the 100 members to 1,200 members.
whose Judgment and good sense the world.
The Ladies Mission band of Bill DeMond.and William RiemHer first leaders’meeting had at- ese Civilization and the Russo- head injuries and Lois De Korn,
City
hall
and
will
start
with
a
Not only did Paul find stubwere not inferior to his, were
tendance of four leaders. Today Japanese War.” Mr. Inui is a na- 22, Grand Rapids, passenger in the Sixth church will entertain the ersma were elected delegates to
positive that a national emerg- born and disobedient people in potluck supper at 6:30, followed
Cyarnopys car, received leg society of Ebenezer church Thurs- the internationalconference at
she is president of the leaders or- tive of Kobe, Japan, where he
ency existed,and they said so in Ephesus, but also a lot of super- by an evening of .entertainment.
early came under the influence of bruises.
day at 2 p.m. In Sixth church par- Miami, Fla. Clare Walker and
ganization
of
over
300
members.
no uncertain terms. What has stitious people. The practice of Mary Dickman has been elected
Mrs. Van Ess was charged with lors. Mrs. James Wayer, for many John Eaton were named alterthe Methodistmission work. When
Miss
Beltman
has
organized
eight
happened since then has proved magic arts wak rife. Men went so to go to WolverineGirls State in
18 years old, after having finished defective brakes and failure to years a member of the Board of nates.
clubs in Beechdale,Iddles, Elmcondusively that they were right far as to use the name of Jesus Ann Arbor In June. This is an anwhat is equivalent to our high stop within an assured dear dis- Foreign Missions, will be the
wood,
Beechwood,
Dunningville,
and he was wrong? Why should- in a magical way. But this proved nual event and girls from all over
school work here, h« determined tance ahead. The Van Ess car was speaker.
Highland, River Road and Gidley
n't others have a say in making to be a kind of spiritualboomer- the state meet for a week of Into have tfn education in America, considerably damaged in the front.
The “Melody Ensemble” of
districts.
Clubs
are
still
active
in
so grave a decision? Is it good ang. Through the very process of struction and directed olay. There
where
he could study western civ- The Cyarnopys and Kowalko cars Grand Rapids, formerly known as
ee-se to leave it to a single indi- degradingthe name of Jesus or have been many calls for good all areas except River Road and ilization at first hand. He told his also were damaged.
(From Tuesday’s Sentinel)
the "Melody Four,” wiM present
vidual, who haa no more intelli- attemptingto degrade it, it was used clothingfor children and any- Gidley districts. She is at present father he would be willing to run
The Gibson Parent-TeacherasRobert
Hill, 27, route 1, Nuni- an* all-sacred program in Central
gence than many others?
one having articles that are us- leading a club in Beechwood his chances on getting through ca, was charged with failure to Avenue Christian Reformed sociation will hold its annual
glorifiedand magnified.
school district in Overisel townIn any event, the American peoJesus won out in the verv place able are asked to call an auxiliary
one of the American universities, stop for a red light after his car church Thursday at 8 p.m., spon- young people’s night prograin,
ple ought to aet up a set of speci- where His name was about to be member before the next meeting ship.
for he had been assured that hit another at 8:15 a.m. today at sored by the Young Men’s society Friday. Orrin Hall, Murlyn Smith
Dr. and Mrs. Z. Veldhuis i of
fications as to what constitutesa out to such ignoble uses. Possibly March 6. A social hour was enand Patty Boyce are the program
many young men work their way Wuhington and SdVenth. The oth- of the church.
national emergency that even the it might become us not to be too joyed at which Mrs. Margaret Hamilton and Mr. and Mrs. A/E.
committee.
through successfully.He is a fa- er car wu driven by Richard
Hospital Notes
president could noi misunder- hard on these people who attempt- Schipper and Mrs. Bertha Lamar Veldhuis of Overisel motored to vorite among the student body in
Mrs. Herman Van Oss is spendAllegan ' ^
Geno, 17, route 1, Grand Haven.
Winter Haven, Fla., to visit Dr.
stand. 11111 is something that af- ed to link the name of Jesus with were hostesses.
Ann Arbor. Inui has now completBirths at Allegan Health center ing a few days in Grand Rapids.
fects the very life of the nation their superstitious practices. At
and Mrs. J. G. Veldhuis and other
The sale of dog licensesIn
ed his second year.
include daughters to Mr. and Mrs.
and it is far too Importantto be the same time we might well rerelatives.They also plan to visit
AD~"an Coal Situation
Laketown
is nearly complete.
Kenneth
Plotts,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
subjectedto the possible mere mind ourselves of our paganism ¥:tch*n Shower Fetes
other points of interest. They will
James Boyce is attending the
Kenpeth Otis, Allegan;sons to
Continues
to
Be
Good
stubbornness of a single man who in America.
be gone two or three weeks.
Miss Lorraine Hop
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Looman, NationalSoil Conservation conhappens to be in high office. The"
Some so-calledChristian people
Allegan (Special) - Although Allegan, and to Mr. and Mrs. Ro- vention In Atlanta, Georgia. H#
president’s lack of sound JudgA kitchen shower was given
(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
connect the baptism of their chilexpects to visit his brother, Richthe outlook is far from rosy, the man Stenkey, Wayland.
ment in this matter has already dren with magic. That is. they Thursday evening for Miss Lor- Seminary Organization
On Wednesday, Feb. 22, Mrs. D. city’s coal situation continue*
ard Boyce in Silver Springs, Fla,
(From WednesdsyWentiiiel)
cost us hundredsof millions,and
G. Wyngarden celebrated her 87th good in Allegan, according to coal
seem to believe that to baptize a raine Hop, who will be married Ui To Hear Robert Notier
Harld
Benscoter, 669 Washing- before returning.
it will cost us many millions more.
birthday.Guest* were Mr. and dealers and officials.
child may save it from some phy- April to Earl Brower. The party
Mr. Mabel Barnes, Misses Doris
ton Ave., hu received word that
Let’s define "national emergency"
The Adelphic society of West- Mrs. Milton Wyngarden and David
sical diseaseor cure it of one that was given by Mrs. Robert KalAt
leut, no one wu suffering his sister,Mrs. Ancil Neifert, is Kalmink, Bernice Kalmink, Theland then stick to the definition. it already has. We have met this mink and Mrs. Glenn Wyngarden ern Theological seminary will con- of Holland, Mrs Henry Gerrits of
for lack of fuel, and a carload critically01 at Skiff Memorial ma Deters and Mrs. Dorothy WolIt might be a good idea to get
kind of people. Others think that at the home of Mrs. Jacob Hop tinue its series of meeting to- South Blendon, Mr. and Mrs. which arrived Saturday wu ex- hospital at Newton, Iowa. The bert, teachers in Laketown
everyone responsiblefor our presnight in the social room of Zwe- Glenn Wyngarden,Mrs. Maggie
_ _ _
—
there is some merit in he mere of Zeeland.
pected to aid thoa* with low sup- Neifert* are fonnsrly of Holland. schools, are attending the class in
ent state of affairs In one room
Games were played and dupli- mer hall. The meeting will begin Wyngarden, Jason and Ruth of plies. Some local institution!and
use o' the Lord’s Suoper on EasA. W. Baker, 951 South Wuh- illustrative handwork in Fennville
without heat and Uttle food. Tell
Zeeland.
ter Sunday. We have met . this cate prizes awarded the winners, at 7 p.m.
firms had extra-largesupplies ington, hu returned from a Thursday evening. The class is
them to stay there until they kind of people.
Speaker will be Robert Notier,
A tvvQ-courselunch was served.
Mr. and Mrs. Rimer Bess have available for emergency u well.
month's vacation in the South. He taught by Prof. Kemper from
reach a decisionsolving our problocal mortician, who will discuss transferred their church memberInvited
were
the
Mesdames
There
are
Christians
who
arc
About 25 tons of coal wu taken spent two wpeks at Sarasota, Fla., Western Michigancollege.
lem.
still afraid of the number 13 ajid Jack Brower, Pet& D. Huyser, "Relationship Between tha Morti- ship papers to the Olivet Reform- out of the county jaij for use in and two weeks at Alexandria, La.
Mrs. Mabel Boyce has been
will not sit down to a table If thev Ted De Jong, George Schippers, cian and the Clergyman.”
ed chuith of Grandville.
the high school. Customers were He also went to New Orleans.for spending a few days in Chicago
Refreshmentswill be served by
Allegan 4-H Leaders
are the 13th person. Well. Paul John Mepyans, John Van Putten,
The Womens’ World Day of being limited to one ton each for several days at the Mardi Gras.
with her daughter, Josephinesnd
had the satisfactionof converting Wallace Van Putten, C. Vereeke, a faculty committee, including Dr. Prayer was observed in the Vries- residentialuse, dealers said.
Mrs. John Elenbau, Jr., and in Barringtonwith her daughter, m<
Set Achievement Day
Temperatures at Allegan hit a son, Jack, have returned from a Mrs. ft. M. Pratt
some of the superstitious people Minnie Huyser, Jacob Hop and the and Mr*. John R. Mulder, Dr. Si- land Reformed church on Friday,
Misses Shirley, Nella and Mar- mon Blocker and Dr. and Mrs. Feb. 24 wjth the Beaverdam wo- season’s low of *5 Saturdaymorn- vacation in California,where they
Allegan,(Special)— The year’s of Ephesus. They proved the genWilliam Goulooze.
*
men as guests.The fo. lowing prowere guests of Mr. and Mrs- A.
climax to 4-H club work is set uiness of their conversion by garet Brower, Betty, Mickey and
Wednesday Club Meets
Last week, Mrs. Mayo Hadden, gram was given: Prayer by Mrs.
Carol Hop.
burning their magic books.
Morris, former Holland residents
for March 22 in Griswold auditorsupervisor
of
the
Bureau
of
SoThe deepest doctrinaltruths are
now living in San Bernardino.
H. D. Roelofs, reading by Mrs. L. Local Court Fines
At James Yophman Home
ium, when about 1,000 leaders and
cial Aid, spoke on "Relationship Be kins of Beaverdam; Mrs. M. P.
found in the epistleto the EohesThe Rev. John Benes, putor of
members will gather for their anCheshire
Man
Seeks
$368
Five
persons
paid
municipal
Between Social Agencies and the Wyngarden, reading. Mn. Bastlan
ians which Paul wrote a number
Beechwood Reformed church for
The Wednesday Afternoonclubnual achievementday. .
Ministry.” She explained the func- Kruithofof Holland gave an ad- court fines Saturday morning. 5i years, hu received a call from, held Its Washington’s birthday
of years after the church had been From Alleftn Supervisors
A parents’ night wlli be held on
tions and histories of several or- dress entitled, "Faith For Our Robert James Dykstra, 17, of 495 the Reformed church of Cedar meeting at the home of Mrs.
established. It is the epistle which
Tuesday evening. March 21, when
Harrison Ave., paid. $5 tor runganizations
under the bureau.
most fully sets forth the truth
Allegan, (Special)
Circuit
Grove, Wis.
Time” Mrs. A. Blauwkamp played
James Yonkman, 676 State St.
an open house will include a style
ning a stop street, and Gordon
that the church is the body and Judge Raymond Smith ha*’ denied
A father and son banquet will . Mrs. P. G. Damstra gave an exa piano aolo, theve was a circle of
review, musical numbers and
Drooger,18,«of 90 East 39th St,
bride of Christ, and that the union a motion to dismiss the appeal of
be held in Sixth Reformed church temporaneous talk on "My Visit
prayers, offering for missions,
Birthday Party 1$ Given
other features,plus a showing of
paid $3 ,for not having hik car
between it and Christ is very inti- Harold Ferris, Cheshire, for •
Friday at 6:30 p.ra;, sponsored by to Memphis.” She recently visitsinging of a hymn, and closing
the 4-H exhibit* from 1,200 prounder control. Parking fine* of $1
mate. Many are unable to appreci- court decision on a “claim against For Mrs, Susan De Witt
Pieter Van Langeveloe’sSunday ed Tennesseeand told of the hisprayer by Mrs. Kruithof. A .social
ject*/
each were paid by Jay Fetter of
ate its great revelation.However, the county for $368.
school class.
time
Was
enjoyed,
refreshments
toric background of that are* of
A
birthday
party
honoring
Mrs.
Expected to surpass last year’s
1837 South Shore £*„ William A.
there Is also a very practicalsecElmer Straatama of Sioux Cen- the South. She referred to ths
Ferris' claim, which covered Susarf De Witt was given by her were served by Mrs. Will Vander
showing by 300 exhibits, this
Gilcrest, Jr„ of 136 West 13th
tion in the epistle which teaches damages to his car while driving children Saturday evening. The Kolk, Mrs. John De Jonge, Mm.
ter, Iowa, and Mr. aixj Mrs. John Mississippiriver, its magnificence
yeart’i Achievement day will be
St., and Norman Dak Veldhuis of
ouite fully about Christian con- on a Cheshire road near the Lind* event was at the home of Mr/ and John Broersma, and Mrs. Gebner
T. Holmes of Chicago spent sev- and great, power. She described
the biggest ever, according tb duct.
532 East Main St, Zeeland.
eral .days lut week with their the beauties of Memphis and told
sley school in 1948, Was turned Mrs. John Vugteveen of Rusk.
Van Noord. The missionary offerWilliam J. MacLean, county club
Christians ought by all means down by the board of supervisors
parents, Mr. and Mn. Thomas of its cotton,mule and horse tosriqg
taken
at
the
meeting
amountSupper
was
served
and
the
agent Many rural schools will
learn to appreciatedoctrinaltruth, at its last session. He then filed evening was spent socially. A gift ed to
Straatsma,Eut Eighth St, and kets. The speaker also told of the
Dog License Rush
. , ;
close to allow pupils to attend
but it is just as Important to be an appeal to circuit court, .on was presented to Mrs. De Witt
Mrs. Ed. War sen and Mrs, J.
The rush is on at the city treas- their brother and sister-in-law, colleges located in Memphis and
the day-long event and hear plans
taught how they ought to live. which a dismissal motion was
Others present were Mr. and Morren attendeda society meet- urer's office for 1950 dog licenses. Mr. and Mn. John Straatsma and described the new bridge over the
for the summer program.
While It is true that in some cases made by Prosecutor Chester Ray Mr*. Gerrit Petroelje of Zeeland. ing at Drenthe last week.
children,Moptellopark. On Sun- Mississippi,which- connects TenLeaders will meet Monday, former evil habits seem to drop
for the board..
day, they were joined by Mr. and nessee and Arkansas.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Wabeke were
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Nagelklrkof
6 at Griswold building to off naturally after the individual
Ferris says he hit a partiallyre- Ottawa, Mr, and Mrs. Harold recent Sunday dinner guests of Saturday,bringing total aalea to Mn. Thomu E. Straatsma and
Following the talk, a discussion
day. Although all 24 has been saved, there are othere
paired washout at a bridge which Steketeeof Holland and Mr. and Mr. and Mr*. M. Gerard of Grand- date to 473. Deadline la March 1. children of Grand Haven for a
‘ * was held with Mrs. L T.
are represented in 4-H who have difficultyin discerning
was two-feet deep across the road. Mrs. William De Witt and Mr. ville.
celebrationof their mother’s birthtownship leads with what ^ becoming to a Christian
His car was throve into the creek and Mr*. Marvin Da Witt of BorMr. .nd
Htnry Frerilu
were served by
, MacLean said.
and that is not. It takes the power as a result, he djims.
culo.
Kid
and tally of North Holland won yaar.j
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City boy» to shoot from outcourt.

Holland knotted the count at 1111 midway in the period, but some
apectacular shooting by George

Kalamazoo Gnats

HoDand

Defeat

To Annex

The fightingDutch fought back
to a 22-30 score with three mlnutee remaining in the first half,
but Bob Itopp of Kalamazoo then
jumped to the fore to start another flurry.Tim Beerthulswas
the HoUand atandout in this quarter connectingon two apectacular one handers. By halftime,
Kalamazoo again held a 29-23

Crown

But Gianti Come Back

And Stay Ahead
Kalamazoo Central high achool
eager* v^on the Southwestconferhad

to do it the

a

It was

it

hard way

fighting, “never say

quits” Holland high quintet which
threw a terrific ecare into the

Maroon Giants on the Armory
court before bowing out 53-48,
. Even though they had rugged
going against the inspired Dutch
men, Coach Bob Quiring's Kazoo
aggregation showed why they are
rated tops in the state. All five Of
the starters are excellent ball

handlers and possess plenty of
basketball savvy. Combined with
terrific height, the winners proved that they’ll be a tough team to
stop.

Holland took the lead at the
outset on a one hander by Ken
Schippers. However once the Ka
zoo lads moved out in front, seconds later, they pever again trailed In the contest. One of the outstanding qualities of the Kazoo
team is its ability to garner points
under pressure. On several occasions, the locals would creep to
within two points, only to have
the Maroons quickly jnove out In
front to' a more comfortable position.

Coach Malcolm Mackay spoiled
the Kazoo double pivot offense
early in the first quarter with a
zone defense, forcing the Celery

Holland Stars

Limits Activity

Members of the Yadnom chib
heard a delightful book re-

At the start of the second half,
looked as if the winners were

rtcovaf old roofs
now
. install now
ones reasonably. Estimates furnished prompt-

1

.....

5 No. the

.....

2

Schippers, g
Beerthuls, f

0
0
0

........

......

........

...............

3

...............

4

1

Tasma, ................
Van Dorple, g ......

0
1
..................
0
.....

Doolittle,

g

5
Isn’t
3
*4

1
1

......

Totals
• Technical foul

19

Kalamazoo

FG

10

(58)

..................... .....
..................
.....

3
7
5

3
4

Brennan, c

0 Center’s administrator Esther
0 Morris

Gideon,

g

........

2
2

0

2

0

0
0

0

19

15

17

„.... .....

Totals

19

0

1

a Man, Dear

Allegan (Special) — “Is the
dumb waiter a man?” whispered a
0 semall boy to Allegar Health

5
4

...............

Dumb Waiter

1

F TP

Jackson, c ................... 1
Heinrich, g ............... 6

CO.

Two field goals by Freefelt In
the waning momenta Monday

3

Grow

MOOI
ROOFim

2

The function of a dumb waiter,
and of other hospital equipment
was learned by a group of Linds
ley school children on a tour of
Allegan’s modem hospital
It is part of Mrs. Morris’ ef
forts to aco'^lnt the public es
pecially youngsters, what they
may expect if they find them
selves hospitalized.A preview of
x-ray, laboratory, and other dlag
noetic techniques saves much apprehension when the child it ad
mitted, she believes.
School children on tour see an
x-ray of their own finger,get

Sometimes reaching a density of
1,000 to the square mile, the pop- plaster cast on a finger, and
ulation in the area surrounding watch blood tests being made.
Lake Victoria In Africa is believed
to be the most densely populated
area on the continent

RUBEROID PRODUCTS
29 East 6th Street

PHONE 3826

DUTCH MILL

RESTAURANT

Say. §i

WHY WAIT?

Where

With

Good Food

FLOWERS

Prevails

FOR WORK

WARM

FRIERD
5

FLOWERS

YOUR CAR NEEDS

West

.

trained mechanics
car the FIRST

—

Starting

Will Be

CLASS SERVICE

ALWAYS BUYING

MATERIALS

EXPERT REPAIR
Saves Time and

Louis Padnos

Money

IRON and METAL CO.
120 Rhrff

We recommend what

NOTHING MORE!

821 River

Ave.

Holland, Mieh.

TER HAAR AUTO CO.
150

EAST 8TH

ST.

Phono 6422
Your Bulck-Pontlao Dealer

USE

Como Ovtr and Sot Our

SHELLANE

RECONDITIONEDand
, GUARANTEED.

LIRC0LN AVE.
GARAGE
881 Lincoln

Avo.

Phono 9210

The Modern Bottled Gos
for

POULTRY BROODING

VANDENBERG

SHELUNE
Between Holland-Zeeland

MOTOR TORE UP
To Give You The Best

ovens, hotel and restaurant ranges,
etc. The Vandenberg*,who have
been In their preeent location alnce
Dec. 1, 1948, supply gas and Install

Mpdem

Equipment

of Service On Aliy

Make

WRONG

with

of Car!

UNITED MOTOR SALES

Avenue

Phone 7225

.

any safe gas-burningequipment

point! respectively.

of any type for any use.

In the only other game, the
Marines bounced right back into

the victory after losing their first
officers: Kay Keane, president;
game of the season.They defeated
Clarence Olin, record keeper; Judy
the Alley Cats 20-9, Dick Draper
Westrate, scribe;Carole Nles and
scored 12 points for the winners.
Shirley Seldelman, tepi cleaner. A
Standingi:
skating party was planned for
L
Saturday, Feb. 2b.
6
SDbvbs •••••••**••*•••••••••*••••••••••••••
On Feb. 13, the Wacankiya Marines •••*••••••••••*••••••*•»••••••5 01
Camp Fire group met at the home
3
2
of their leader, Mrs. Don Craw- Elves ....................................
4
2
Sweepsticks
..........
ford, for a Valentine party. Each
4
1
girl brought a Valentine for the
5
Alley Cats ...........................1
grab. The party was in the form
Tuesday Division
of a dinner with each girl contriNorman Ovr'boek and Warren
buting food or working on decorPlaggemara each scored six points
ations or favors.
A Chinese type party was held to lead the Wolverinesto a 16-8
victory against the Rail Lers.
at the home of Mary Gronberg on
Though the Rail Lers outacored
Feb. 6, by the Koda Kiya Camp
their opponents in the second half,
Fire girls, under the leadership of
Mrs.
Fehring. Gretchen they couldn'tgather enough point*
Himes, scribe, reports the party t6 turn the trick.
as follows: Upon entering the Standings:
L
house, guests were greeted by
0
Wolverines ....................... 5

ments were served. Mrs. Robert
Kuiper is the leader of this group.
On Monday, February 20, the
Perky Blue Birds of Lakeview
school met at the home of their
leader Mrs. Richard Bouwman.
The girls worked on their spool
knitting, then they played games
and sang songs. Gladys Bouwman,
assistant leader, read a "Bobbsey
Twin” story. Nedra St. Johns was

W

.......

.....

Bangor Upsets

Allegan — Second-place Bangor
pulled a major upset Friday night
by downing Tri-Oounty league
leading Allegan 37-28 to move in
to a tie with the Tigers for first
place. It was the final league
game of t$e season for both

slowly pulled ahead. At the half,
the count waa 28-26 in favor of
the winners.
After the intermission, Hops
waa never able to get back in the
game and had to resort to longtoms to get the points It did.
Fuzz Bauman waa the scoring
leader for the locals with 21
tallied

If Emperor Hirohito of Japan
dies or abdicates,he will be succeeded on the throne, under imperial house law, by his 15-year-

old son, Crown Prince Akhito
Tsugu

No

Mlya.

schools.

Bangor had been keeping the
door open for thta one ever since
the visiting team figured it had
a chance to tie for the crown.
Robin Campbell waa the scoring
leader for the winner* with 12

Ray

W

Mrs. Gronberg, dressed in a
5
Chinese gown, who told guests to Clemmies ............................
...

sit on the floor as they do In Chi-

gym.
Throughout the fint half, the
teams played on an even keel
but the second half told the difference as the Hornet f reel men

Neeser and Stommen each
17 for the winners.

Allegan Tigers

points.

His individual performancewas
overshadowed by Allegan’s Chuck
Taylor who counted 14 points.
It was Allegan's second loss in
16 games this season.

0
2
Grave Diggers ....................3
Naveslnk Light, N. J., with 25
3
Basket Hangers ............. 2
million candle-power,was formerly
FightingFive ....................2
3
the most brilliantlight-houae In
3
Flop Shots ..........................2
the U.S.; It now operates at 6,000
4
Rail Lers ............................1
candlepower.
Aces .................................... 0
5
Thursday Division
The Horrors really horrifiedthe

na. Mary, also dressed in a Chinese costume, and her mother served Chinese tea and cookies. An
authentic Chinese tea table and
.
tea service were used. Interesting
facts about China were told by
Mary and Mrs. Gronberg. After
eating guests were shown a set of division leader* a* they took a 13Chinese dishes and many Chinese 8 fint half lead. It looked like an
garments, some of which were upset was in, the making a* the
very old. Many kinds of Chinese Atomic Five misaed dog shots reart were exhibited,such as a peatedly and threw the ball away
book, a model junk, complete in on many occasions.It was a dif-

Now’* the time
re-roof your

to

rose

...

ferent story during the second
visitor. Mary Jonker is the every detail, and a picture painted
on hundreds of small bamboo half as the Atomic Five rushed
scribe for this group.
the Horrors’ offenae.The Horrors
The Rural Blue Birds of Har- sticks sewn together.
were held scoreless tor the entire
rington school, met at the home of
second half and the Atomic Five
their leader, Mrs. Melvin Ackerpiled In 12 points to earn a 20-13
berg, and celebrated the birthday
victory. Scoring for both teams
of Sally Van Der lest.
was divided.
The Wiahing WeU Blue Birds of
The Ramblin' Reck* rambled
Washington school met at the
along to an impressive 30-17 vichome of their leader, Mrs. Howtory over the Happy Loser*. Van
ard Phillips, and madie dolls from
Dus sen led the scoring with nine
crepe paper and wooden spoons.
Kentucky still "rules the roost” points.
Mary Gronberg is the new assisStandings:
in
the Holland Junior high league
tant for this group. The girls
L
•
elected officersas follows: Presi- by virtue of. its 56-21 victory
0
Atomic Five .................
....... «
dent, Sally Niles; vice president, against the Lakers last week.
0
Shooting
Stars .............
Deanne Phillips;seerteary, Diane
The Wildcatswon that game Horrors ..........................
3
....... 3
Van Ooosterhout;treasurer,Jane
3
Ramblin’
Recka
i..
56-21
to
keep
their
seven-game
Van TatenHove.
3
2
Bashful
Bachelors
.......
Shirley Weyschede, scribe for win streak alive. Ron Boeve with
3
Fairy Blue Birds of Froebel 18, Roger Kolean with 17, and Long Shots ..................... 2
4
Plow
Boys
................
«..........1
school, reports that they met in
John Van Raalte with 16 were Happy Losers ................
0
6
the school and made invitationsto
responsiblefor the Kentucky scorsend to the Snahnah Camp Fire
Almost 3,500,000 maple trees
girls, Inviting them to a taffy ing. Jack Kammeraad with 10
are tapped for syrup In Vermont
pull. They also finished Valentines and Jack Marcus with eight
during the few days between freefor their toothers. Mrs. Paul Fal- points, led the losers.
zing weather and the budding of
lis is the leader.
St. Johns moved Into a tie trees.
The regular meeting of the Te- with the Globetrotters for second
kakwitha Camp Fire girls was place by beating the Trotters 31held on Feb. 22, at the home of 13. Sid Hibma and Tim Holt with
their leader, Mrs. J. W. Lang. Jo 10 each, were the St. John scorLee Hurlbut, scribe, reports that ing leaders. Frank O'Connor was
the girls decided on the birthday high with six points for the losers.
project. The remainder of the
With John Klaasen leading the
meeting was spent playing games. way, the Spartans sneaked past
On Feb. 11 the Tittebawasee a hard-fighting Michigan five 38- CORIPLETE
Camp Fire group met at the home 35. Jim Buys of the losing team
All Malm
of their leader, Mrs. Clarence captured scoring honors for the

Kentucky Keeps

Roluri Reait Roqfiii
Phonos 9051

—

Evs. 6(734

MERCURY MADE
"OUR

BEST"

V

MOTOR

2 Gallon

OIL

HARRISON’S
SUPER SERVICE
Mlehlgan Avenue and Nth tt

Unbeaten Mark

Join your Wend# at The
Sler Keldor. Premium boon
nationallyadvertleod wtoeo.
A oonvonlentlvleeates meet

W

.......

........

........

Ing piooe wltn

traditional

Dutch atmoophero, Open
11:00 A.M. to midnight

NAD'S

WARM

Sandwich-Soda Bar

FRIEND

TAVERN

869 River Avo.

FHONI m?

JOHN

FETE*

ELZIN6A I V0LKERS,

lie.

SERVICE

Becker, then they went roller
skating. On Feb. 20 this group
enjoyed a toboggan party at the

LENNOX

GENERAL CONTRACTING

evening with 24 points on 12 field
goals.

Haan Motor

Standings:

Hope

ENGINEERING

Salaa

HUDSON DIALER

W

Country club.
Thte Okidyapi group, under the Kentucky ............................ 7
leadership of Mrs. Carl Van Raal- St. Johns ................................
5
te, met in the Washington school Globetrotters ................... 5
gymnasium on Feb. 24. Election of Spartans
— J _________ 4

»

W. »«h

ttrMt

INDUSTRIAL

Ph.ru n4l

COMMERCIAL

officers resulted as follows: Presi-

4

dent, Carlene De Witt; vice presi- Michigan
................ 2
dent, Joan Kujala; secretary, Northwestern ......................1
Karen Damson; treasurer,Linda Lakers ............ ............ 0
Gordon, and scribe, Gretchen
Boyd. Later, games were enjoyed.
In the past month the Odako
Camp Fire group, under the lead- Butts
ership of Mrs. Hoyt Steffens,had
a spaghetti supper. Mary Joan
Oonk entertained the girts and
.....

their guests with televisionat another meeting. The last two meetings the girls have been learning
to knit under the direction of
their leader.
The Akaga group met at the
home of their leader, Mrs. John
Kleil. Miss Mary Louise Howell,
from a local beauty solon, taught
the girls how to manicure their
nails and to beautify their hair.
Refreshmentswere served by the
hostess.Ruth Van Liere is the
scribe for this group.
On Feb. 21, the Snahnah Camp
Fire group met at the office. Mrs.

Fire

group met on Feb. 20, at the home
of their leader, Mrs. Joe Moran.
The following girls were elected

Calvin

'utch-Kraft

88 Eat! 6th St

..........

Kool Tops

Freshen

Preston "Butts" Kool, former
Holland Christian high school eager, was the deckling factor In
Calvin’s frosh team victory
against the Hope frosh Monday
night at the Armory.
Butts not only led his team in
scoring with seven field goals and
eight out of eight foul ahota for
22 pointa,but he scored the game
winning foul shot and field goal
that gave the Knight frosh a 4441 victory.
After the Hopeites trailed 21-16
at halftime, the locals started to
creep up and tied and untied the
score many times during that second hectic half. At one time towards the end of the game, the local team had a 39-36 lead.
But a lay up by Kool. a foul

^

RESIDENTIAL

‘

.........

The Waku Wasti Camp

Aik Any User.

723-33 Michigan

ing equipment, brooden, bake

tor, taught the girls symbols.

YOU WON'T GO
All The Latest

water beaten, refrigerator*,
heat-

Albert Timmer, executive direc-

BRAKE JOBS - COMPLETE OVERHAUL
•

f commercial bo
M-21 between Holland and Zee- gas appliances Including ranges,

—

USED CARS

Decker Chevrolet,
Oervlce Department2388

Used Car Lot Open
Every Night

FOR REST RESULTS

Selection

Inc.

MONDAY

Avt

your car

—

P.M.

*

SCRAP

ability into driving.

OPEN UNTIL 9
EVERY

that puts economy and depend-

really needs

Monday, January
Show Rooms

16th, Our

factory

Give your

The club meeting was held in
the home of Miss Iva Stanton, 54
The Slaves chalked up their East 13th St The program followsixth straight win by administer- ed dessert and a business session.
ing s stunning 54-9 defeat to the Mr*. Georgene Brown presided.
Sweeps ticks. Jim HUlebrands, The next meeting will be March
13 at the home of Miss Blanche
Roger Kamphuls and Don Bos led
Cathcart 71 West 13th St
the winners with 16, 14 and 10
Night

SERVICE

WashingtonSquare

for a complete

motor check by our

lish countryside.

league.

ROAD

8th St.

Geo. Mlnnema, owner
in .

of

Junior high played Spring
Lake Junior high In the other
gmme.

2

Topp, f

GEO.

elty league All-Stars 42-40 In
the main event Grand Haven

Kramer,
*....
2
Armstrong, c ...........0
Maentz, g .............. 4

.

ly.

League

rington school were a busy group
last Monday afternoonas they
made Blue Bird pins, under the
leadership of Mrs-. Frank Hornstra, assistedby Mrs. Melvin GroRoger Eggers paced the Dutch up, only to see Holland go out front teler, Mrs. E. Sincock, and Mrs. V.
with 13 markers. A tight pressing once again 40-38. Freefelt’s two Fogerty. Last week they were
treated to a Valentine party by
defense bothered the Hollanders field goals decided the game.
Holland scorers were: Gene Mrs. L. Miller, Mrs. J. H. Teusink,
throughout the first half, although
they outsmarted the Maroons in Schrotenboer, 12; Carl Van Dort, Mrs. M. Groteler, and Mrs. Frank
the second half of this depart- 9; Bob Altena, 8; Louie Van Dyke Hornstra.
5; Dale Van Dort, 3; Stan SchroBarbara Wagner, scribe of the
ment.
Holland sunk 10 out of 17 foul tenboer, 2, and Paul Fortney, 1. Flying Blue Birds, reports that
Grand Haven point makers the group met in Miiss Bird’s room
attempts while Kalamn*oo hit on
were: Misner and Peters,12 each; in Washington achool. The meet15 out of 28 tries.
poeve, 6; Freefelt, 5; Bol, 4; Bar- ing was in charge of Sharon Bird.
Box score:
Games were played and refreshFtJ F P nes, 2; Gasmere,1.
Holland (48)

Of Leaky Roofs!
WaMI

polio benefit doublehead-

with Kalamazoo freezing the ball ter.
Grand Haven quickly tied It up
for the hard fought win.
There was no particular stand- at 36-all in the final period beout for etiher club although Topp fore Holland went ahead 38-36.
led the winners with 15 tallies and Then the home team again tied it

f

Repair Ml Kindt

A

er at Grand Haven Monday
night netted $78.67. The Holland city league All-Stare
bowed to the Grand Haven

going to clinch the victoryquidcly
night, pulled the' Grand Haven land and Is operated by J. J. Vanby taking a 33-24 lead. The Dutch
city league All-Starsfrom behind denberg and D. M. Vandenberg.
suffered t bad blow in the rebound departmentwhen Bob Arm- and gave them a close 42-40 vic- Shellane has been told In this area
tory over the Holland city league
strong was ejected on five personAll-Stars in a game played at since 1987 and the preeent dealers
als early in the second half. Hoi
have handled the product# since
land narrowed the count to 37 Grand Haven.
1948. The products Include Shel, It was just last Wednesday that
35 with two minutes left In the
lane bottled gaa and a complete
the
samp
Holland
team
walked
all
period, but the amazing Kazoo
over
the
Grand
Haven
bunch
50-20
club once again stayed on top of
spurt to a 44-38 third quarter in a polio benefit at the Armoo'.
That fourth quarter was Hollead.
The teams traded basket for land's downfall as the locals were
basket until the three and a half held to a mere four points while
minute mark when Hollanldcut Grand Haven massed eight. Until
the lead to 49-46. Ron Jackson, that time, Holland was ahead at
towering Kazoo center, committed the end of each quarter, except*
his fifth personal at this point, the first when the count ended
but he was ably replaced by Tom at 12-all.
It was 25-24 at halftime and 36Brennan. Frequent fouls were
The Chirping Blue Birds of Harcalled In the final three ipinutes 24 at the end of the third quar

f

Come

view Monday night by Miss M albs lie Geiger. She reviewed the
The Kalamazoo college froth
English novel, "The Happy HighIn Class
way" by Francis Brett Young.
team used a definite height advanThe book, she laid, tells the tage to thwart the Hope froth
The senior clue play last week story of a business man who attack Friday night and walk
cut int6 the Holland high school wanted to "get away from it ail”
and
his "regeneration” away with an easy 62-47 victory.
intramural league schedule. Only
The game waa a prelim to the
through experiences and contacts
two games were played in etch on his wanderings over the EngHope-Kazoo contest at Treadway

Meadsj

Eggers, f

liki

By Yainom Members

lead.

ence basketball title Friday night,
it

Kalamazoo

High School Play

five a 19-11 firat quarter lead.

Dutch Grab Lead,

but

the

Heinrich gave

Book Review Heard

Havenites Edge

CONSTRUCTION
Phone 2284

Holland Mich.

Woa-Kota
You'll cover drab
wallpaper with
freeh paetelel

COVERS OVER ANY SURFACE
IN ONE CCA r— Dry In I Hours

OVEN FRESH

PASTRIES

ESSENBURB
ELECTRIC CO.
50 West 9th St

Rhone 4811

TRY

OUR

pELICIOUS PIES

FANCY CAKES

COMPLETE

FRESH BAKED BREAD

MOTOR TUNE-UP

And Bo Convinced

Cara Called For and Dellverod

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP
384

SUPER SERVICE,
Don Hartgerink — Harm Blok
129 W. Sth
Phone 7777

St

CENTRAL AVE.

THI HOLLAND CITY

NEWS,

Enumerators Start International Tea Planned by League Hearings Set
17th Decennial

In

Census Next Month

•

1950

White Wedding Performed

.Federal census takers will start

certain

Roads

farm

and Kent counties April 1.

Meanwhile, applications for
enumeratorsto take the 17th decennial census in Ottawa county
now are being accepted from the
Holland area.
Robert C. Jakems, assistant
Grand
Rapids office, will be in the civil
service room on the second floor
of the Holland post office Thursday afternoon to interview and
district supervisor from the

Hope

or the equivalent

Although many from this area
already have applied,Jakems said
others may fill out applications,
take the tests and be interviewed
all in one stroke Thursday.
Jakems points out that 400
Mrs. William Moerdyke (left)
enumeratorswill be hired to count
and Mrs. Henry De Free will be
noses in Ottawa and Kent counamong several missionariesto
ties, including rural areas. Ottawa
appear in costume at an Internawill have the least number betional Missionary tea in Hope
cause of population differencesbeChurch parish house Friday from
tween the two counties.
Enumeratorswill be assigned 2:30 to 5 p.m., sponsoredby the
Hope College Women’s League.
apecific districts to covei and pay
Mrs. Moerdyke appears in an
will average up to $11 a day, de-

Opus 101.” Although now attending the university,Mr. Jelinek is
a professional musician of some
experience, as he capably dem-

Each girl was presented
with a Valentine. Games were
played and refreshments were
served. Mary Jonker is the Acribe
party.

for this group.
onstrated in the three movements
The Gaytime Blue Birds of Linof the concerto.
coln school met at the home of
Also well received was the work
of the second soloist, Nathan their leader, Mrs. William Pluim,
Tor a Valentineparty and also
Jones, flutist, who pjayed "Night
celebrate Carol Jurries birthday.
Soliloquy"for flute and strings
Games were played and prizes

tion. Right- »f-w. > to a point oast

charge

college auspices.

The Sunbeam Blue Birds, under
"morning” pieces by the Spanish the directionof theh* leader,Mrs.
composer, Lalo. These were 'Two Ed Vos, and assistant, Miss Patty
Aubades,” Andante and Andan- Le Jeune, welcomed two new
tino,‘ and were particularly well
members into their groi.p at the
adapted to the small symphonic
Feb. 14 meeting. The group made
group.
The program opened auspicious- Valentines and elected new officly with a "Concerto for Orchestra ers: President, Bonnie De Neff;
in D Major,” by C.P.E. Bachvice president, Jo Ann Jalving;
Steinburg, demonstratingthe fine
and scribe, Pat Le Jeune. Plans
tonal qualities of the orchestra
were
made for a hayride in the
and Mr. Dunlap's capabilitiesas
near future.
a director.
Mrs. Richard Buwman, leader
Highlight of the evening, however, was the work of Jerome of the Perky Blue Birds of LakeJelinek as cellist in Haydn's "Con- view school,entertained the group
certo in D Major for Violoncello, in her home with a Valentine

graded to the Kalamazoo river,
and the bridge is under cons. ruc-

Chinese Mandarin coat. She is
pouring tea from an old Chinese of FennvJlle still mi'st be secured.
Zeigler lists the following as
porcelain teapot, called a Draparties with whom agreements
gon teapot. It holds enough tei
still must be made: Alice Cates,
for four tiny cups.
Detroit, Herbert Foster, Chicago
Both women have been misand Mabel Weishbrenner,address
sionaries for many years. Mrs.
unknown; Charles and Estella ZuMoerdyke currently is serving as
ber, Sturgis; Frank Kidwell, Chinurse at Hope collegeclinic where
cago, and George and Isabella
pending on census blanks com- Arabian costume and Mrs. De her husband. Dr. Moerdyke, is in Goodall, address unknown.
(Penna-Sasphoto)
pleted. The job is expected to last Free is wearing a 100-year-old

Symphony

contemporary composer, 'Two
Marches and an Interlude," by
Poulenc, and two charming

right-of-ways.

Bridgman and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Penshorn,of Chicago, Zeigler
told the court.
The continuanceof the new M89 from Allegan to Fennville,involves settlement on lands in
Manlius, Gyde, Heath and Valley
townships.The route has oeen

must be
between the ages of 21 and 65,
and have l high school education

Little

Although mostly classical,the
program Includeda work by a

Loren Baker and Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Falk of Allegan, George

test applicants.
To be eligible, a person

M

Hope Memorial chapel under

Hearings have been set for
March 22 to appoint court commissioners to appraise damages to
10 parcels of land on which agreement has not been reached.
Re-locationof M-40 in Trowbridge townshiprequires the state
to acquire rights on the lands
owned by Morland Brown, of Los
Angeles, Mr. and Mrs. Bernath
Worden, of Florida,Mr. and Mrs.

in Ottawa

of

A group of talented young musicians.the University of Michigan Little Symphony orchestra
under directionof Wayne Dunlap,
came to Holland Friday night to
present a delightful concert in

State Highway Commissioner
Charles Zeigler has begun court
proceedingson condemnation of

Now Being Accepted

U

Delights Local Audience

Allegan (Special) — Preparing
the way for two state highway relocations within Allegan county,

With Federal Coont

beat”

Strong

J,

Condemnation

Suit (or

Applications to Help

"poundingthe

THURSDAY, MARCH

Mr. and Mrs. Emerson W. Strong

by Kent Kerman.
won by K&ren Bale and Mary
As the final program number
Wood. The girls exchanged ValenMr. Dunlap chose to play the
tines and listenedto records while
Haydn ‘Top Symphony,”a de- eating popcorn and apples.
lightfulpiece in which a variety
Linda Koopman, scribe of the
of small instrumentswas em- Bubbling Blue Birds of Froebel
ployed. He returned to the podium
school, reports that this group is
to direct the group in a popular
busy making sewing kits to hold
number by Walton. With the audi- their Blue Bird materials. A rollence still asking for more, this er skating party is planned. Mrs.
was played a second time.
Irvin De Weerd is the leader of
Followingthe concert the visit- this group and is assistedby Mrs.
ing orchestraand director were Keith Miller.
entertainedby the Hope music
On Feb. 13 the Snahnah Camp
faculty and members of the local Fire group met at the home of
college orchestra in Voorheesdor- their leader,Mrs. Fern Dixon, for
mitory lounge. They expected to a party. The girls played games
return to Ann Arbor by bus later and the hostess served refreshin the evening.
ments. Beth Wichers, scribe for

(Penna-Sas photo)
satin gown with a fingertipveil
held in place by a tiara of lilies of
Rural enumeratorsmust have
the valley.She carried a corsage
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
an automobileand will be paid
of white rose buds on a white
Many local churchmen attendmileage. However, a car is not
Bible with satin streamers. Her
ed the MissionarySyndicate bannecessary for city enumerators.
attendant wore an ice blue taffeta
quets at Holland and Zeeland
Enumeratorsmust attend a
gown and carried a bouquet of
last Wednesday and Thursday
training class the last week of
pink roses, white tulips and snapMarch..
Holland residents in 1950 are evenings.The after dinner meet- Warm Friend Tavern.
The Rev. John Vander beek of dragons.
ing featuredWilliam Hakken of
The district office at Grand
otill riding the backs of dead men,
A reception followed with Mr.
Grand Rapids, president of the Ebenezer Reformed church read
Rapids is in charge of James A!
Marvin Lindeman told the Social Board of Foreign Missions of the the double ring service in the and Mrs. Walter De Waard as
Carmody. Applicants will be paid
Progress club at its Tuesday night Reformed church as guest speak- presence of 24 guests.
master and mistress of ceremonwhile training.
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel) «
The couple was attended by Mr. ies.
Census takers will ask only
this group, reports that on Feb.
meeting at the home of Dr. and er. He recently visitedthe mission
Don Devine has returnedfrom
and Mrs Arthur De Waard.
The couple left on a southern Miss Angeline Haizenga
14 the girls gave a Valentine tea
eight specific questions.The eight
Mrs. J. Harvey Kleinheksel,29 stations in the Orient.
inquiries to be made concerning a vist in Florida. He was gone
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Klokkert The bridal party assembledbe- wedding trip. For traveling the
for their mothers, at her home.
East 9th St.
The girls entertained by giving
each person are name, relationship several weeks.
announce the birth of a daughter fore an arrangement of palms, bride wore a brown gabardine suit Feted at Two Showers
scrimping and saving, Muriel Hazel, at Holland hospi- candelabra and white bouquets as with aqua accessories,and a white
two plays. Refreshments were
to head of household, race, sex,
Mrs. Winifred McDonald left
miscellaneous
showers
served by Mrs. Willard Wichers.
age, marital status, state or counEarl
Jekel,
pianist, played the rose corsage. Both are employed
tal.
pioneer
Hollanders
built
a
city
in
Saturday for a few weeks vacatry of birth and citizenshipstatus.
Mrs. John Brink Jr., entertain- Lohengrin wedding march. Pre- at Stephenson and Lawyer, Inc., were given last week for Miss Invited guests were Mrs. Albert
50 years, Lindeman said. But in
tion at St Petersburg, Fla. *
AngelineHuizenga,bride-elect. Timmer, executivedirector; and
Two additional inquiries con- The Past Matron’s club of the last 50 years, there have been ed the Music Hour club in her viously he played "Through the in Grand Rapids.
On Wednesday evening a party Mrs. Royal! Smith, office secrecern all persons 14 years old and
home
for
the
February
meeting.
Years,"
"O
Promise
Me"
and
"BeThey
will
make
their
home
at
Saugatuck chapter, No. 285, OES, few improvementsto the city,”
over. These relate to employment met in the home of Mrs. Nellie "aside from services and utilities Mrs. Justin Sale presided and cause."
6006 Eastern Ave., Grand Rapids, was given at the home of Mrs. G. tary.
E. Huizenga of Zeeland. Gifts
The Camp Fire group had a
status and kind of job. The re- Naughton, Monday evening with a provided by a conscientious city conductedthe business session.
The bride wore a pink skinner after March 6.
mainder of questions will be ask- planned pot luck dinner served administration,"he said.
were presented and a two-course Valentineparty at the home of
Program arrangementswere in
lunch was served by the hostess Carolyn Griep. Games were played for a sample, depending on orat 6:30.
"Are we not largely living on charge of the Misses Clariss Bowand Mrs. F. Breuker. Prizes for. ed and Valentines were' exchangder of names on census lists.
man
and
Josephine
Bolks,
ana
the
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Fairhead their increment as far as the
For each fifth person, there will lost their home by fire Friday.
games were awarded to Mrs. K. ed. At the regular meeting held in
schools, churches, college, stores, topic "Musical Airplane Trip
Redder, Mrs. M. Dykstra, Mrs. P. Lincoln school the girls worked on
be four questions as to place of They are occupyingan apartment governing charter and city plan around the World," brought to the
Brat, Mrs. P. Velderman and the their memory books. Marilyn De
residence one year ago, country of in the Madden building.
attention of the Msteners, musical
are concerned?”he asked.
Waard and Lucille Barveldewere
birth of father and mother, Mrs. R. R. Frehse, daughter of
guest of honor.
"What have we done to rejuv selectionsfrom various countries.
whether attending school and Mrs. H. A. Morris, is a patient in enate and replenish that incre- Mrs. Marvin Kaper directed the
Others invited were the Mes- voted to be the scribes for this
Hope college Alcor, women’s
chorus work at the close of the
dames J. Groote, H. Van Klom- group. The leader for this group is
highest grade attended. For every the Woodl awn hospital, Chicago.
ment, to counteract the obsoleshonorary sorority, will sponsor the
program.
fifth person 14 years old and over,
penberg, A. Overway, A. Tjepke- Mrs. Gifton Dalman, assisted by
Mrs. Kathryn Chase went to cense, to make the contributions
annual
congregational first Hope college International Pioneer Girls Given
ma, S. Disselkoen,P. Wielenga, Mrs. John Vqnde Water.
there are four questions on num- Chicago and joined Mrs. Harry
that would allow us to say that
The Country club was the place
ber of weeks employed in 1949, Weeks for a few days visit. Mrs. this is our city, of our generation? meeting of the local Reformed Night Friday in the Temple build- Progressive Dinner
M. Dykstra, R. Van Haitsma,O.
A%rdema,
M. Boorman, P. Bart, chosen by Sally Seidelman to enchurch
was
held last week. Print- ing, it was announced todfcy by
income in 1949, veteran status Chase has returned.
The answer is obvious, for we
tertain the girls of the Otyokwa
(males only), and duration of un
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hunger- need only take visual inventory of ed financial reports had been dis- Senior Esther Schmidt, RidgeThe Explorer Pioneer Girls of Vienieta, J. Brunink, F. Breuker,
Camp Fire group with a Valentine
employment (if unemployed).
tributed,
and
revealed
a
year
of wood, N.J., who is president of
Misses
Gertrude
and
Shirley
ford came from Chicago to attend our city to see that for 50 years
Immanuel church were enterparty. Those present beside the
Huizenga and Johnny Gruppen.
One in 30 persons reporting the Lions banquet Tuesday even- Holland has extracted no gifts or progress. Entire contributions Alcor.
The evening will begin with a tained at a progressivedinner last
amounted to nearly $52,000. The
Mrs. F. Breuker entertained at hostess were the guardian, Mrs.
themselves as ever having been ing at Hotel Saugatuck.
sacrificesfrom us," he said.
formal
banquet.
The
menu
will Tuesday.
benevolent
and
building
funds
her
home Thursday evening. Priz- Henry Ramaker, Marjorie Ten
married will be asked if they
Mrs. Oscar Engborg came for a
Lindeman said there were some
es
for
games were awarded to Hagen, Rosalie Smith, Barbara
have been married more than few days’ stay in Saugatuck.Her signs that modern Holland was showed a substantialincrease over consist of disnes prepared in InThe first course was served at
the previous year, while the gen- dian, Mexican, Chinese, Dutch, the home of Mrs. O. Strong, where Misses Ann Aardema, Geneva Van Jurries, Cora Lee Kaepemik,
once, and the number of years in son, Bobby, spent the week-end
not entirely content to live on
eral fund showed a slight de- German, Arabian, French and devotionswere led by Marietta Haitsma, GertrudeHuizenga and Elaine Ramaker, Carol Van Dyke,
present marital status.One in 30 with Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Schaefthe work of a dead generation. He
crease. The church supports two Austrian style The program, in Elgersma. At the home of Mrs. R. Mrs. Owen Francis and Mrs. La- Gail Hamm and Marilyn Groendel.
married women will be asked how fer on Pleasant Ave.
cited the city charter revision,
Games were played and prizes
many children they have borne.
Supt. and Mrs. L. H. Waugh Greater Holland Community foreign missionaries,and units of form ot a travelogue,will feature Muller, where the second course verne Schaap. Gifts were presentwere won by Marilyn Groendel,
a
"world
fashion
show”
in
which
support
to
three
domestic
missioned
and
refreshments
were
served
attendedthe school masters club Trust to accept gifts in the name
was served, each girl received a
aries, besides its regular contribu- 25 foreign students on the campus red carnation corsage and group by Mrs. Breuker, Mr*. G. E. Hui- Gail Hamm and Rosalie Smith. A
at a meeting in Allegan.
of the city, formation of a city
zenga and Mrs. H. Van Klompen- Valentine lunch was served by
Ray Anderson, employed at Bay planning commission and the de- tions to the Foreign and Domes- will display authentic costumesof singing was conducted.
Mrs. Paul Seidelman.
City, spent the week-end home cision of the Chamber of Com- tic Boards of the denomination the countries represented.
Mrs. W. Bowman served the berg.
On Feb. 13 the Tawanka group
and other projects.
Miss Schmidt announced that main course at her home. The
Others invited were the Misses
with his family on Lake St.
merce to join with Hope college
of Federal school, under the lead.
Mrs.
Glenn
Dannenberg
underthe
theme
for
the
evening
will
be
Connie
Holstege,
Lorraine
MaHiram Brackenridgeis a pat- used for community events.
program was continued there with
went an appendectomy at Holland "FriendshipThrough World Un- a budget, read by Mrs. R. Gosse- chiela, Thelma Aardema, Elaine ership of Mrs. Adrian Van Putten,
ient in the Marine hospital in
These and other programs will
hospital last week Thursday and derstanding.” Dean Emma Ree- lar, who also served as a guide. Zwagerman, Shirley Huizejiga, had a Valentineparty in their
Chicago.
give Holland a part in the reclubroom at the school. The girls
Mr.
and
Mrs. Gene Lundgren awakening of American will to do returned home the early part of verts and Margaret Moerdyke will The dessert course was served at Lorretta Dyke, Mrs. Van KlomThe Holland Beagle club will
be in charge of the dinner. They the home of Mrs. W. Leenhouts. penberg, Mrs. D. Glass, Mrs. Hui- played games and exchanged
entertained with a family dinner things that make life worth while, this week.
bold its sixth annual spring derby
Valentinesafter which refreshThe Misses Rosemary Tanis and will be assistedby Farid Anton of Decorations were in keeping with zenga and Johnny Gruppen.
recently in their apartment in the Lindeman concluded.
at Hastings, March 1L Site is the
ments were served by the leader
Ella Lou Brink are taking a prac- Iraq, Maisie Kortelingand Mar- Washington'sbirthday. The group
Parrish building.Guests were Mr
The hosts served a tray lunchWolverine Beagle club grounds.
and her assistant, Mrs. John Lartical
nursing
course
in
Battle
garet
De
Valois
of
India,
Yohanand Mrs. Harold Whipple and eon during the evening.
played games at the Leenhouts
Both 13 and 15-inch classeswill
ion. Joan Van Houten, scribe,reCreek. The former is a daughter nes Menkir of Ethiopia, Hamid home.
daughterDelia, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Guests were Maj. Bob Gordon
be measured in at 8 p.m. Particiports that on Feb. 14 the group
of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Tanis and Tadayon of Iran and Lawrence
McDermont and children,Mr. and and Alfred H. Ziedler.
Attending were Mrs. H. Weyenpating dogs must have been
visitedthe local radio station and
(From
Wednesday’s
Sentinel)
the
latter
is
Martin
Brink’s
Fabumni of Nigeria.
Mrs. Harold Whipple, Jr., Miss
berg and Mrs. Gosselar, guides,
whelped after Jan. 1, 1949. OwnSeminarian and Mrs. • Donald too'* part in the story hour.
>
Ruth De Graaf, Donna Slupter Marietta Elgersma, Jane Raven,
Ruth Jean Whipple of Kalamaers must be members of a beagle
The Apadenska We'.omachick
At the Sunday morning service and Dr. Sinnia Billups of Holland Marjorie De Bree, Betty De Fey- Weemhof of Holland and Mr. and
Gives
zoo, Mrs. Minnie Lundgren of Hol- Harrington
group
with their leader, Mrs.
club affiliated with the northern,
Mrs.
John
Kort
visited
with
the
of the local Reformed church, and Lorraine Van Farrowe of
land and Charles W. Parrish.
ter, Gara Rabbers, PhyllisPosma,
association.
John Elzinga was installedas el Zeeland are in charge of decora Joyce Woodruff. Gloria Hunger- Rev. and Mrs. Fred Ligtenberg at Glenard Bonnette, visited the
Frederick S. Rasmussen, a Community Beef Dinner
in Grand Rapids, last
Judges for the 13-inch class will former Saugatuck boy, was marthe parsonageSunday evening.
der. He was recently elected to tions. The program committee in
ink, Ruth Veele, Barbara ElgerHarrington school PTA mem
Thursday.On Monday the group
be T. B. Martin, Jackson; and died in St Petersburg,Fla. on
There
was
no
school
Tuesday
fill a vacancy. Gues^ singers at eludes Miss Metta Ross, profes
sma, Sally Drooger, Ann Wierenga
bers attended a communitybeef
met at the home of the leader
,Ted Steketee, Holland.
the evening service were the sor of history Dorothy Kranen and the Mesdames A. Van Dort, because of icy roads.
Feb. 4. The bride was Miss Berdinner in the Marquee Tuesday
and after the businessmeeting
In the 15-inch class, judges will
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Holstege,
Graafschap male quartette.
nice Stiles, daughter of Mr. and
donk of Ooostburg, Wis., and Bea C. Weener, D. Hop, L. Granberg,
be A. Johnson, Jackson; and Tom Mrs. Elmer O. Stiles. The cere- night. The dinner took the place
The Rev. A. H. Strabbingand trice Vander Ploeg of Holland. H. Bos, J. Rabbers and E. Kamp- Eudora and Constance, and John the gir’-. roasted marshmallows by
of the regular February meeting
Schroeder, Grand Haven.
Bosch of Borculo left last Friday the fire and sang songs.
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing at- Joan Wilson of East Chatham, huis.
mony was performed in the LealDonna Rutgers reports that the
Cups go to all first-placewin- man Methodist church. Several There were 85 persons present
evening
for Pella, Iowa, where
tended burial rites for Mrs. S. M. N.Y,. and Miss Schmidt are in
Ohiki Camp Fire group met at
Tables were attractivelydecor- Zwemer of New York City, a sisners and ribbons to all placers.
they
spent
the
week-and,
and
from Saugatuck, vacationingin
charge of publicity.
Monday, with the family of their Van Raalte school. The girls visitHolland Beagle club officers fo Florida, ^r^’esrat
wed- ated with centerpieces using dolls ter-in-law of the former, at PilNorth Chester Signs
showing the seasons of the year grim Home cemetery in Holland
the coming year are: Ted Stek- ding and reception.
son, Prof, and Mrs. Martin Hol- ed a bakery and a laundry. At
Mother-Daughter Event
the next meeting the girls played
For Farm-to-Prosper
and
holidays. Mrs. Carl Harring- last Friday afternoon.
etee, president;A1 Lamberts, vice
stege.
The Mothers club of the Saugagames.
president,and Ted Baker, treasur- tuck school met Monday after- ton made the arrangements.
Visitorsat the home of Mr. and
John Smidt, Sr., who has been Held at Local Church
er.
A quartet composed of Harold ill for some time, moved to the The annual mother-daughter North Chester Community Mrs. Harold Vruggink the past
noon. Mrs. Ray Gardner, chairFarm
Bureau
enrolled
this
week
_
man of program committee,pre- Dorn, Lester Code, John Ter Vree home of his nephew and niece, Mr. banquet sponsored . by the Wo- in the West Michigan Farm-to- week were Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Rebekahs Plan to
6ented Miss Rogers, dental hy- and Vernon Avery sang several and Mrs. John Smidt, Jr., for care men’s Society of Christian Ser- Prosper contest for 1950. Thus Brink and Yvonne, Mr. and Mrs.
numbers. John Ter Vree conduct- during his illness. His housekeepMiss Jean Commissarisof BurD'
±
glene confiultantfor the Michigan
vice was held at First Methodist the group is the seventh Ottawa Cornelius Meeuwsen and children
Pl-Lounty meet at Nunica Department of health. Miss Lucese ed group singing.A film, "Let My er, Mrs. Sarah De Vries is also church Thursday night. Attending county rural community organiza- and Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Vander nips was guest ot honor at a birthMolen of North Blendon.
Herbert, a high school student People Live," based on activities seriously ill, and was taken to the were 175 mothers and daughters
day party given by her parents,
tion to enroll. It is expected the
at Tuskegee institute, was shown. Allegan County hospital
At a regular meeting of the played two piano numbers,
Mr. and Mrs. John Poskey call- Mr. and Mrs. Abe Commissarisin
of the church.
number
participating
in 1950 will
rutha Rebekah lodge Friday The Misses Peggy Anderson and A railroad short was also on the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Lampen
Table decorations were carried be greater by several than the ed on Mr. and Mrs. Peter Bosma observanceof her 17th birthday.
night at the IOOF hall, plana Margaret Kriesel of South Bend, program.
and Mr. and Mrs. John Nieuwsma Guests included friends from Alvisited with their children, Mr. out in carnationpink, gold and
eight which reported in 1949.
were made to attend the bi-coun- spent Sunday In the home of Mr.
General chairmen for the event and Mrs. Rex Robinson of Grand fuchsia.
at theh homes in Grand Rapids legan, Drenthe, Hudsonvilleand
Enrolled thus far for 1950 bety association meeting March 15 and Mrs. Ray Anderson,
were Mrs. C. T. Oonk, Mrs. Char- Rapids last Thursday.
Burnips.
Mrs. Ray Swank was mistress sides the North Chester organiza- Sunday afternoon.
at Nunica. Mrs. Elmer De Boer, The Camp Fire Girls met in the les B. Stewart and Mrs. Theodore
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Van Ham
Robert Nyhof and Robert Ny- of ceremonies. Devotions were led
The scheduledmeeting of the
tion are Marne Parent-Teacher
noble grand, and Mrs. William home of Mrs. Robert Anderson, Knoll. Mrs. John Kuipers and her kamp were in charge of the Senby Mrs. Carl Harrington. Miss association,Conklin and Coopers- and Willard Lee spent Saturday Burnips Girl Scout troop No. 1
Orr, vice grand, are official dele- their guardian, Thursday of last committee were in charge of the ior Christian Endeavor service
Jean Nies and Miss Joyce Shar- ville Granges, North Holland evening with Mr. and Mrs. Gar- last week Monday evening , to go
gates Mrs. Ray Nicol, bi-countyweek, to discusshonors and ranks food. Several eighth grade girls, last Sunday. The topic for discusto Hudsonville where they were
land played a piano duet. Toasts Farm Bureau, North Ottawa jun- enoe Nyenhouse at Zeeland.
treasurer,and several other mem at the ceremonies to be held in assisted by others, served the
Martin Vande Guchte was hit to have been guests of the Hudsion was, "An All Over Plan for were given by Mrs. Herman Dambers also plan to attend.
the parish house at All Saints meal.
last Thursday morning by a gravel sonville Girl Scout troop, was not
Working Together.” The Junior son, representinggrandmothers, ior Farm Bureau.
The contest is carried on truck as he was about to turn held due to the weather condiIt was announced that a hobo Episcopal church.
Business was suspended until High C.E. group considered the Mrs. George Damson, mothers,
through
the
office
of
Ottawa
breakfast will be held Thursday
The Home Economics Extension the March meeting.
topic, "The Church can make a and Sally Damson, daughters.
Into his driveway. No 6ne was In- tion •
county agriculturalagent, Leo R. jured but conslderbaledamage
lit the home of Mrs. Gifford group of Saugatuck and DougMr. and Mrs. Keith Moored
difference,”with John Brink, Sr., 'The Prayer Perfect" was sung by
Nash and daughter,Donna.
Arnold.
las, will meet at the Legion hall,
was done to the Vande Guchte have named their infant daughas leader of the discussion.
Mrs. A. E. Hildebrand, accomBoy Scout Troop Has
The annual service on "Day of panied by her daughter, Sally.
car. The truck also went into the ter, Jane. Ann Moored.
Mr. and Mrs Eugene Friezer of
Prayer for Crops,” will be held
yard of Donald Vruggink and tore
Party at Legion Park
Three Hope college students.
Owosso were guostss for a few
down the clothes line stand.
March 8 at 7:30 p.m. in the local Miss Wynetta
Vore, Miss
days last week at the home of
About 40 Boy Scouts of troop 6, Reformed church.
Joyce Brunselleand Loren Ren(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
gram; Mrs. F. Ketchum, attend
The Saugatuck-Douglaa Lions First Reformed church, were Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing kema also took part in the pro- Mrs. Martin Tubergen spent
Mrs. Friezer’s parents, Mr. and
In Zeeland.
present at an outdoor party Mon- attended the wedding of their gram. Group' singing was led by Tuesday, with her sister. Mrs.
Mr. and Mr*. Harry Bowman Howard Leow and family of near
day night at American Legion grandnephew,Paul M. Weis of Miss Gara McGellan and closing George Tubergen ki Holland. attended services in the James- Burnips.
Memorial park. They were ac- Holland and Miss Lois Rameau of prayer, by Mrs. J. Kenneth Hoff- Others visiting there were Mis. town Reformer church Sunday ^ Marinus Rynbrandt of Byron
It will be a businessmeeting. companied by Ben Mulder, troop Kalamazoo at First Reformed
Dick Berghorst of Pearline and evening as the guests of Mr. and Cqhter was a caller in Burnips
master. Members of the March com- Dinner will be served at 6:30 by
on Saturday evening.
church in Kalamazoo last Friday
Mrs. John Burkhart of Grand Mrs. Alyn Rynbnmdt.
mittee are Mrs. Nash, chairman, the Ladies Aid society of the committeeman;Cornelius Yskes
and
Robert
Qirtis,
assistant evening. They were accompanied country. A fellowship hour will Rapids.
Seminanry
Student
Paul
D.
Mias Nash, Mr. and Mrs. Gemge church.
scoutmasters,and Elmore Van b. Mrs. John H. Schipper of Hol- follow. Lunch will be served. The
Mr. and Mrs. John Poona and Schmidt conducted services la the Will meet Thursday evening at
Vander Hill and Mrs. Hans Von
The Music Study dub of Saug- Lente, scoutmaster.
land and the Misses Lois and Ruth public is invited.
Ins.
Mrs. Joe Huizenga were among Reformed church Sunday. Mr. the chapel with Mrs. Justin Pabnatuck-Dauglaamet at the home
Several contestswere staged, Kroneroeyer of Fillmore.
Mrs. B. Voorhorsthas returned those attending a brothers and Schmidt and Mias Evelyn Jan- bos as hostess. Evelyn Bames will
Refreshments were served by of Mrs. Harry Newnham, ThursThe Woman’s Missionarysocie- to the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ar- sisters party on Wednesday even- nenga were dinner guests at the be the leader.Jean De Jonge is in.
including a sled race, won hy the
February committee.,
day evening, Feb. 23. Mrs. Charles Waukazoo patrol; toboggan race, ty of the local church will spon- thur Kaechele of Allegan after
ing in Grand Haven, at, the home home of Mr. and Mrs. Andrev charge of devotions. Text Is on
Hanson, leader of the study per- won by Fox patrol;skiing, won by sor a meeting at the Hamilton spendingseveral days in the John
of Miv and Mrs. Ben pe Jonge.
Klynstra.
Love. Articles to bring are qqilt
information is ex- iod, presented the fourth chapter
Mrs. Cornelius Vereeke'andMrs.
The Missionarysociety was to blocks and childrens'books.
between the U.S. and in “AdventuresIn Symphonic Mu- Waukazoo patrol, and “Capture community auditoriumFriday Brink, Jr., home.
the ball,” won by the Golden evening at 7:30, when the Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lugten have Ted De Jonge attended t,a shower meet this afternoon at the home
Mr. and Mrs. Herman De Boer
thru the Mexican-U.S. sic”. The musical part of the proEagle patrol
Joseph Esther, missionary to Chi- returned from a two weeks' trip honoring Mies Lorraine Hop of of Mrs. John Bohl Instead of at
commission which was gram included contero’s and virtA brief meeting waAyid at the na will present a program of to Florida with Mr. and Mrs. Ed Holland TYifrsday evening at the the
in 1942.
uoso’s by eminent musicians. .
church preceding the Yarty.
slides, depicting his work in that Wolters of Ganges.
home of M*. and Mrs. Jacob Hop
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Holland Lives
On Past, Speaker Says

Hamilton

The marriage of Miss Thelma L.
White, daughter, of Mrs. Reka
White of Holland, to Emerson W.
Strong, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
H. Naber of route 5, was solemnized by candlelight Friday at 8
p.m. in the Centennial room of the
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Calvin Trounces

hFinallniites

Dutch Quintet

To Defeat Otsego

For Second

r*

Time

Bon Raterink Sparks

Elmer Ribbens Hits

Fourth-Quarter Rally;

24 Points as Mates

Otsego Looks Good

Crack Hope Defense
By Dick Collins
The settingat the Armory Monday was ripe for a terrificball
game. Fans crammed every nook
and comer. Hundreds were turned
away at the door and coqntleas
other* stayed away rather than

Bern Rtterirvk wa» the tout of
Zeeland fane today after aparklng
hie Zeeland high school team to
a 46*41 victory over a dangerous
Otsego quintet In the first round
of the districttournament played
at the Holland Armory Tuesday
night. A small crowd turned out
to witness the first round dash.
The fleetfooted Chix forward
only scored 10 polhts iri the con*
test, but Ullied when it counted.
With his squad trailing 40-39 with
less than three minutes remaining
in the fray, Raterink scored six
quick points by some spectacular
floor play to clinch the win for
his mates. He didn't start the
game and was used only sparingly.

three minutes. They played fut
aggressive ball and exhibited some
fancy shooting. The Bulldogs

P’f 1

i f

w
if

E,

rivalry.

wu

leading 40-39 going into the final

-to*.

It was another Hope -Calvin
game with all the tense exdtement that goes with that heated

Much can be said about the losing Otsego Bulldog quintet It
a great ball club and could just as

Stuckwisch'sboys led practically
the entire game and were still

f

battle the crowd.

-

well have won. Coach Bob

«|

Arbor Day on tho Grand Valley, and Louis
Mulder (Jeft) and Art 8as plant trees made of
lichen at the farms and along the roade In Sas'e
model train layout which wlll.be a big attraction
at Holland's second annual hobby show which
opens March 13. The broad layout, carefully scaled
It's

1

Ei

U Inch to the foot, reprssents three square miles
in area. The terrain is largely plaster over wire
screen, touched up with oil paints and lacquer.A
lake Is a piece of glsee- The trains will be In operation at the week’s ehow which will be open until
9 p.m. every
(Penna-Su photo)

night.

formed church in Holland, was
the guest minister in the Christian Reformed church Sunday afternoon. The* Rev. Henry Verduin

But, when all was said and
op of the National Guard apoudone, the Knights had dished up
aorod Junior loaguol Theoe boya,
one of the wont drubbings of the
ranging In agoa from U to 15, aaseries. Final acore: Calvin 66,
werod a call to play basketball
Hope 48.
Saturday mornings at tho ArmCalvl- caught up and took over
ory last December. They organthe lead midway in the first half,
ized Into two leaguee »f six teams
and from then on simply walked
sack. And the teams played 16
away from the wild-shooting
Dutchmen. It wasn’t even close scheduled games and tho two
and Hopeiteshad little to cheer winners mot la a playoff for

the championship last Saturday right): Paul Banin, Earl
night la a prelim to tho Amorinaa Herb Wybenga, Jim
Legion game. The Broncos (stand- Earl Edwaarda, Bob Belfort Uwing) woa M-4 over the Midgets 1s Stegink, Harlan Boerlgter,John
(slttlag).Tho Broncos won the Van Iwaardea and Frits KrttttAmerkma league and tho Mid- hoff. Tho top row Broaeoe (left.te
gets woa In the National Each right):Bob Kroon, Ken Scholtsn,
wont through 16 games without a Rich Sjaarda, Boa Myrick, leu
defeat Burrell DeYoung was In Nykamp, Bob Banda, Data Vancharge of tho aoccomfulprogram. dor Ploeg and Dick Lantera.
The front row Budgets (loft to
(Ponna-Sasphoto)

about.

The loss was Hope’s ninth of
the season. And for Calvin it was
the 12th win of the season against
ust three defeats to give Coach
Chuck Bult’s outfit the best record of any college team in Michigan.
It was the tint time in modem
history that Calvin has beaten
Hope twice in one season.
At the outset, Bud Vande Wege
one-handed one in from aide
court and Paul Muyskens followed with one of his jump shots to
give the Dutch a 4-0 lead. It looked as though the locals were in

Two Meetings Interest
Literary Club

Members

WANT-ADS
• LOANS

boasted the individualstar of the
LOANS
LOANS
Up to $250 or more
tilt in Bud Henderson who split
Bob Gordon, self-styledcarica- old Englund and Mrs. Roger DolHolland Loan Association
the meshes for 18 tallies in additurist, cartoonist, satiristand man.
is planning to preach at all three
10 West 8th Street, 2nd floor
tion to setting up numerous other
Ax*.
character analyst, entertained
services next Sunday.
counters. A big factor in the demembers of the Woman’s Liter- andra Lynn Bontekoe
Mrs. H. J. Hoffman is visiting
feat was the Ion of two regulars
ary club Tuesday afternoon with
Mr. and Mrs. Lato Tazelaar and
via the foul route early in the
Those model trains which fasBob in Kalamazoo a few weeks.
an amusing talk entitled,"What Celebrates Birthday
final period.
Gene Poll of Hamilton sang two
I Know About You.” Combining
The lead see-sawedthroughout cinated visitorsat Holland’s first
Sandra Lynn Bontekoe celebratselectionsin the Reformed church
his flare for caricature with good
much of the first period before hobby kiow last year will offer a
ed her sixth birthday anniversary
Sunday
evening.
He
sang
"Jewels”
common
sense,
Gordon,
a
retired
the losing Bulldogs managed to brand new attraction this year.
and "I’ll Be a Sunbeam." He was for one of their "hot” nights. Marine corps major, talked about at a party given Saturday aftertake a 10-7 margin at the first
There’s going to be a big layFrom Thursday'sSenlnel)
accompanied on the piano by his Hope stretched out front 9-5. and illustratedtypes of faces, in- noon by her mother, Mrs. Nell
quarter horn. Henderson wu the
The ^omen's Missionary so- mother, Mrs. Earl Poll.
out in one of the rooms at NethBontekoe,196 West 14th 81 The
big gun, getting six points.
However, both teams were miss- herited characteristicsand facial
ciety of the Reformed church met
hostess was assisted by Mrs. Jack
Despite stormy weather and
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Nienhuis ing a lot of shots.
patterns.
Zeeland came roaring back at erlands Museum where trains will
last week Wednesday afternoon.
have named their daughter, born
To the amusement of his audi- Loyer and Mrs. Georgs Vande n bad roads, members of North
the start of the second quarter be operated— not just looked at.
Then
the
Knights
took
over
and
The president, Mrs. Julius Pomp
and scored eight quick points beHolland Reformed church reslowed Hope down to the Calvin ence, he drew caricatures of vol- Berg.
The layout will be Art Sas’s presided at the business meeting. Feb. 12, Barbara Louise.
Garnet were played and each
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Brinks and type of controlled basketball. unteers from tha club, presenting
fore the bewilderedOtsego could
sponded in large number* FebruGrand Valley line, a somewhat Mrs. Henry Folkert conductedde- family from East Saugatuck were
guest received a favor and a bal
reorganize.Then Henderson startSteered by diminutive "Slug" Sla* each with the completed cartoon.
votions.
A
solo
was
sung
by
Mrs.
ary 22 to call
new minpermanent arrangementon a
recent Sunday evening guests of ger, the Knights crept up. Soon
ed to find the range again and he
Mrs. Clyde Geerllngspreaided. oon. A blue and yellqw color
Marion Klaaren, she was accom
broad
base
which
measures
13 to
scheme
wu
carried
out.
A
decorister.
The
church
has
been withMr. and Mrs. Justip Brink and the score was tied at 14-alL
potted eight successivepoints
Mrs. Garret Vander Borgh urged
panied on the piano by Mrs. Mar'
ated
birthday
caks
centered^
ths
Jarvis and attended church serthrough the hoop to again give by 7 feet with 250 feet of wiring
out
a
pastor
since
the
Rev. Mormembers
to
attend
the
InternaA familiar player on Calvin
tin Nienhuis. A program on Japan
vice with them.
Otsego the lead. Hendersonwas underneath.
ris G. Folkert left for Seventh
tional Tea to be sponsoredFriday refreshment table.
teams
for
the
last
four
years,
El
Sas and hit two sons, Ronald, was given with Mrs. John PopGuests were Phyllis Schroten Reformed church in Grand RepMr. and Mrs. Jacob Kleinheksel mer Ribbens, hit on a foul shot afternoon in Hope church parish
ably assisted by six toot four, Jack
14, and Arthur, Jr., 12, have been pen as chairman. Others assisting
visited Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Slagh and followed with one from near hall by the Hope college Women's boor. Julie Gall Bos, Nancy Knoll, Ids last Sept. 1.
Weber on two nice pivot shots.
were Mrs. Mannes Folkert, Mrs.
The losers led 25-20 at halftime. working on the layout six weeks,
of North Holland last week the middle of the eburt. From League and Mrs. Kenneth Allen Stephanie Goodes, Donna Solomon, The church voted unanimously
George Kooiker, Mrs. Herman
Play wu fairly even in the installingtrack by the yard for Arink, Mrs. Gilbert Immink. A Thursday evening.
then on Hope never got back in announced an AAUW-aponsoredSalle-AnnVanden Berg, Diana to extend the promise of/ call te
the tiny HO gauge trains which
The
"Thread and Needles" 4-H the game.
third period with each club netPalette and Masque play, “The Lee Bos, Karen Hertz, Wanda Boa, EllsworthTen Clay, aenlor at
are scaled to inch to the foot. prayer service at which several club of Sandy View school, met in
ting 10 tallies. The fast aggresAgainst
Hope’s
zone
defense,
Emperor’sNew Clothes," Monday Judy Loyer and Brenda Joy Bon- Western Theological seminary.
took part, followed with Mrs.
Ten Gay is the fourth member
sive game wu beginning to tell on Louis Mulder, general chairman
the home of Goldie Ann and the Knights worked the ball down in Holland High school auditor- tekoe.
John Arink as leader. The closing
of his family in Iowa to enter tha
the Otsego boys however u many for the hobby show, has been asSarah Aalderink.on Monday even- to Slager, then over to Mel De* ium.
prayer was by Mrs. Marion
ministry. His three minletarshots went awry. Meanwhile, listing on scenery and construcing.
Stigter, back to Slager and over
Earlier In the afternoon 50
Klaaren.
tion.
brothers are all serving Reformed
Coach Joe Newell was using capThe
girls society of the Chris- to Elmer Waloott A flip from members of the Public Affairs
In the layout are telephone Terry Lee Klingennberg, son of tian Reformed church met in the Walcott to Ribbens all alone in
churches in the Particular Synod
able reserve material to stay in
group met in the tea room for
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willis
Klingenberg,
(From Monday's Sentinel)
poles, farms and buildings,roads,
of Chicago.
the tUt
home
of Marie Dykhuls last week the comer and a Ribbens shot dessert and to hear a discussion
and Linda Mae Ryzenga, daughter
Mrs. J. D. Jencka returned The eldest brother, the Rev.
Otsego managed to hold its ad- lakes, hills and valleys,trees and
Friday
evening.
devotions into the basket got to be habit- on "What the housewifecan do
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ryzenga
home Sunday night from Fargo, Henry Ten Gey, former pastor
vantage at the automatic timeout, other characteristicsof the counreceivedthe holy sacrament of and Bible study was in charge of forming for the Knights. He hit to foster international peace and N. D., where she had been called of Maplewood church in Holland,
try
side.
40-39 although Zeeland had taken
their sponsor, Mrs. Sander Wol four such shots during the first world relations." Mrs. Kenneth De
by the death of her father, Wes- is now serving GraodvilleReformThere are 17 track switches and baptism in the morning services ters. Others taking part were Ar half. He added three more during
a one point lead with four min
Free presided.
in the Christian Reformed church
ley McDowell, on Feb. 14.
24
electrical
switches,
all
connected church. The Rev. Albert Ten
utes left. The last three minutes
lene Hoekje and Kathleen Lank- the second half from the same . As a result of a discussion by
Sunday.
Thirty-five English students of Clay is pastor in Opetburg, Wie.
wu all Zeeland and a hard-fought ed to a complicated switchboard last
heet.
Shirley
Oetman
was
in spot.
Miss Hermina Van Egmond and
Several of the young people of
which will be operatedat the
victory.
That gave Ribbens a 24-polnt Roger Gunn, Hope college seniors, Holland Junior high school went The third briber, tip Rev. Ralph
the Reformed church attended charge of the business meeting.
show
by
Mulder,
Sas
or
the
iatto Grand Rapids by chartered bus Ten Gsy, unable to go to China
The Chix will meet the winner
the Golden Chain union meeting Refreshmentswere served by total for the evening,Just two and members of the club, the Saturday afternoon to attend a as a missionary because of condiof .the Holland Christian-AHeganter’s sons. The layout can operate
points thy of his 26 points scored
Marie
Dykhuis
and
Adeline
in the Beaverdam Reformed
group decided to become a mem- student matinee of ‘The Taming
tions there, is serving a church in
game Friday night. The Dutch and three trains at once.
against Hope in the Armory two
church last week Thursday even- Schreur.
ber of the Michigan Council tor of the Shrew," produced by the Racine, Wi*. He had been studymodel
train
enthusiast
is
Allegan clash tonight at 8 pun. to
Mr.
and
Mrs. George Wedeven years ago.
UNESCO and to sponsor a com Grand Rapids Civic players.Sev- ing languages in California(or the
never done with his layout, Sas ing.
the other first round game.
Hope’s double pivot built around
The topic for the Christian En- and family and George Brinks
mittee to carry out a definite pro- eral teacher* accompaniedthe missionary post
say*.
The
hobby
allows
a
wide
Muyskens and Jun Bremer proA total of 20 fouls wu called
deavoi4 of the Reformed church from Holland, were Friday evenNorth Holland church is one
group.
duced its share of hook and Jump ject.
on Otsego compared to 10 for the range of expression,and since the
ing guests in the home of Mr and
last
week
Tuesday
evening
was
The studentsare members of
models
were
displayed
last
year,
Mr. a*- ’ Mrs. Roy M. Heaaley, of the oldest churches In the vioshots, but the ball repeatedly rollZeelanders. Henderson was high
"Youth's Part in Meeting Human Mrs. Justin Brink and Jarvis.
an international relations work Maple Ave., left Sunday tor Chi- inity. It will celebrate its cenwith 18 points followed by Weber interest in the hobby has been
ed off.
bstantiallyboosted in Holland. Needs.’’ This was the monthly
The Men's chorus of the .ReGuard Nick Yonker, usually a shop under the direction of Dr cago. Today they expected to take tennial two year* hence. A new
with 15. Raterink paced the Chix
•consecration meeting and every
plane for Mexico City where church was built a few yean ago
with his 10 points. He was follow Last year it was estimated60 in
formed church tang in the Ham consistentscorer, was missing Ella Hawkinson of Hope college
one took part.
The latter i* vice president of the they will spend two weeks with after the historic old structure
from
all
over
the
floor.
. Moose
ed closely by Irk Poest with nine. the aifh were pursuing the hobby.
The Rev. Thomas Yff, pastor of iton Reformed church Monday
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. McLean. The was destroyed by fire.
Now the number is far greater.
Box score:
Holwerda’sfew shots all were Michigan Council for UNESCO.
the
Ninth Street ChristianRe- evening.
Miss Van Egmond suggested McLeans have been spending the
The Rev. Henry Van Dyke ed
Most hobbyists assemble their
Zeeland
FO
wide of the mark. About the only
own trains and build their own
consistent hitter for Hope was how the homemaker can learn winter with their son-in-law and Fourth church serves as moderatPoest,
3
layouts. However, some persons
Bud Vande Wege from off to the about UNESCO, try to abolish daughter, Dr. and Mrs. E. H. or.
Boonstra,
................ 2
whose work does not allow much
side. His efforts netted aeven prejudice, build sound attitudes Lashua, in Mexico.
Klekover,c ................
1
The Rev. Joseph Esther, misleisure buy assembled cars and
field goals and 14 points for the toward race problems and attempt
Schrotenboer, g ................2
to teach world understandingin sionary to China, will be the
layouts. It’s a lot of fun, they all
evening.
Kroll, g ...‘.............................
0
speaker at the meeting of the
agree.
Hope's foul shooting was dis- everyday living.
Raterink, f .........
5
mal, with just 12 of 28 trie*. CalGunn made definite suggestions Hope church Women’s Missionary
Wagner, c ....................... 1
vin cashed in 12 out of 22 times. for women working through or society Wednesdayat 3 p.m. In
Wyngarden, g ................. 0
The Knights pretty well had ganizatlon*."Be correctly inform- the church parlors. Devotion* will
Smallegan,g
.......
a........ 2
First
things their own way under the ed, study local evidences of pre- be in charge of Miss Laura Boyd.
Member* and friendsof the We
boards with DeStigter,Walcott judice,keep up with educational
Funeral serviceswere to be held
club of Sixth Reformed
and Rosendahl tipping things to- trends and make your opinions
here Monday for Henry Kasten,
church
will
have
a
toboggan
par
ward miroon-dad players.
known, encourage your children
Otsego (41)
FG
in
46, former Holland resident who
Box score:
to Join cosmopolitangroups and ty Wednesday night at Legion died In a Fort Lauderdale, Fla*
Henderson,•fj^. ................7
Memorial
park.
They
will
gather
Calvin
FG FT P play host to persons from foreign
Senese, f .....a..........
0
hospital Wednesday noon. He had
The first municipalcourt jury
Ribbens,f ........................9 6 3 countries," he advised. Decision at the church at 7:30 p.m.
Weber, c .................
5
had a heart attack last summer,
trial of 1950 resulted in acquittal
religious
film,
"Birthday
Walcott,
f
............................
5
Bunell,
...................... 2
to form a committee for service
and was taken ill again last weekTuesday afternoon.
Party,”
will
be
previewed
Tues
Rosendahl,c .................. 7
Warfield, g ........................0
followed the talks.
A
six-man
jury deliberated just
day
at
8
p.m.
in the basement of end while vacationing with his
Slager,
g
............................
1
Mario, g ..............................
1
wife In Fort Lauderdale.
10 minutes before returning a
Hope Memorial chapel, sponsor
DeStigter, g ...................... 3
Honngan, g ........................0
He was born in the Netherlands
Program
Scheduled
for
verdict of not guilty in the trial
by
the
Ottawa
County
Council
of
Cooper,
f-c
...........
1
Hutchinson,f ...........
1
of Howard Lampen, 18, of OverBrummels, f ........................0
Christian Education. It is one of and came to Holland when he
Immanuel Mission.Croap • series of church curriculum en- was three months old. He wu enisel. Lampen had pleaded innocent
VanderLaan,
••••••••••••••••••••••••MM
gaged in the furnace business for
to a charge of driving without due
A program prepared in the in- richment film* sponsored by 19 many years. He left Holland about
caution.
Totals
major
denominations
and
13
inter
terest of gospel work among the
The charge grew out of the first
•Technical
denominationalagencies. Sched- 10 years ago for Flint. Later, he
lepers will be presentedat
moved to Saginaw and then to
fatal accident of the year in Holmeeting of the Women’s Mission- uled for premier showing in 100 Fort Wayne, Ind.
23
land Jan. 27 at the Intersectionof
Hope (48)
FG FT P ary society of Immanuel church cities, the local showing will atSurviving are the wife, the terVande Wege, f ••0M •••••••••••••••7 0 5 Thursday at 7:30 p.m. The pro- tract clergymen, educators, civic
25th and State Sts. It involved a
mer
Sue Van Dort; his parents,
Bremer, f .....
motor scooter and a car driven by
gram was arrangedby the Feder leaders, industrial leaders and Mr. and Mrs. August Kasten of
Clinic
Muyskens,c •••••••••••••••••••••••a
Lampen.
others.
atlon of Women of the churches
Holland; three sisters, Mrs. DewYonker, g ... •••••••••••••••••••••••at
Members of the jury were John
Dennis Stegenga is convalescing
of Holland and vicinity.
Twenty-three donors reported
ey Vander Schaaf of Sheboygan,
Holwerda,
g
...........
Bontekoe. Ray Nykamp, Donald
Mrs. Edith Walvoord, president at his home, 148 West 10th St
at the regular clinic tor thf HolWig., Mrs. Reemer Boersma and
Van Regenmorter,f
Westing/ Dick Oosting,William
following
major
surgery
Feb.
14
of the federation, will lead devoland CommunityBlood bank MonMrs. William Brower of Holland;
Piersma,g ...............
Valkema
and Joseph Borgman. f
at Holland hospital.He returned
tions. Vocal solos will be present
day night at Red Crou headand a brother, August, Jr., of
Marema, f
City Attorney Orlen S. Crdss
quarters.
ed by Mrs. Ella Young, accompan to his home Thursday.
Zeeland.
prosecuted the case and Clarence
A daughter, Deborah Jean, was
led by Mrs. Dick Vander Meet
Donors were Mrs. Jacob Van
Mrs. Vander Meer will also give born at Holland hospital Friday
Hoven, Mrs. Robert Gort, John A. Lokker and Peter S. Boter
morning to Mr. and Mrs. Philip Richard Downs and son, 2871
a reading.
ScuUy, Zelda Woltman, Garry represented the defendant.
Columbia Ave.; Dennis Stegenga,
The case was heard before
Mrs. A. De Roos will give a re A. Haan, 537 East Central Ave.,
Plasman, Fred Stokes, Jr., Fred
Mrs.
Haight Dies
148 West 10th St.; Roger D*
Judge
Cornelius
vander
Meulen.
Zeeland.
Mrs.
Haan
is
the
former
view of the missionary book, ‘The
Stokes, Sr., Mrs. Bert Jacobs.
Vries, 165 West 17th St
Witnesses called to the stand
At Convalescent
Doctor of Happy Landings," by Kathleen Kragt of Holland.
William Norlin, Marvin Bennett,
Admitted Friday wu. David
Mr. and Mrs. John Kronemeye)
Julia Lake Kellersberger, wife of
Fay Van Langevelde, Lambert Included Mrs. Julia Barkels, Mrs.
Mrs. Rosa Haight, 72, wife of the directorof the American Mis- of 157 West 17th St. and Mr. and Hemmeke, 567 Griafschaproad.
Van Dis, Dprothy Dengler, Irving Joe Kramer, Officer Dennis Ende,
Wallace B Haight. 78 East Eighth
Discharged Friday were Mrs.
sion to Lepers. She and her hus- Mrs. Henry W. Timmer of route 6
Anderson, Delbert Fogerty, Rus Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff,
St., died Tuesday at 8:15
at
State
police
Cpl.
Otto
Buelow
of
band served as missionaries in the returned home Saturday night Howard Tucker and infant son,
Mil Bennett, Andrew Van Slot,
Smith Convalescent home. She Belgian Congo tor many years.
from a month’s vacation in Cali- route 5.
Robert Van Wleren, Alvin Van the South Haven post and Fred
had
been a patient at the home
Admitted Saturday were Georg*
fornia and other parts of the
Van
Dyke.
TUbbergen, Harvey Jalving, Mrt.
tor the last six weeks, following a
West They visited many points L. Hoy, Douglas; Charles AtLampen also testified.
Sadie Wlnten, Leon Meyera and
stroke.
Adelphia Society Meets
of interest includingBoulder dam wood, route 4; Mrs. Ben Bruins,
Winifred Telgenhof.
Born
Sept. 25, 1877, in Lockroute 3, Hudsonville; John Jneand the Grand Canyon.
Physicianson duty were Dr. Sodium Fluoride Clinic
At
Zwemer
Social
wood, she wu a resident of HolThe Maplewood PTA will meet kel, 119 East Ninth St
Nelson H. Clark and Dr. William
land for the last 45 years. She
Discharged Saturdaywere Mrs.
TemporarilyClosed
The Adelphia society of Wes Tuesday at 8 p.m. at the school.
Winter. Nurses were Mrs.
was a member of the Royal tern Theologicalseminary met
Mr. and Mrs; Kenneth Piers *
A sound and color film will be Melvin McBride and infant
Van Dam, Mrs. R. Roots tra and
(Van Iwaardenphoto) Neighbors.
The sodium fluoride clinic tor
Monday evening tor it* weekly shown at the Lions club meeting daughter. 293 Elm St; Mrt. HoMrs.
Tien. Nurses aides were
Miss Betty Timmermans and full skirt and train. Her fingertip Survivingbesides the husband class taught by Mrs. Butian Tuesday noon at the Warm mer Burt and infant daughter, 45
Mrs. Russell Burton, Lyda Bridk Holland school children has been
South River Ave.; Mr*. Richard
temporarilydiscontinued, accord- Kenneth’ Piers were married Fri- veil of imported lace was held in are two sons, Louis of Holland Kruithof.
Friend Tavern.
and Necia De Groot.
ing
to an announcementtoday. day, Feb. 10, at the home of the place by a beaded tiara. She car- and Master Sgt Wallace B„ with
Mrs. George F. Bequette and Taylor, and infant daughter,21
After the class the student
In charge of the canteen were
the U.S. Air Corps at Riverside, wives enjoyed an informal evening her brother,James Nies, have left East 28th St; Simon Wiegtrtak,
Mrs. Andries Steketee, 'Marian The dosing resulted from sudden bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. ried a mixed bouquet
Vollink of Hopkins. The groom is
Mrs. Clarence Looman attended Calif., seven grandchildren; a sis- in the social room of Zwemer hall. for Coral Gables, Fla., where they route 2, Hamilton; Mrs. Neal
resignation
of
the
dental
hygienShackson and Althea Raffenaud.
the son of Mrs. Winnie Piers of her sister as matron of honor. She ter, Mrs. Myrtie May of Detroit, Devotions were based on "Stories will spend two or three weeks Kuiken, 304 Washington Blvd.;
ist.
Gray Ladies were Mrs. E.
wore a gown of American beauty and two brothers,Bert Van Tassel of Great Hymns" and were
Arrangements
are
being made Holland
with ’ the former's daughter Mrs. George Laurence and infant
Smith and Mrs. F. Ketchum. Mrs.
The Rev,. Arthur Hoogstrate rose satin with sequin trim and a of Big Rapids and Louis Van Tas- charge of Mrs. Williard Curtis, Misses Huldah and Angle Be- daughter, route 4.
to employ another hygienist and
J. Elenbaaa
historian.
sel of Grand Rapids.
the dinic will reopen as soon as read the double ring ceremony at corsage of white carnations,
Admitted Sunday
Mrs.
Mrs. Lambert Pons in, Mrs. Pet- quette.
Louis' De Wit 3281 West 17th
possible,the announcement said. 8
Mrs. A. Ferris of Grand
George Piers, brother of the
Services will be Friday at 2
Hospital Notes
er Breen, Mrs. Allen Dykstra, Mrs
Mettn Approved
regular program of appoint- Rapids, cousin of the bride, sang bride, was best man.
at the Dykstra funeral home, the Ellsworth Ten Clay and Mrs. John . Admitted to Holland hospital St.
Discharged Sunday were Mia.
Two one-cent parking meters ments will then be continued. Par- "Because" before the ceremony A reception tor 46 guests fol- Rev. J. Kenneth Hoffmaster of- mSfckfr r. ........
Thursday were Betty Lou Van
will be installedoh the west side ents will be notified ofathe reop- and ‘The Lord’s Prayer” after the lowed the ceremony. Group sing- ficiating. The Royal Neighbors
President, Mrs. Chester Droog Kampen, 582 Crescent drive; Wil- Albert De Groot, 506 East
River Ave., just south of the ening.
exchange of vows. Mrs. Robert ing
accompanied
the will be In charge of burial rites at conducted a short business session liam Overkamp, route 2 (both coin, Zeeland; Peter
Dr.
Van Verst is super- Jacobs, sister of the groom, play- groom’s mother. Guests were pres- Pilgrim Home cemetery.
St. Intersection.The Pubafter which refreshments,were discharged same day); Mrs. Glenn route 2, Holland; Mrs.
visor of the clinic, which is locat- ed the traditionalwedding music. ent from Holland, Zeeland, Grand
served. Hostesses for the evening Dannenburg, Hamilton; Joyce 40 Weet 40th St; Mrs.
ed in the Ottawa County Health
There are about 50 wild game were Mrs. Robert Van Zyl, Mr* Jaafda, 89 East 21it St
Asher, and infant
The bride wore a gown of ivory Rapids, Wayland, Allegan,Hop_ Tuesday. department building.
brocaded satin with fitted bodice, kins and South Dakota.
refuges In the U.S.
Lubbert Van Delien. Mrs. HarDischarged Thursday were Mrs. East Ninth St
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Advantages Cited
Stall

and

Pen

merce will stage its monthly membership meeting Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. in the Centennialroom of
the Warm Friend Tavern. Vice
presidents,R. Bennett and H.
Topp, announce that Ed Orr,
Wild and Woolly Tilt
Grand Rapids Jaycee, will show
Sees 51 Fouls Called;
colored slides on "Honeymoon
Around the World.” Poest Is Hifh Scorer
The Rev. Louis J. Dykstra of
the Pine Creek church will be the
Holland Christian eager* took
guest speaker at the North End
their second decision of thf year
Gospel hall Sunday evening at
from the Zeeland Chix Friday
7:30. The Van Iwaarden Qu

Defeats Zeeland

Type Dairy Barns

For Second

Efficiency, Sanitation

Important Issues in
Debate by Specialists
There are two kinds of dairy
ban* — the stall-for-every-cow
type and the pen or looee-run
type.

tet will provide special music. 'At
the morning service,at 9:30, Mrs.
Ruth Nonhof will be soloist, and
the 1 speaker will be Chester

Opposite views as to which is
better are taken by W. Floyd
Keepers, secretary of the Dairy
Barn Equipment Manufacturers
association,and Lauren H.
Brown, former agricultural economics specialist at MichiganState

Keepers prefers the stanchion
for its time-testedperformance and new, labor-«avingdairy
equipment now available Brown

barn

says the “loafing” bam is super-:
ior, citing greater labor-saving,
lower building cost and more comfort for the cows as the big advantages of the pen system. A
milking room or parlor is essential with the pen barn and optional with the stall barn.
An advantage of the stanchion
bam is that each cow is fed in her
own stall, according to her ability
to produce, Keepers says.
• Brown says it’s easier to let the
cows come to the feed— which can
be place in racks near the hay
in the pen barn— than to
carry feed to each cow.

mow

in

Mrs. Paul M. Kleis

Kalamazoo Church Scene
OfKleis-Rameau Wedding

bedding as "probably the biggest
advantage of stanchion bams." He
Baskets of calla lilies and white
says that, on the average, it takes snapdragons, palms and sevendouble the amount of bedding to branch candelabra decorated First
keep cows clean in loose-run Reformed church at Kalamazoo

bams.
Friday evening for the wedding of
Bedding requirementsand cow Miss Lois A. Rameau and Paul M.
cleanliness can be influenced by Kleis. The Rev. Daniel H. Fylthe layout of the bam; according stra of Grand Rapids read the
to Brown, who says that traffic double ring rites at 7:30 p.m. He
should be kept off the bedding was assisted by Dr. Elton M. Eenarea by locating feed racks and
igenburgof Passaic, N. J. Both
the water tank near the door or
are brothers-in-law of the bride.
outside.

The bride is the daughter of
deaning, Keepers Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Rameau
•ays the new gutter cleaners in
of Kalamazoo. The groom’s parstanchion bams make it unnecesents are Prof, and Mrs. Clarence

As

to

bam

Points Listed in

Farm Transfer
Keeping the farm in the family
fanner nearing retirement age. But if you are
planning such a transfer, do it
right, advises E. B. Hill, Michigan
State college agriculturaleconois the goal of every

sary to have S wide alley to drive

a

spreaden This
• means reduced bam widths and

a

1—

2—

—

4—

—

DHIA Group Has

ceremony. Out-of-townguests

Dinner Meeting

were present from Chicago. Grand
Rapids. Passiac, N. J., Owensboro,
of
The Southeast Ottawa county Ky., Holland, Muskegon, Zeeland
DHIA met at Bosch’s restaurant, and Hamilton.
Zeeland, at noon Wednesday for a
For their short wedding trip.
dinner after which
business Mrs. Kleis wore a dove grey suit
meeting was held.
with brown lizard accessories,a
A large audience gathered FriRobert De Free, tester gave an red straw beret and a corsage of day afternoonin the newly-decinteresting report on the year’s red carnations.They will live at orated auditorium of Ninth Street
acthritiess.
panel discussion 203 Elm St., Kalamazoo,upon Christian Reformed church to obbrought out interesting matters their return.
serve the annual World Day of
pertaining to the dairy enterprsie. Preceding her marriage, the Prayer. Mrs. Bert P. Bos played
De Free’s figures show 24 herds bride was feted at several show- organ music as the audience ason test
ers. On Thursday night Prof, and sembled.
Mrs. T. Yff welcomed the group
Gerald Poest captured high in- Mrs. Kleis entertained at a redividual cow record, 667.6 pounds hearsal dinner for the wedding and led devotions on the theme,
"Faith of Our Time." Responsive
fat Neal Andre's high cow went party and immediate families.
over the 600 pound mark. Every
Mrs. Kleis is a graduate of reading and singing followed.
one of the 24 herds went over the Central high school, Kalamazoo,
A series of prayers was given,
300 pound fat record per cow. and attended Hope college where emphasizing the four "avenues"
High herd record is held by the she was a member of Sigma Iota of service, migrants, Indians,
Poest herd.
Beta sorority.Recently, she has Christan colleges and Christian
Ward Keppel, Zeeland,shows been employed as a secretary at literature, and other needs includhighest herd increase.
Western Michigan college, Kala- ing world peace. The prayers were
interspersed with solos sung by
Victor Carlson, Marne, shows mazoo.
an increase of 67.76 pounds fat
Mr. Kleis is a graduate of Hol- Mrs. J. Huff.

Prayer

Dai/

Observed Here

a

A

per cow over last year, followed land high school. He attended
by the Neal Andre herd with an Hope college where he was a
member of Phi Tau Nu. He is a
increase of 67.71 pounds fat
graduate of Western Michigan college. At the latter school he was
Dr. Dykitra,
Hakken affiliated with Sigma Tau Chi. At
present he is associatedwith
Officiate at Zwemer Rites
Last rites were held at Pil- Swift and Co.

Wm

grim

Home

cemetery Friday af-

ternoon for Mrs. Samuel M.
Zwemer who died Tuesday in

York

New

City. Officiating were Dr.
John Dykstra of Central Reformed church in Grand Rapids and
William Hakken of Grand Rapids,
president of the Board of Foreign
Missions of the Reformed church.
Hakken who toured foreign
mission fields last year met Dr.
and Mrs. Zwemer in Arabia last
fall. 'The Zwemers had left in

Maroon Reserves
Win Final
Coach

Game

John Ham's Holland

Christian reserve squad finished
its season with an 8-8 record by
virtue of a win over the Zeeland
seconds Friday night. The HolSeptember and returned to this landers came from behind, in the
country at Christmas time Dr. final three minutes to annex
Zwemer was one of the founders 31-26 win.
«f the Arabian mission with Dr.
Christian led 6-1 at the end of
James Can tine.
the first period,with Zeeland unSurviving are four stepchildren, able .to score a single field goal.
X4 grandchildren,and several Zeeland continuedto use a zone
niece* and nehphews in the local defense in the second period and
area.
Christian shot from out court.
At halftime, the margin was
still five points, with the Little
Dorothy Colt Engaged
Maroons leading 14-9. Zeeland
To Roger Allen Knoll
pulled to a 21-19 count at the end
of the third period and moved
The engagement of Miss Dor- ahead 23-22 just before the auto•thy June Cole to Roger Allen matic timeout. Dave Schreur then
iBQQU has been announced by her came through with three baskets
Mr. and Mr*. Elwood J. for the locals to assure the win.
. 172 Eafrt Fourth St Mr.
Schreur led the Dutch with 11
if the aqn of Mr. and Mrs. tallies, while Howard Geerlings
Knoll, 174 East Fourth St, paced Zeeland with a like total
.

Local Baseball Player
Feted at Family Party

1

1 Honor Students

Named

in Allegan

High

—

Allegan (Special)
Allegan
high school's top 11 students for
the graduating class of 1950 were
announced by Principal Joseph M.
Mulready.The list J« made up alphabetically because of the local
school's policy of rating honor
students as a group
A tie in grades, however, resulted in riaming 11 this year instead of the usual 10.
They Include Alice Brakiard,

the

Armory court by a

Schurrman, Donald

Veldhoff,

George' Veldhoff, James Lugten
and Herman Schipper, Miss Julia
Schurrman and the guest of honor.

Missionary Union Plans

Annual Spring Meeting

Rotary Obserres
30th Anniversary
In observanceof the 30th anniversary of the Holland Rotary
club’s founding, a symposium concerning the past, present, and future of the club was held at their
Thursday noon luncheonmeeting,
with Dr. R. H. Nichols and Bob
Kouw expressing their ideas and
experiences in Rotary to stimu-

late discussion.
"Doc” Nichols, only active charter member, outlined the procedures and problemsexperienced in
founding Holland Rotary, the oldest service club in the city. During his talk, the physician stressed
the Chix whittled the count to 22that if the local club was to be
17 in favor of the Hollanders.
Most of the third canto was any good it all, it must provide
outlets for its members to give
spent on the foul lanes with each
team netting two baskets and four freely of their time in personal effort.
free throws. Much of the finesse
Both speakers mentionedthe
and sparklingplay was missing
CrippledChildren’s program, but
in this period, due to the roughit was pointed out that of late,
ness of the contest. Christian led
through state and local welfare
30-25 going into the final quarter.
agencies, the burden of helping
The Dutch moved out to an
these children has been lifted, and
eight-pointlead early in the final
consequently,the program has
stanza, but lost much of their ball
lost much of its original meaning
handlingwhen both Henry Holfor the Holland club. Among othstege and Ralph Bouwman left
er points mentioned by Kouw, was
the tilt on fouls. At the automatic
the active participationin district
it was still 36-31, Christian. With
and other Rotary affairs,in orminute and a half remaining, der to get a true pictureof Rotary
Zeeland went to work on Chris- In action.
tian's seven point margin and
After the speeches, suggestions
nearly closed the gap in the final
for worthwhile projects were
half minute.

heard from the floor, and it was
Fouls paid off for the Dutch moved that suggestions be
as they went Lo the foul lane six brought before the proper committimes in the last minute to clinch tees for action.
the victory. Wyngarden of Zeeland
President John Donnelly was
also left the fray on five per- the presiding officer. Marvin Linsonals late in the contest.
Scoring star of the game was
clever Irk Poest with 15 tallies.
Poest is a good shot and exceptionallyfast Altena led the

Marooon attack with 12

points,

six from the free throw line.
Christian sunk 17 out of 35 at*
tempts, while Zeeland hit on 10
out of 23.
Box score;
Christian (41)
FG F p
Holstege, f .......
5
0
.... 3
Bouwman, R.. f ... .... 2
2
5
Altena, c ...............
6
4
Bouwman, B., g ... .... 2
2
4
Diekema, g ............... 1
4
3
Kramer, g ............
0
2
Kok, f ...................... 0
0
1
Bouman, Bruce, f .... 0
0 -0
....

A

family party was held Friday evening in honor of George
Zuverink,Jr:, who left Sunday
for Tucson, Ariz., for six weeks'
training with the Cleveland Indian baseball club. The party
was held at the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Zuverink, Sr., 266 Lincoln Ave.
Super was served and the evening was spent socially.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Maatman, Nancy and Judy, Mr.
and Mrs. H. Dokter and Karen,
Jack and Janice, lyir. and Mrs.
Gordon Zuverink and Gallic and
Christine,Mr. and Mrs. Ken Zuverink, Mrs. Ann Norman, Ben
Zuverink, Vernon Zuverink. Mr.
and Mr*. Ray Boeskooland Mrs.
George Zuverink, Jr., who will
Speaker of the day was the Rev. remain in Holland until April 15.
L. Felsianus of Ceylon, who spoke
on the day’s theme. He introduc- Bridal Shower Is Given
ed his remarks with the story
of the faith of Abraham, follow- For Miss Della Schipper
ed by the doom of Sodom and
A surprise bridal shower honorGomorrah and the sto^ of the
centurion, of whom it was said, ing Miss Della Schipper, who will
"I have found no such faith, no become the bride of Harvey Petnot one in all Israel.’’ Rev. Fel- ers this spring, was given Friday
sianus concludedby emphasizing night at the home of Mrs. Gorthe need for faith to meet present don Lugten.
Games were played and duplicrises.
Mrs. Edith Walvoord briefly cate prizes were awarded winners.
told of the four fields supported A two-course lunch wa* served by
by mission gifts. Mrs. J. Vander the hostess,assistedby Mrs.' John
Vliet gave the offertory prayer. Boerigter and Mrs. James Lugten.
Guests invited were thq MesFollowing the World Day of Prayer hymn, read by Mre. Yff, the dame« Gerrit Boerigter, Albert
"Daily Prayer for 1950" was given Boerigter, Henry Boerigter, John
Boerigter, Ed Boerigter, George
in unison by the audience.
Boerigter, Andrew Busscher, John

Top

on

William L. Baker, South Shore did great jobs on the boards, for
Dr., is in "favorable" condition in the Dutch. Big Gerald Kiekover
Bronson General hospital, Kala- was the big gun in the Zeeland
mazoo, following surgery Monday. rebound department
Mrs. Baker is staying in KalamaChristian held the upper hand
zoo with him.
for three and a half quarters after
Mrs. Mike Essenburg of 52 taking over 11-9 in the final
West 17th St. and her son-in-law
stages of the first period. The
and daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Dutch got off to an early lead on
Meiste, DivisionAve., have retwo quick baskets, but the fightturned from a two-week trip to
ing Zeelanderscame back to go
North Hollywood, Calif. Returnout in front midway in the period.
ing with them was Mrs John
The Maroons led 12-9 at the end
Slighter, mother erf Mrs. Essenof the first quarter.
burg, who had been spending the
Coach Arthur Tuls’ club conwinter with her son, Russ Slighttinued to s^t the pace in the secer. En route they stopped in Mexico, Grand Canyon and Boulder ond quarter stretching,their lead
to six points throughoutmost of
Dam.
Dr. H. Grant Mason, pastor of the period. However by halftime,

mist.
Kleis of Holland.
Hill lists these steps as requirTraditional wedding music was
ed
procedure for avoiding misplayed by Miss Donna Brink, orlower costs.
takes when making family farm First Presbyterian church. Grand
ganist. Lyle Thomas, soloist, sang
Haven, will speak to the adult
Brown maintainsthat
pen
transfers:
"Because,”’The Lord's Prayer"
bam should be deaned no oftener
Give early consideration to group of the School of Christian
and "O Perfect Love.”
than the height of w*lla, piers and
your farm transfer arrangement. Living in Hope church Sunday at
Mis* Jean Van Arsdell of Chiceilings dictates. He says many
Develop your own ideas on 7 pjn. His subject will be "Lincago attended the bride as maid
farmers have sufficient headroom
how to best do the job. Consult coln’s Layman Friend."
of honor. Other bridal attendants
so an annual spring cleaning or
Pvt. Norman G. Dekker, son of
Michigan special bulletin357,
were Mrs. William Draper of Holperhaps two a year are all that
“How to Keep Your Farm in the Mr. and Mrs. Harold I. Dekker of
land and Miss Glennyce Kleis, sisare required.
Family." It is availablefrom Holland, is taking part in the
ter of the groom.
Both men favor a well-planned
technical and specialist training
Carl Kleis attended his broth- county agriculturalagents’ offimilking parlor.
ces, or by writing to the bulletin program for 1950 with his unit in
er as best man. Ushers were RobBrown contends that oows in a
office, Department of Public Re- Tokyo, Japan. He is with Co. E,
ert Kuiper of Holland and Robert
pen bam are healthier. He says
8th cavalry regiment, first cavallations,Michigan State college.
Tazelaar of Kalamazoo.
that cows housed in a cold *bara
3
Consult with the son who ** ry division. Pvt. Dekker arrived 4i
The bride’s gown of white satin
produce as much milk as cows
the Far Easst in August, 1949.
was fashioned with a petal neck- to operate the home farm.
kept in a high-cost, warm bam
Mr. and Mrs. WiHiam Bomgaars
-Consult with the other heirs.
line, a peplum edged with imthat is insulated and ventilated.
No
one
wants
to inherit a family of Sioux City, Iowa, are visiting
ported lace and a full skirt which
this week- at the home of the Rev.
Dairy cmt can. stand a good
feud.
ended in a long train. Her finger.deal of cold, according to Keep5
Consult with your attorney. and Mrs. Marion de Velder, 79
tip veil was held in place by a
ers, but temperaturesaround 50
Hill advises that all legal, per- West 11th St. Mrs. Bomgaars is a
satin pearl cap. She carried a
degrees are best if oows are to be
sonal,
and economic angles be sister of Rev. de Velder.
The son bom Thursday at Holkept dipped and clean to meet bouquet of calla lilies.
carefully considered.
The maid of honor wore a gown
health regulations and if watering
Ability of the families to get land hospital to the Rev. and Mrs.
of
carnation
pink
satin
with
systems are to operate properly.
along with each other, opportun- Louis Dykstra,route 4, has been
He concludesthat the fact that matching braided headband. She ities for the son, income for the named Gerard Lee.
carried a colonialbouquet of pur98 per cent of dairymen use the
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Johnson
parents, farm valuations and
ple
violets centered with pink
stall-for-every-cow bam is adehousing
facilitiesare all factors of Sedalia, Mo., and Rock Island,
carnations.Mrs. Draper and Miss
quate proof of the worth of this
which should help determine the 111., arrived in Holland Monday
Kleis wore gowns of apple green
time-tested system.
for a visit at the home o;' Mrs.
right move.
satin with matching headbands.
Goals to consider should include Johnson’s sister, Mrs. Charles
Their colonial bouquets of violets
Bertsch, 816 South Shore Dr. Mr.
were centered with white carna- reasonable security for parents as Johnson returned to Sedalia on
well
as
farm
operating
heirs, fair
tions.
Wednesday. Charles Bertsch is a
A reception for 250 guests was treatment of other heirs, and patient in Veteran’s hospital,Fort
maintaining
or
improving
the
held at the church following the
Custer.
farm as a going concern.

through with

night

Time

41-38 count in a wild and woolty
contest. A capacity crowd turned
out to see the fray. The tilt was
Schemper.
the finale of the regular schedule
C. J. De Koster, president of for both schools.
the board of education, and Supt.
A total of 51 fouls were called
C. C. Crawford left this morning in the contest, giving «ach aquad
for Atlantic City, N.J., to attend plenty of opportunityfrom the
the annual convention of the Na- foul lane. Zeeland was charged
tional Association of School Ad- with 26 personal foul* and four of
ministrators. Among the speaker* the technicalvariety,while Chriswill be Mrs. FranklinD. Roose- tian committee 21 personals.Both
velt, Senator Margaret Chase officials had their hands full on
Smith of Maine, Senator Wayne occasions to keep the tilt under
Morse of Oregon, Branch Rickey, control, but turned in a creditable
president of the Brooklyn Dodg- performance.
ers, and Beardsley Ruml, New
Both aggregations played good
York economist. The convention ball throughout the first half,
starts Sunday and will conclude with neither club exactly "hot" on
Thursday.
the hoop. Christian was a differ
Dr. Ella Hawkinson,head of the ent ball club than it had been
history department at Hope col- earlier this season, and gave a
lege, will speak at the Kiwanis fine exhibition of ball handling
club dinner meeting Monday at and floor play. The Chix are also
6:15 p.m. in the Warm Friend a vastly improved ball club, and
Tavern, Stan Cummings, district plenty rugged Coach Joe Newell’s
lieutenantgovernor,will be a charges held a considerable height
guest at the meeting.
advantage on the Maroons, but
Don Baker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bouwman and Ed Altena

college.

Keepers cites the saving

1950

2,

Holland Christian

(From Friday's Sentinel)
The Junior Chamber of Com-

On

THURSDAY, MARCH

Totals

.................
..

Zeeland (38)

17

12

21

gram.

in charge of the pro*

,

Zeeland
(Froirf Monday’* Sentinel)
Miss Norma Meengs and Bruce
Embree were married in Los Angeles, Calif.,on Friday. Miss
Meengs, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George N. Meengs, is a graduate
nurse of Harper hospital, Detroit.
Relatives and friendsin Zeeland
have received word of the death
of Mrs. Marvin Hoffman in a hospital In California.Mrs. Hoffman

was

Hefirietta

Vander Berg

of

Zeeland before her marriage. Jler
husband died several year* ago in
California.
A large group of

women from
P Zeeland, representing all the
2 churches, attendedthe World Day
•4 of Prayer . service held at the

F

FG

deman was

Coyote* are reported regularlyfrom West Olive and Agnew area*
north of Holland, according to conservation officer Elmer Boermari.
The eight puppies (top photo) were born to a full-bloodedcoyote
mother and tired by a dog, accordingto'Boerman. They were dug out
of the sand blow* near Agnew earlier this week by Bill Miller of
route 1, West Olive. From left to right behind the caged puppies are:
Willie Owen and Jamee Sheffieldof Muakegon Helghta, Bill Miller
and his son, Earl. The two dogs on the right do not run deer, according to Miller, but do run coyotes. The lower photo shows the mother
of the pups (right) and an 82-pound hybrid coyote shot by John
Brower of route 2. Orlie Bishop (Isft) and Bosrman, hold ths animals.

Coyote Puppies Found
North of City Limits
Thar’s kiotes in these parts.
Yep, they’ve been killed and
captured in the sand blows near

West Olive.
This week a litter of eight hybrid coyote puppies was dug ,out
a half'-mile east of Agnew by Bill
Miller and Eli Wet of route 1,
West Olive. They summoned conservation officer Elmer Boerman.
A state conservation trapper
set four traps near the hole and
captured the full-bloodedmother
coyote that same night. The sire
of the pups was a dog, according

3

Holland high drew a first-round
bye today for the class

A

regional

basketball tournament that begin*

March 8 at Western Michigan

go Into an airplane engine.

DYKSTRA

.

.

held April 19 in Third Reformed out that the new garden promb
A canape party was held before
an inspirationalmessage acquaintchurch. Morning and afternoon a crack-down on dogs running
the audience with the work’ the dance in the Centennial room
sessions are scheduled.Complete loose and dogs without 1950 tags
stations.The missionary and a midnight lunch was served
plane will be announced later. after the March 1 deadline.
in the Tulip Room,
to $13915.
.

is&tt

Round

Named

*

&

In First

.

college gym in Kalamazoo.
The Dutch play the winner of
1
the Benton Harbor-Grand Rapids
•3 Third Christian Reformed church to .Boorman.
1
4 Friday afternoon. This service is
2
Four of the pups are white with Creston game Friday, March 10,
Wagner, g ............... 1
2 ••4 annually observed. in many coun- a few brown spots while the other at 9:20 p.m. Benton Harbor and
Kroll, g ....................... 0
0
2 tries the first Friday in Lent. Mrs. four are brown, the color of the Creston play March 8 at 7:20 p.m.
Defending state class A chamBoonstra, f ............... o
0
1 Robert Pool was in charge of the mother.
Smallegan,f ........... 3
0 service and Mre. George F. Huiz*
Fresh coyote tracks and howls pion Kalamazoo Central drew
0
Wyngarden, g ........... 1
5 enga conducted devotions, Special at night are common in the West Muskegon for its first-roundgame
1
0
Gcbben, f ...............
1 music was a vocal duet by Mrs. Olive and Agnew areas, according to be played March 8. The winNoiroan Artz and Mrs. Paul to conservation officersand Mill ner meets Muskegon Heights
March 10. The Heights also drew
26 Wiersma. Misd Wilhelmina Kals* er.
10
Totals ................... 14
keek, who has been a missionary
• Technical fouls.
Boorman says the pups are a first-roundbye.
in China for more than 20 years
Winner of the Kalamazoo remostly coyote and will be disposed
and recently returned for a forc- of by the conservation depart- gional moves on to the state quarLon De Neff Honored
ed furlough, was guest speaker. ment. There is a $20 bounty for ter-finalsat Lansing.
An offering wai received for mi- female coyotes and $15 for males.
On Seventh Birthday
grant work in this area and for
John Brower of route 2, shot a Grand Haven Resident
the proposed children’s retreat
hybrid coyote rfhat weighed 82
Lon De Neff celebrated his sevand training school at Cutlerville.
enth birthday anniversary at a Arrangements were made by z pounds recently near West Olive. Dies at Home of Son
party given Wednesday evening committee composed of Mre. Ed- The huge animal was believed to
Grand Haven (Special)— Elton
by his mother, Mrs. Ivan De Neff,
win Glerum, Mre. David De be one-eighth coyote, according to A. Childs,70, died at the home of
247 West 14th St.
Bruyn, Mrs. J. C. Flewefiing,Mrs. conservation officers. Coyote charGames were played and refresh- P. Nieuykoop,Mrs. B. Poest, Mrs. acteristic included teeth, shape ol hb son, Lewis, route 1, Grand ^aven township,late Friday afterments were served. A decorated A. De Koster, Mre. A. H. Pyle feet, hair and other marks.
birthday cake centeredthe table. and Mre. R. Pool.
The animal looked like a police noon. He was born in Cortland
township. Kent county, Jan. 7,
Lon’s grandmother,Mrs. Arnold
About 200 men attended the dog.
Hofmeyer, assisted the hostess.
ConservationOfficer Harold 1880, and had lived in this vicinannual banquet of the Missin SynGuests were Carol Jean Wol- dicate representing the Reformed Bowditch of Grand Haven, re- ity 29 years. In 1917, he married
dring, Sharon Brouwer, Sandra church congregationsof Zeeland ports he ran a coyote from Ag- the former LillianFox.
Childs Was a member of the
Colenbrander, Susie Augst, Bobby and vicinity,held at the Second new to Pine 'Creek before losing
Church of Christ. He operateda
Llevense, Royce Rudolph, Dick Reformed church Thursday even- him last Sunday.
farm until three years ago when
HUtolnk, David De Neff, Mr. Hoff- ing. The fellowship dinner was
he
retired because of ill health.
meyer and Mr. De Neff.
served by the Ladles Aid society Holland Danrng Club
Surviving are the wife, Lillian;
after which a missionary program
three daughters, Mrs. Charle*
was presented in the church audi- Ends Winter Series
Tony Beyer
Worth of Suring, Wis., Bessie and
torium. Martin Wyngarden of
The Holland Dancing club con- Mildred of Grand Rapids; a son,
Vriesland opened the meeting.and
Holland Dog Warden
cluded its winter series of dances Lewis; a sister, Mrs. Gaylord
the Rev. John deh Ouden, pastor
Saturday
at the Warm Friend Manley of Sparta, and four
Tony Beyer has been appointed of the First Reformed church concity dog warden to fill a vacancy ducted devotions. Special music Tavern. This , was an "extra’’ grandchildren.
that has existed for six weeks. \Vas ' presented by the Huyaer dance voted by members, who felt
the season had been too qhort. A
More than 8.000 pieces of metal
The appointment was announced quartet of Beaverdam.
Poest, f ................
Raterink, f ............... 0
Kiekover, c .......... .... 2
S9hrotenboer, g ... .... 1

The executive board of the
Women’s Missionary union of the today by the Holland police de;
William Hakken of Grand Rap- spring dance was discussedand
classic of Holland met Wednesday partment.
ids, presidentof the Board of passed over in favor of a summer
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Complaints should be directed Foreign Missions, was guest picnic.
Fred Bosma, 284 East Eighth St. to the police department and will speaker. He recently returned
The club, which feature* ball
Plans were made for the annual be forwarded to Beyer.
from visitingthe Indian and Ar- room daitting, introduced a square
Joyce Brindley, Jacquelyn Car- spring conference which will be
Chief Jacob Van Hoff pobited abian mission fields. He delivered dance at the Saturday event
man, John Clark, Joyce Cook, Erma Finley, Delore* Hewitt, MariIvn Porter, Anne Schmitz, Irene
Thontas and Willard Wynne.

Dutch Draw Bye

J

AMBULANCE SERVICE
St. ' Phone 3948

29 East 9th

HOLLAND. MICHIGAN.
Gilbert Vander Weter. Mgr.

